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DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN THE CARIBBEAN -
A Review of 1950 to 1975 
For the Caribbean,-- the 1950*s was the era of political renaissance. 
The end of global conflict in the previous decade had left Britain, the 
major imperialist power in the area, a much weakened' state struggling 
for its own economic survival. Its marginal Caribbean markets could 
have made little contribution to its recovery, therefore a shift to a 
political strategy which made the "islands more responsible for their 
future was most expedient. Sél ̂government packets were therefore 
dispensed in the area both "collectively and 'severally. The French-
speaking 'colonies stirred by the spread of revolutionary ideologies 
made attempts to establish a Caribbean identity, a movement which 
conflicted wi'th thé' interest' of-metropolitan Francè. The larger 
countries in the Caribbean chain which had already freed themselves-
from-European imperialist rule, but had through external influences 
achieved little control over their political and economic destinies, 
revolted against what 'they regarded as authoritarian leadership and 
sou'ght to establish regimes-with greater popular support. The climate 
of Caribbean consciousness was also felt in the Dutch possessions and 
domestic politics took on new dimensions which soon-led to internal 
self-government, and eventually to independence. 
These political developments in the Caribbean established a 
climate in which for the first time in its history, there .was fertile 
ground for belief that the future condition of the people could be . 
determined by the wills of themselves and their leaders. A reflection 
• . .. ' . * • 
1/ The term "development planning" always has a political dimension, 
a fact, vvhich has not been ignored in this paper. 
/of this 
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of this newly found confidence is evident in this statement, "Independence" 
has meant the assumption of complete responsibility for our own affairs. 
This is the first major test of how we, as Jamaicans, will carry out the 
responsibility which we have freely assumed in order to fashion our country 
in the mould of our own deliberate work, and not as others wish us to be. 
This right and the exercise of it, in.the final analysis, is the essence 
1/ 
of Independence".— . •:. 
• It is in the field of economic and social action that this, new 
found confidence most; revealed itself.. The traditional economic role of 
the region as suppliers of agricultural commodities to,metropolitan 
Governments and purchasers of food, industrial and manufactured goods, was 
seen as a consequence of foreign domination;, and it was increasingly felt 
that by deliberate and planned action,, Caribbean peoples could attain more 
satisfactory living standards. This,, however, could not be done if world 
market forces were allowed, to operate freely. Planning was therefore, 
seen as a necessary tool for achieving those, economic changes which seemed 
des-irable if political power was to be made meaningful. The following 
extracts from a speech« made by the most dominant political figure in the 
English-speaking Caribbean in the past quarter, of. a century, speak for 
themselves ' • . . 
"Planning ...is a good thing". 
(it is) "an instrument.of economic development and social 
change". 
\j Foreword: Jamaica Five-Year Independence Plan 1963-1S68 
2/ Excerpts from "The Purpose of Planning", a Paper delivered by 
the Rt. Hon. Eric Williams at the University of Sussex in 1969 
and published in "The Crisis in Planning", by Faber and Seers.. 
/"The purpose 
VThe purpose of:planning ...is ... to impart discipline 
and. enthusiasm to-the pursuit of the development effort of 
both the public, and private sectors of the eqonomy. Externally, 
its purpose is to enable the developing nation to exercise a 
greater degree of^control over its external, environment". 
"Planning is from start to finish, a political process". . 
'From the late .1950's,. therefore, Caribbean. Governments began-, 
preparing.documents entitled .variously, "Development. Plans" or "National. 
Plans", all of which were intended" broadly to determine the future course 
of socioeconomic rgrowth., The- purpose, of this paper is to look, back over 
the past .quarter of a century at the plan documents of Caribbean Governments 
for appreciation of their main characteristics. The approach is,global, 
so that there will be no reference to the policies of specific Governments. 
Plan Strategy and Purpose 
r With assumption of responsibility for future of their countries, 
Caribbean Governments had choices open to them in their attempts to improve 
socio-economic conditions. But these have to be seen.ejg.ain§,t,.-.a background of 
what they conceived as their political options. Looked at in retrospect, 
only one Caribbean state, quite early in the 1960's opted for a clean 
break in its political orientation and made fundamental changes in both 
internal and external economic relationships. It recognized the 
exploitative characteristics of historical metropolitan ties, and opted 
for a managed economy which gave the state supreme control over investment, 
supply, demand and distribution. It terminated the dominance of private 
and foreign ownership of means of production arid, following retaliatory 
action by its dominant trading partner, shifted its trading relationships 
mainly to other states with centrally planned economies. The historical 
/antecedents which 
antecedents which culminated in this drastic reorientation were unique 
and since the Country's political will and sense of national purpose 
and determination were not duplicated anywhere in the Caribbean, its 
development experience should be seen more as an aberration ; emerging 
from those circumstances, than as an indication of what was feasible in 
the area as a whole. < 
Of far greâtar moment for our analysis is the politico^economic 
course pursued in the rest'of the Caribbean. It reveals greater reluctance 
of other Governments to change external relationships and therefore they 
did not threaten"-thé existing traditional framework. They sought, instead 
to manipulate it to their advantage." Internally they accepted the domestic 
•'èdonomic power structure which had developed during colonial times and 
wich was the lynch-pin to the exploitative metropolitan system. These 
states did not explicitly declare, preference for a neo-colonial policy 
but since they did not deliberately set out to change old politico-
economic dependence, they in fact, had little room for manoeuvre, They 
adopted as policy, the same capitalist system of metropolitan powers 
wich they had claimed was responsible for their under-development, and 
sought to apply it through traditional international economic structures. 
Their economic strategies, therefore, have to be viewed against 
the limitations accepted by these Governments of their power to change 
traditional political structures, or more realistically, to introduce 
political variables which would have given them greater economic flexibility. 
There were three important variations which it was thought would 
turn the scales in their favour. First, state power was used in such 
a way as to encourage and foster the development of an industrial sector 
which would reserve the domestic market for internal production, Secondly, 
/since it 
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of Governments. There were also subsidiary organizations Which had important 
roles to pláy in plan achievement.' 'The most important viere 'National Central 
Banks, Agricultural Development Banks, Worker's Banks, Development Finance 
Corporations, Industrial and Agricultural Development Corporations, 
Agricultural Dsv/elopment Banks, Prices Commissions and Industrial Courts. 
The Planning Process 
Í • , . . . ... 
Plan preparation has, been primarily an activity performed by 
Governments for management of public sector expenditure, and for establishing 
a climate.which would inspire confidence in the private sector. The. actual 
preparation, of ei plan usually took many months-during which information on 
proposed investment for the plan period was in some.cases collected from 
the private sector. Though most plan documents dealt solely with public 
sector investment, most of which was infrastructure^, some of them also 
indicated proposed private.sector production targets.. There were no formal 
links-between Governments and other elected representatives, in national 
legislatures during plan -formulation and preparation, so that plan documents 
were .often more representative of political party ,policy than of national. 
After completion, however,, these, documents were presented in legislatures 
for . debate ,. i 
The -role-of thef public in the planning process, is (of particular 
-̂-significance for it illustrates, the .extent to which a Government seas 
development as an exercise•dependent essentially.for its.success on human 
involvement- and participation. The Caribbean Governments, whose planning 
methods are being considered here,.did not have structures for achieving 
mass participation in plan, formulation a.nd .preparation. There was..undoubtedly 
awareness of the importance of citizen.involvement, as can be seen from these 
/quotations: "Democratic 
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established business and commercial interests would be integrated into 
'thè-industrialization exercise, and a safe climate created for both 
domestic and'foreign investment» I « , r 
. - Local investors welcomed, the .entry« of foreign capital. Most 
of them had acquired wealth through commerce and trading, and having 
little manufacturing know-how, they eagerly sought ties with foreign 
manufacturers who had expertise, franchises and markets. Furthermore, 
the local private sector felt it was less likely that the doctrine of 
the sanctity of private capital would be threatened by divergencies Ci 
which could lead to conflict with major world powers interested in" 
preservation of the traditional international economic order. These ' 
factors helped to set in motion, a process of industrialization which 
was regarded as the key to" an economic breakthrough for the sub-region. 
In some cases, Governments established national planning 
commissions comprised of ministers and technocrats under the chairman-
ship of heads of Governments. Economic planning units functioned as" 
secretariats to £hsse commissions arid were charged with the major tèàk 
of preparing medium term plans for periods of three to" seven year's. 
The most commonly used time-span was five years, which' coincided with 
the average tenure of a Government. National planning agencies were 
established by law in some territories,'but the more usual practice 
was to create economic or central planning units as part of the technical 
and administrative machinery in Ministries of Planning and Develbpment. 
There was always a close tie between planning agencies and units on the 
one hand, and heads of Governments on the other, who in most cases 
functioned either as chairmen of national commissions or as responsible 
Ministers. Development policy was in ail cases under control of heads 
/of Governments. 
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flqurish without undesirable threat? from outside which would prohibit 
•>growth, but at the same time unrestricted entry into foreign markets was 
• envisaged. A long list of legislative concessions bear testimony to the 
eagerness with which these Governments sought.to make their policies a 
success: ... 
1.- Pioneer industries ordinances - 'the first of which were 
passed in. 1950, r gave generous tax and duty concessions, and 
accelerated depreciation allowances applicable at the end 
„. of tax exemption periods. 
2.. Protective.. trade barriers were erected to. prevent unfair 
competition., and infant industries were sheltered from 
competition. 
. .. .. 3. ;. Hotel Development Acts were passed which effectively 
.... ... v .attracted foreign capital and expertise.into the tourist 
.. industry. .. 
4. Specific legislation was passed - cement, bauxite, nitrogenous 
... fertilizer, petrochemicals, housing - to meet individual 
industry needs. 
• ' PJ-annirig Organization • 
This new approach of conscious deliberate legislative action to 
accelerate the pace of economic growth was accompanied by a movement 
for creating new Governmental, institutions., since it was felt that the 
traditional administrative system 'was too slow'and cumbersome for rapid 
decision-making. Governments, therefore set up development boards and 
corporations as parastatal entities thus providing vehicles in which both 
public and private sectors could .be represented. By this, mechanism, 
/estaolished business 
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since it was argued that regional shortage of investment capital hindered 
growth, foreign capital was invited on attractive terms not only to meat 
domestic and regional market requirements, but to manufacture-for foreign 
markets. Thirdly, it was held that since thé region had !a labour wage 
advantage, it was economically feasible to import raw materials from the 
industrialized world and export finished products to industrialized markets. 
The"orientation was therefore towards à view that the sub-region could 
become a "Western Hong Kong".— 
This was essentially a mercantilist poiicy with state power promoting 
not merely a monopoly of domestic and regional market's, both of which are 
small, but also assuming unlimited penetration into foreign markets in 
accordance with new regional industrial potential. There was in this an 
implication that the sub-region Could establish an economic hegemony while 
retaining political independence. This strategy was expected to create a 
modern industrial sector which would attract under=-employed from 
traditional primary sectors and contribute to overall increase in 
productivity. The indicators of" success ¿ere the real rate of economic 
growth and number of new jobs provided. 
Planning was therefore, for these Governments, an exercise in 
creating the. appropriate climate for a controlled capitalist system to 
_1/ The view of unlimited markets in the industrialized world still 
dogs development thinking despite trade barriers erected ¿gainst 
••'•" . manufacturing imports from LDC's as. the following quotation by. 
Professor Arthur Lewis demonstrates: "There is a limit to the amount 
of tea or cocoa or coffee that the rich countries will buy, but with 
exports of-manufactures.'from LDC's standing only at 8°/o of world trade 
in manufactures in 1975, potentially unlimited growth is available in 
this area to LDC's over the next décade or so ..." Extract from 
Janeway Lecture by Professor Arthur Lewis on the "Evolution of the 
International Economic Order", published in Finance and Development, 
September 1977 / Volume 14 / Number 3, 
/flourish without 
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quotations: "Democratic planning is a co-operative process involving the 
participation of every layer of Government and' of Society as well as' of ' 
every individual citizen. Orily to the extent that this conception is 
• - » > ' » ' ' ; 'I, 
grasped and acted uport' cëui"national' economic planning be fully successful 
in this country"'.̂  "... 'but"every person, man or Woman, must be prepared 
to work hard, and make' a full contribution to'the programme, so that all 
2/ . • • • other objectives may be successfully achieved." — 
• But sincë1 the planning process was conceived iA sectoral and not in 
regional terms/citizen participation'could only be iaffectad through 
-interest groups. This was formalized in at least one case where a National 
Economic Advisdby Council- was"e"stabli'âhed.; ' It consisted of members selected 
by the Business "Advisory Council, the Labour'Advisory Council, and two 
other persons selected by the" Government from interest groups'̂  This Council 
did not, however, participate in plan preparation, it"was a consultative 
body-to which1' thë' dràft'" national plan was submitted. Thé fact that the role 
of organized labour was only consultative is very important, for it sets 
the'tone 'for labour's attitude tbwards development effort. Since there was 
no chahge in domestic economic'relationships, organized labour continued 
to operate as a countervailing force against the owners of capital, both 
private and- public, whom they see as main beneficiaries in the existing 
'' system'of'production. Labour's attitude has been more exploitative than 
'•co-operative. 
•••'••' Non-involvement of the citizenry of both formal and informal levels 
' -•' in plàn preparation has been a characteristic feature of plan process 
throughout the rugion. There has been more planning for, than planning 
j/ Trinidad and Tobago Draft Second Five-Vear Plan 1964-1?68; Chapter '11, 
paragraph 56. ; 




with the people, end consciousness of.the importance of mass involvement 
did not result in creation of mechanisms for its achievement. Planning 
has been in essence from the top down. The citizenry has not beeh required 
to identify with the planning process; but it has been encouraged through 
exhortation to co-operate on 'the'' grounds that development* programmes will 
improve its lot. 
In most cases, medium term plans were prepared against broad long 
term perspectives such as "the full utilization of our human and natural 
resources together with our capital resources so as to yield to the broadest 
segments of our society, such levels of living as are commensurate with 
1/ 
modern requirements of human dignity". — Annual budgetary provisions 
continued as usual, and projects from medium term plans were implemented 
through annuel budget provisions', The practice of preparing medium term 
indicative plans hrs at times given way to short term annual budgetary 
exercises. " 
In plan preparation, Governments viewed their economies in sectoral 
terms,. This was largely because of the continuation of a ministerial system 
which allotted portfolios on the traditional basis'of state''provision of 
services. This made formal linkages essential for efficiency, and called 
for high levels of management and ministerial co-ordination to avoid waste, 
maintain schedules and obtain satisfactory levels of productivity. Inadequate 
administrative and managerial techniques may well have played a significant 
rols in the disillusion which developed among Governments in the early 1970's 
and which led to a shift from medium term planning to annual budgetary 
programming. 
J/ Chapter I, paragraph 3, Trinidad and"'Tobago Draft Second Five-
~ Year Plan, 1954-1968. 
/One feature 
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One .'.feature of, particular significance is the little importance which 
has been placed on tfie regional, approach,in national planning. Mention was 
made of the. importance of this approach; in.at;,.least one plan document, but. 
no machinery was created'to put it'into, operation. The absence of a regional 
perspective, combined, with concentration-: on sectpral origin of macro-economic 
variable's to the exclusion of their locatipnal origin, has in no small 
measure contributed to;the large' population, movements from rural to,urban 
areas. For no Government developed a mechanism .for treating rural population 
clusters as socio-economic entities in -themselves which were focal areas for 
development. Aiiosncs of a rural development strategy has-placed:heavy 
burden on inadequate urban infrastructure!-services, and by increasing 
urban unemployment has contributed considerably to,social problems, , 
While Governments were always conscious of the importance of physical 
planning, little attempt was made in the earlier planning periods to weld 
allocation and use of space into comprehensive programming. During the 
1S60*s, however, legislation was passed by some Governments which imposed 
controls on land use. Later oh in the decade, physical'planning was"'adopted 
with greater enthusiasm and many Governments' sought assistance from 
international agencies to prepare plans for urban development. ' - J" • 
The exercise of preparing medium term plan documents has served many 
purposes. It has performed the important function^of' periodically focussing 
attention of policy makers, at both political and technical .levels.,. Qn„.. 
socio-economic needs of their countries; and has injected rationality into 
'programmes emanating from individual'ministries. The. documents which 
emanated from 'these exercises were important for establishing credibility 
on the''international, scene and securing bilateral and. international loans« 
They provide useful information about economies and some reveal high levels 
' 1 • • ' • > • 
of technical competence. They are, however, mainly indications of what 
/Governments would 
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have liked to happen but there were inadequate" mechanisms for achieving 
quantifiable goals. "After plan preparation, therefore, the scene shifted 
• from' planning units to relevant ministeriss which took on the task of 
•implementing agreed projects while planning units functioned mainly as 
' plan co-ordinators and economic Secretariats for their Governments. Plan— 
ni-ng, undits in fact >had little planning capacity, and arrangements for research 
and for data Collection during plan execution to facilitate monitoring, 
evaluation- and revision were often inadequate or non-existent. The plan 
documents themselves' reveal a paucity of data on domestic agricultural, and 
other traditional production, and give the general impression that there 
was no long tërm considération of the type of' quantitative data which 
should be provided by statistical services for development of the domestic 
economy; 
Plan Content 
Development planning has been seen primarily as-an exercise in 
macro-economics. The approach has.been to express hopes and aspirations, 
assess national physical resources,,evaluate gross domestic product on 
the basis of sectoral .contributions,, indicate projected ministerial 
expenditure in the public sector,- provide inducements for the private 
1/ sector aryd ..to project attractive growth targets through the plan period 
j/ The following statement by Professor Arthur Lewis is not an unfair 
comment on many plans prepared in the Caribben sub-region: -
"The figures in a Development Plan indicate" expectations, aspirations 
and intentions iiaut are. not binding commitments. This ... is one"" 
reason for the irresponsible tendency to use grossly inflated,figures, 
• intended to impress thé'reader,'without committing the. writer". 
Chapter 1, page 20, Development Planning by W. Arthur Lewis'. - 'Unwin 
Paperback edition. 
/Quite apart 
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v.- - Quite apart ;frem ĵ hSj content .of these plans, however, there is the 
.question of theirriOrientatipn» Plaps prepared in the 1950*sand 1960*s 
never saw the human, ;economy as an important spring-board for conceptualization 
of development «ffont., /But jthere. was .awareness at, least in one country of 
the undesirable effects of the type, of ..industrialization , which was taking 
place,v It"s Third Five-Year,Development Plan states, "The technology used 
in Trinidad^nd Tobago is inappropriate to our conditions of excess labour 
because,it is introduced- from .the developed countries where there is 
.generally a-shortage, of labour, which has consequently to be economized 
1/ 
.'•upOn by combining much capital with little labour". *" 
. ̂ .Labour, was important as a human resource: which, had to be trained, and 
. for. whom.health facilities had to be provided; educational facilities were 
important for the young and for provisions of trained professionals and 
. managerial personnel, but what has been, lacking is the vision of man and 
„.his: needs as being central themes in development... So that side b.y side, 
. With: increasing,.production and rising productivity frorji technological 
advanced, there1 was also rising unemployment. ,The more recent plans show 
.. . .. iawareness: of the: under-utilization of human resource which has accompanied 
, . impressive... growth rates and there tare many pious .hopes that the problem 
will in due course be .solved as the modern industrial sector expanded. Not 
surprisingly, the, problem., has. -remained and ,is today the. major socio-economic 
one facing.,the Caribbean i:su far-region« t> . . 
= .Planned expenditure patterns reflect ordering „of national priorities. 
The level of capital expenditure on economic overheads, .such as transport, 
communications, electricity,, water, drainage and reclamation.is high in all 
j/ 1 Chapter; 1, paragraph 17,, Trinidad and. Tobago Third Five-Year Plan 
1959-1973, 
* /plans. In 
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, plans. In.some cases, 'planned expenditure in these fields accounted for 
•• more than -50% of capital provisions. Expenditure for improvement of human 
< capital education, training, health, housing and water - ranks, second 
-in.importance, and is be twee ri 25% and 40% of total expenditure. The main 
. productive area in which Governments made direct contributions to the 
volume of prdduotion and thus to the whole development programme, was in 
the .field of agriculture. The proportion of capital expenditure allotted 
to: this-and;allied sactors such as forestry and fisheries ranged from as 
• low as:..2% in one'territory to 33e/S in another. The evidence indicates that 
at least in one case, early development programmes did not put much weight 
on agricultural development. For example, the first development plan for 
one territory only-allotted''2.2% of its capital expenditure to agriculture, 
tjut in. the second-arid third plans the proportions alloted were increased 
to.:15%;iand 16% respectively-. "' On 'the other hand, another territory allotted 
• 33% of its capital expenditure in its' First Five-Year Plan to agriculture, 
but>thetsecond plan provided for 18%: of capital expenditure in this sector. 
Investment in agriculture "and"allied services over the whole planning 
period was substantial, yet an examination of this sector of the sub-regional 
economy shows'falling' long term production trends in the main export crops, 
inability of domestic food production to expand sufficiently to meet rising 
.demand, and ever rising imports of food which nullify gains in-foreign 
exchange achieved by exports of tourist services and manufactured goods. 
It- has become increasingly clear that capital investment, credit facilities 
;and past land settlement schemes have' not solved long term Caribbean 
agricultural problems. One Government, in summing up the performance of 
its agricultural sector in its Third Five-Year Plan, stated, "On. the whole, 
except in 1968' (when a number of favourable factors operated), the overall 
/performance of 
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performance of the-agricultural sector has-, not been particularly distinguished 
1/ 
sinop. 19S2*Vr •„. . - ,i , ...:,.. , 
In^parly national plans, little attention was.,paid to sub-regional 
aspects.of planning-by individual .Governments, but in 1968 a-Caribbean 
Free Trade Association (CARIFTA) was farmed by the. English-speaking>countries. 
The movement for joint,,sub-regional, action grew rapidly and in 1973, a ,, 
Caribbean Common Market-J CARICOM), superseded-.the Free Trade Association, 
•gince its-formation-, CARICOM has played an important role in furthering 
economic integration of its signatories-in the sub-region. The agricultural 
marketing.protocol of CARIFTA wag revised and taken into the CARICOM 
arrangements, vyhich were^ supplemented by new tariff structures introduced. , 
with, a view tor increasing .sub-regipnal production and trade, particularly 
in agricultural commodities^ v Within recent years, all Governments ;,have 
attempted to-, further sub-regional co-operation particularly in the. field 
of agriculture. A Caribbean Integration Fund (agricultural project^] which 
was started in 1974, has.funded a CARICOM-Corn Soya Company and a Caribbean 
Food Corporation. The English-speaking sub-region ha? therefore * moved .from 
a strictly national perspective of development to a wider; concept- of , 
interdependence between.member states.-. 
..... ,.„,. . _ 2/ , • M " The Outcome — ' ' ' 
.i - .. <V- 'i 1' • • • • • • • ••( : • •• •••• .-••'. 
Examination of the results of development effort shows that attempts 
to diversify sub-regional economies were successful. Scores of new 
factories were established and numerous new products were locally 
1/ Page 404, Trinidad and Tobago Third Five-Year Plan, 1969-1973. 
2/ Sea addendum "A Case Study of Development in CARICOM". 
r ' * /manufactured. There -
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manufacture^. There were; significant Increases in contributions of r 
manufacturing sectors to Gross Domestic Products. Many new skills..«pre 
developed in the sub-regipn and the numbers, of persons employed in 
manufacturing rose considerable. At the same time, taking the sub-region 
as a whole, the number of persons employed in agriculture fell. Expansion 
in the tourist sector has been most impressive. The number of hotel 
beds has risen substantially and .so too has the qumber of tourists. 
These achievements have only been made., possi ble. by greater dependence 
on Capitalist Developed Countries — which have, been suppliers of food, 
machinery ..and raw and semi-processed material for industry. Even in the 
case of Trinidad, with its domestic petroleum resources, growth in the 
petroleum sector has been largely due to imported crudes. ,The increased 
dependence of the sub-region for physical industrial inputs has been 
accompanied by greater reliance on foreign managerial and technical 
services. An analysis of sub-regional domestic export trade shows, however, 
that there has been relative decline in domestic exports tp the Capitalist 
Developed Countries, and that, the significant, increases in trade in these 
exports have occurred within the sub-region itself. Though traditional 
metropolitan markets are absorbing a smaller proportion of ..sub-regional 
domestic exports, growth and the level of economic activity in the sub-
region are now more dependent on imports from Capitalist Developed Countries 
; than in the past. ' THese countries have in fact, been the real beneficiaries 
of sub-regional development effort. 
Structural:changes in the sub-region have been at the expense of 
agriculture. Not only has the contribution of this sector to. the .GDP. ... 
declined, but the volume of production of many commodities' has fallen. , 
j/ The United States of America, Japan, Canada, Australia, New 
Zealand, EEC and EFTA Countries. 
/With respect 
With respect to the main export crops in the sub-region rates of growth 
hav/e lagged behind' those of world production, and though, there have been 
increases in agricultural production.for. domestic consumption, these have 
not been sufficient to'meet increasing demands for food. As a result, 
the sub-region is more dependent' on foreign supplies, of food than it was 
a quarter of a century ago; 
New Approaches to Development 
The decade of the seventies brought with it, a new awareness of 
the problems of development. By that time some Governments had gore 
through the exercise of preparing two or three medium term plans, but no 
Government felt satisfied that it was on the correct track and that, time 
was the only factor to achieving goals set in the early 1960*s. Unemploy-
ment in Trinidad and Tobago rose from 12% in 1E?70 to 17% in 1973. In 
' - ' * \ 
Jamaica, an unemployment rate of 17.2% in 1969 rose to 22.4% in 1973. 
Increasing unemployment, particularly among school-leavers, and public 
discontent fed on.the one hand by conspicuous consumption of new money-
making clases, and on the other hand, by economic pressures of high inflation 
and low real wages on the mass of the working population, made Governments 
less concerned with the long and medium term and more interested in finding 
immediate answers to current problems. 
These pressures were strengthened in .1973 when for the first time, 
primary, producers of an essential raw material - petroleum - were able, 
through their cartel, OPEC, to demand higher prices from consumer countries, 
thus turning, at least, in the short run, the term of trade in their 
favour. For those countries in the sub-region which depended on imports 
of fossil fuels for energy supplies, a completely new variable was injected 
into the development equation. Since their capacity to purchase oil 
/depended now 
depended now more than ever on foreign exchange earnings, they were 
forced to conserve their reserves' and find new definitions for non-
essential imports. Even supplies for industries carefully fostered 
during the 1950*s and 1960«s became increasingly difficult. Furthermore, 
the concept of import substitution now took on new meaning* Whereas before, 
this was interpreted mainly to mean replacing foreign manufactures by 
locally assembled ones, now the emphasis was on substitution of local 
food for foreign. 
The economic developments were reinforced by a growing consciousness 
that the unemployment problem which had proved insoluble, was in some 
way related to thf fact that too many decisions about internal production 
were in the hands of foreign investors and therefore Governments had 
little power to. control the direction of their economies. Two CDCC 
Governments, Jamaica ¿and Guyana, which were most affected by these events, 
have worked out new development strategies. It was quite clear to' them 
that,.:de.velopfne.nt.policy of the 1 SCO's based on massive injection of capital 
investment and rapid growth on the assumption that the "trickle down 
theory" would ensure an even spread of the benefits from growth, did not 
¿.work as had been expected; that Governments could no longer limit their 
involvement in the development process to passing legistation which would 
provide incentives for private investment; and that they had to play 
more positive roles in determining use of foreign reserves. Both these 
V* 
countries opted for a "basic needs strategy" and a development policy 
1/ ' of self reliance. — 
• ' * 
Aj It is important to note that tfrec-U.K. has now adopted "basic needs 
strategy" as the key in its aid policy. Possibly of greater 
; significance, from an international point of view, was the statement 
by U.S. Senator Ribicoff before the Second (Economic) Committee of the 
U.N. General Assembly in October 1978, in which he called for world 
co-operative effort to overcome the worst aspects of absolute poverty 
by the year 2000 and assure self-reliant growth to developing countries. 
/This approach 
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M This, approach places^greater;emphasis oh.development of the internal 
:economy to meet domestic n&eds and ..gives less weight than earlier plans.to 
investment:¿policies based primaridy7ofi free market demand.- It therefore 
; challenges; traditional capitalist relationships.and introduces;-a more . -
1/ 
critical:-.attitude towards foreign investment and -imports.*" 
V :oThe fundamental.? impact of; a- basic needs cum self-reliance, policy 
on the Caribbean^ sub-regional.economy cannot be. overestimated,. . Traditional 
dependence on foreign supplies of food must, in any such development 
> strategy, give way to :creation of national and. regional food system in 
which, land ;and-water production are seen through, an. ecological perspective 
as providing- a;bas? for cyclical' flows within: the economy, in the. process 
of which; labour is employed-to.-sow, produce9 harvest,- transport, grade, 
process, market,; distribute and feed an ever-growing -sub-regional papulation 
with on-going techno-economic research supporting activity in an.agro-
economic .industrial sector,;; Such-a deliberate-policy to expand internal 
economies. in; the sub-region within an: intra-regional .-.trade context, will 
call for development of indigenous inter-island transport, which:will of 
itself, offer new: avenues "for regional technological development., and. 
employment, Within the . individual territories themselves,, .commercial .food 
sectors now oriented to purchase and.distribution of foreign.-foo.ds, will 
hav& new roles to-play.» For a food and nutrition policy, based on; domestic 
economic activity, can only blossom, and bear fruit to its:full potential if 
current activities of traditional foreign food'suppliers are -subordinate to 
national production strategy. - . 
%J'•>• The. pioneering efforts in self-sufficiency of the Castle Bruce farmers' 
Cooperative in Dominica is an example of what can be attempted in the 
- . Caribbean sub-rpgioni, This project received assistance;'from the' Inter-
American Foundation, an independent agency of the U.S. Government, 
established in 1969 to finance non-Governmental development projects 
in- Latin America and the Caribbean region. 
/Development policy 
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Development policy with such orientation attacks root causes of 
poverty and malnutrition in the sub-region. It terminates an historical 
bias of agricultural production which has prevented the sub-region from 
developing industrial and service sectors founded on the basic human need 
of feeding its population. It. will also require regional consideration 
of the status of land as a productive resource in the Caribbean economy 
and hasten the'application of policies which will salvage land from the 
collapsed plantation economy.— 
If successful, it will in the long run make a valuable contribution 
tp improving the quality of life of the mass of the population in these 
countries, though, its adoption has, in the short term* affected economic 
and political relationships, both internally and externally. " Within the 
sub-region, the integration movement has been temporarily adversely affected, 
since foreign exchange restrictions have made the domestic markets of both 
Jamaica and Guyana less accessible to other sub-regional manufacturers. 
Both these countries which are now trying a more positive than 
indicative approach to planning, are operating on short term plans while 
at the same time preparing medium term ones. Their success in the long' 
run will depend on many factors, some of which are not economic, but 
their achievements will be minimal if they fail to develop a planning 
capacity. ' It is this weakness in the past, more than any factor, which 
prevented sub-regional Governments from recognizing the high social cost 
of early development strategy and taking steps to correct it. 
During the past quarter of a century, billions of dollars have been 
spent in developing countries in trying to hasten their entry Into'a 
developed industrialized worid and the Caribbean sub-region has had its 
mmmmmmm—mm^mm i' ... 
V. See "Land-Man,Relationship in the Caribbean", by Mrx B. Ifill for 
an examination of,,this problem, .. 
- ' • • • • • • - ' / 
fair share 
J2.1 • 
fair share of such investment. S,ome memfcjer countries of the CDCC can 
show impressive growth rates, and those which entered the second half of 
the century without a modern industrial structure now have industrial and 
manufacturing complexes arid a vastly increased labour force familiar with 
skills'arid techniques. ;These achievements have been accompanied by 
increasing mal-distribUtion df income and high levels of unemployment. 
The blind pursuit of growth in an economy without concern for' the ' 
distribution of wealth which« results from grdwth'/had ar:high social and 
human cost. But there is still a body of'-opinion"'which holds that, "the • 
development effort should be diretted towards the twin objectives of rapid 
growth arid of^reducing the number of people in absolute poverty as rapidly 
1/ . . . as possible".-' On the basis of past Caribbean experiences, there is need 
to question-the 'advisability of seeing growth as the end purpose of develop-
ment effort* "Should not a desirable-rate of growth be conditioned by more 
equitable distribution of national" product? If the aim is1 to reduce poverty, 
then the approach should :be to determine how to establish production !anti 
distribution' systems which will eradicate' poverty, whils at the' same time 
only permit levels of sectoral growth which will not nullify the ;advantages 
of better diistribution. In order to do this, Caribbean countries have not 
only to-prepare plans, but alsojand more importantly,1 to develop planning 
capacity so that they Can evaluate'changes asthfey occur. 
JJ See page .1, paragraph 3, World Development Report 1978 .„The World 
Bank, August 1978. 
' / A D D E N D U M A 
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" ; ' - ADDENDUM : • 
A Case Study of Development in CARICOM 
After a quarter of a century of development effort in the English-
speaking Caribbean, it is fitting to examine the outcome. In this study, 
attention is focussed mainly on Barbados, Guyana, Jamaica, Trinidad and 
Tobago. 
One of the main aims of. planning was to diversify economies in the 
sub-region, to make them less predominantly agricultural and more industrial. 
Table 3 shows, indicators of, economic change for Trinidad, Jamaica and 
Barbados,., which among CARICOM, countries exerted greatest effort to encourage 
an inflow of. capital to develop manufacturing and tourist sectors« 
In Trinidad, the contribution of the manufacturing sector to Gross 
Domestic Product rose from 6.0% to 7.5% between 1966 and 1976. A dominant 
petroleum sector in this economy obscures growth in manufacturing, a 
clearer picture of which is presented by the fact that, at constant prices. 
Factor cost rose from, $86 million in 1966 to S209 million in 1976 - a 143% 
increase, which, is higher than the 94% increase at constant prices of the 
GDP over the. period. In 1966, 18.8% of persons with jobs, were in the 
manufacturing industrial group. This figure had risen to 2J2J1% by 1976, 
and the total number of persons employed in the sector has increased by 
15,7%, This expansion in manufacturing was matched by a relative decline 
in the agricultural sector, where contribution to GDP fell from 6.2%-to • 
3.4%, and the number of persons with jobs in the sector fell both absolutely 
and relatively, the latter fall being from 22.3% to 15.2%. In''tourism, 
the number of visitors in 1976 was 77% higher than in 1970. 
Data for Jamaica show that the manufacturing sector goprfcributed 16.5% 
of GDP in 1969 and 18.1% in 1976. It made the largest single contribution 
/to the 
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• to the;GDP from. 1974 tov-19'76"; thus'replacing the dominant role of distributive 
tr§d§ during thè prèvious five year's1. ' Data on employment in the sector are 
.not. available.for. the early-1960*s/but' iri;Ì972, 12.7% of persons with jobs 
were employed.dn the manufacturing industrial group. The:nùmber fell'to 
. :11.D% .in 197Q., l'The contribùtiori"'sf thè agricultural sector to thè GDP rose 
; from-7.2% in .1963 to &.2% iin ̂ 190BV fluctuating between these two points in 
the intervening,.years, arid there weré both absolute and relative increases 
in .the number, of ¡.persons with jobs in this sector. In the latter case, 
there was; an'increase ..from 33„.6% in 19-72 to 35.0%) in 1976. Of the three 
territories finder.-consideration,- Jamaica was the only one in'which the 
agricultural;sector showed expansiorVboth in its contribution to GDP and 
.employment.. In tourism, l,the: number of hotel bed's increased by 300% between 
1960 and:; 1976.. ;In the' téra, year: period, 1966 to 1976, there were'wide 
fluctuations in t he : numbe r-.. of visi tors but the trend was upward, the figure 
in.the latter year beings43.6% highér-than it was in the former. 
GDP data for Barbados are for"1a period of only three years, 1974 to 
1976,:during which .contribution of the manufacturing sector to GDP rose 
from 10.8% to 13.3%. In -1970, 13.4% of pe'rsoris with jobs were in the' 
manufacturing group, but. by. .1976., the number had risen to 15.2% and the 
total number of persons employed-in-this sector'had increased by 23%. In 
the agricultural sector, contribution to GDP was 13.5% in both 1974 and 
1976.__ This^as a significant decline from an estimated contribution of 
approximately 20% in the early 1960's.- The number of persons¿with-jobs in 
agriculture also fell to 9.8% of all.-persons employed in 1976y from 21.3% 
fin 1970. ,The tourist industry recorded great expansion with the nùmber 
of visitors, in 1976, teing ,183.6$ higher than 79 104 of 1966". • The'iiumber 
of hotel beds in. 1977_ showed an inqrease. of 33.5% above the 1972 figure. 
/On the 
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On the basis of trends in capitalist developed economies it is held 
that an important indicator of development is decline in the proportion of 
thé labour, force employed in agriculture, both absolutely and relatively. 
; This certainly occurred in Trinidad and Barbados at the same time that 
• the industrial 'and tourist - sectors were expanding . But it is interesting 
to-note that contribution of the agricultural sector to GDP in both territories 
. also fell during theJ'decade ending in 1976. In the case of Jamaica, 
however^ growth pattern was apparently more broadly based. The relative 
contribution of both the industrial and agricultural sectors to GDP 
increased and at the' same tiftie émploymént in the latter sector rose both 
absolutely and relatively, This suggests that within the Caribbean sub-
., region, increases in agriculture in'the indicators under consideration are 
fully compatible with increases in the"industrial sector. This is most 
likely because there are always large pools of under and un-employed which 
can become productive if the agricultural sector can be reorganized from 
its plantation structure to accommodate them. 
Structural changé in sLib-regional economies was not intended as an 
end in itself, but as means of attaining some measure of independent economic 
decision-making-povfer, consonant with new political status. It is therefore 
important to examine developments in international trade during the period 
under consideration. ' 
Table 2 shows the relationship between domestic exports of chemicals 
"* and manufactured goods and total domestic exports for Jamaica, Barbados, 
Trinidad and Guyana "in 1958 and 1974. In the first year, these categories 
of domestic exports we're respectively 6.3% 1.1 % and 3.9% of total domestic 
exports in the four territories under consideration. In 1974, th.: correspond-
ing percentages were, 18«1%, 28.2%, 51,2% and 4.3%. Trinidad's outstanding 
/ TABLE 1 •! 
TABLE 1 
Bàsië Indicators of Structural Charige in ' 
• Trinidad,- Jamaica and Barbados. bet woe n -1960 and 1976 
1 Gross Domestic Product at Factor Cost 
and Constant Prices 
2 Contribution of Manufacturing sector to GDP 
3 2 as °/o of 1 
4 No. of Persons with jobs in Manufacturing 
Industrial Group 
5 4 Above as % of all persons in jobs 
6 °ja Contribution of Agricultural Sector to QDF 
7 io of Persons with Jobs in Agriculture, For-
estry, etc* Industrial. Group 
8 Number of Visitors • . 
9 Increase in No, of Visitors 
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|aj Base year for GDP data: 1970 (el 1960 data based on current factor cost: 1976 data on base year 1974 
(d) Includes quarrying and mining. Base year for GDP data: 1974 
Source: 
frinldad: Gross Domestic Product Report; International Travel Reports; Labour Force Statistics SLF & LFI-6 
Jamaica: Statistical Abstract 1972 and 1976 Barbados: Economic Reports 1972 and 197S /TABLE 2 
TABLE 1 
- • Comparative Data Showing Relationship between 
Domestic Exports of Chemicals and Manufactured Items and 











' 1958 1974 1958 1974 1958 1974 
SITC 5 Chemical 511, 9 671 246 4 867 2 755 
< 
137 938 a/ 1 107 3 996 
SITC 5 Manufactured 
Goods -
Classified v 
572 11 158 129 5 883 4 950 24 780 1 455 6 141 
SITC 8 Manufactured 
Goods -
Miscellaneous 
- 431 9 753 . 181 24 291 - 2 297 • 32 146 225 6 691 




24 190 169 397 35 498. 124 215 72 652 380.759 71 254 .391 b34 
1. as % of 2. 6.3 18.1 1.6 28.2 13.8 - 51.2 3.9 4, .3 
a/ 85% increase in 1973 Domestic Exports - .. . 
b/ Excluding mineral fuels, lubricants and related materials (SITC 3) for Trinidad, and crude 
materials, inedible except fuels (SITC 2) for Guyana and Jamaica. 
Source: Data compiled from Overseas Trade Statistics for specified countries. 
/achievement from 
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achievement from 13.8% to 51.2% is'due mainly to its chemical exports but 
the growth .in .its/^^pí't.oí^'.manufeQtuiífed 'gooc&'is .piso-"imprkssive. Barbados 
recordéá *,tfie most fapfid rise in these "exports, and Jamaica, also "shows clear 
evidence of growth in the industrial sector. These three territories in 
the sub-region all had very active industrialization agencies with well 
"developed programming to attract foreign'investment. The Guyana figures 
.present a fitting contrast, and at the same time highlight the successes 
achieved in the other countries. Guyana never developed a comparable 
industrialization programme and this is reflected in the modest increases 
from-3.S% to 4.3%. ' Insofar as export^data accurately reflects structural 
changes in sub-regional economies, it is clear from this evidence that an 
important development aim of these Governments was achieved. 
Table 3 shows what proportion of domestic exports of chemicals 
1/ : "" ' 
and manufactures went to Capitalist Developed Countries • These are 
the economies which contributed much of the investment capital, financing, 
machinery and (with respect to manufactured goods) raw material,• for 
industrial development in the sub-region. In 1974, 16.9% of Jamaica's 
domestic exports of chemicals and manufactures went to these'economies, 
43.2% of Barbados' domestic exports and 67,5% of Trinidad's.. Proportions 
of domestic exports of the last two countries which went to these 
industrialized countrie.s were very high. .Item 6 in the Table shows. however, 
that each of the three countries had high negative trade balantes in the 
commodity trade under consideration. There is a direct relationship, 
between-growth in domestic•exports and in imports of chemical and ' 
manufactured goods. . The more these categories.of goods are exported, the 
more will they have to be imported. The only variation, in this pattern 
j/ United States of America, Canada, Japan, Australia, New Zealand, 
EEC and EFTA Countries. 
/TABLE 6 
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TABLE 3 
Comparative Data on Trade in Specified SITC Items 
between Capitalist Developed ̂ Countifies fCDC| and Specified 
•Caribbean Most Developed,Countries fiVDC) in. 1974 a/ 
National S'000 
Item'' Jamaica Barbados Trinidad 
and Tobago 
1 Domestic Exports , 
to CDC 
SITC 5 ' 
SITC 6' 
SITC 8 
2 Total Domestic, ... 
Exports of SITC . 
= 5 + 6 + 8 to CDC ! 
3 Total Domestic 
Exports' of" SITC 
, 5 + 6 + 8 to all 
countries 
4 2 as °/o of 3 ir. 
5 Net Imports ' 
of,SITC 
5 + 6 + 8 
6 Visible Trade 

























a/Capitalist ,Developed Countries. (CDC) are: United States, of. America, 
Canada, Japan, Australia, New Zeland, EEC and EFTA Countries. 
Source- Compiled fron Mational Overseas Trade Reports 1974. 
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applies to Trinidad because of its domestic chemical resources. In 
recognizing the success which these three countries had in their industrial-
ization policies, therefore, it is important to note that ,there was an 
accompanying adverse trade balance because of heavy dependence oh foreign 
supplies of raw material and machinery upon which the success was based. 
Comparative data on total domestic exports of English-speaking CDC 
> 
countries in 1960 and 1974 are shown in Table 4. In the first year, 83.3°/o 
of these exports went to Capitalist Developed Countries, while in 1974 
their share had fallen to 74.1% Domestic exports to CARICOM countries on 
the other hand rose from 9.8% in 1950 to 15.8% in 1974, There were also 
increased exports to Centrally Planned Countries while exports to the rest 
of the world remained;at approximately the same level. The data show that 
while the English-speaking sub-region does most of its domestic export 
trade with' Capitalist Developed Countries, its earnings from this source 
fell proportionally during the fifteen years under consideration. sThe 
global picture of'domestic export trade in Table 4 further, modifies the i 
gains shown in T^ble 2. For though percentage increases in total domestic 
exports,of chemicals and manufactures between 1958 and 1974 is impressive, 
and domestic exports of these commodities to Capitalist Developed Countries i1 
in theiater year were relatively high, yet these gains were insufficient 
to increase the share of total domestic exports to Capitalist Developed 
Countries. In fact it is domestic exports within the sub-region itself 
which have shown significant relative increases. Since however most gains 
in domestic exports derive from imports of raw material and machinery 
from the Capitalist Developed Countries, it is these countries which have 
been the real beneficiaries of development policy in the period under 
consideration, t , 
/TABLE 4 
TABLE 1 
Domestic: Exports of English-speaKlngTCDCC Countries by Destination 
^ 1550 1974. 
Item EC®'000. . . °/a ECO'000 . % 
Exports to - • " 
1. Capitalist • 
Developed Countries 749 823 83 .3 4 458 112 - 74.1-
2. Centrally r, ' ... " • ' 
• Planned Countries -401 0.0 / ' 103 255 -'1.7 
(Excluding Cuba) .; 
3. Exports to the CDCC 
and other Caribbean ' 88 544 9.8 ' - 951 458 15.8 
Countries".' •• ... 1 
4. Other 77 687 8.6 505 025 8.4 
5. Total Domestic 899 708 100.0 6 017 850 100.0 
Exports .. • • 
Capitalist Developed.Countries are: - United States of America, Canada, Japan, Australia, New 
Zealand, EEC and EFTA Countries. 
Total Domestic Exports exclude ships* stores and bunkering " -
Source: Based on Table 17, "A Digest of Trade Statistics of Caribbean Community Member States", 
published by CARIC0M, Georgetown, Guyana , 
/Within the, 
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Within the sub-region itself, total intra-CARICOM domestic exports 
rose from EC$65.3 million to EC$454.7 million between 1960 and 1974. Table 
5 shows that this was due mainly to growth of trade in machinery, manufactured 
goods, petroleum products and chemicals. With 1950 as base year, the 
indices for these SITC sections in 1974 were respectively, 24§0, 740 and 
"2021 ,'QB5~ arid 733. — ~ ' 
TABLE 5 
... ... Value;"Indicas'TyT'Aggregated'•DomesticExports in •• • •-• 
, n Intra - CAR.TC0M Trade by 5.I.T.C. Section in 1974 
.. . • a/ " 
4 1960 = "160 - -
SITC Sections 0 1 2 4 - 5 6 7 - 8 9 Total 
b / 1974 Indices - -492 •'622 143 885 527 733 740 2497 2021 188 - 704 
a/ Excludes. Antigua and Dominica. . ... 
b/ Excludes Grenada, St. Kitts-Nevis-Anguilla, St. Vineent. 
Sources Based on Table 15 in "A Digest-of Trade Statistics of Caribbean 
...Community Member States", published by CARICQM _ . ..... 
Table 6 shows however, that only Trinidad had a favourable balance 
...of. tradg. „throughout the. ..PsriodJsec&use. of i.ts superior, domestic ..resources.. 
For therother.territories, a.favourable balance of trade was more difficult 
to achieve because of their weaker resource position and the similarity of 
manufacturing industries in all countries. In the protected CARIC0M market, 
their economic position vis-a-vis Trinidad inevitably became comparable to 





Balance of ' Intra-CARICOM Trade' of 
• • III IWII»» i • Iiumii I w I111 L I MILL » ' W i.imwii. » I * 
Jamaica. Guyana, Barbados., Trinidad & Tobago 
1S60 - 1974 
Trinidad 
Year Jamaica Guyàna • Barbados & Tobago 
i 
1960 - .12760 : + 4499 - - 3491 + 25006 
1961 - 13336 +, 1440 - 2490 + 28649 
1962 - 1US09 + 2206 4015 + 31216 
T"3.3. .. ... - 13703 +... 18S - .4196 + 31045 
1954 - , 9111 + 1362 : - 3807 + 25558 
.1965 - .. .2074 - 3340 - 2473. + 27445 
1966 , 4G6D,. .. - . 5935 - 1345 + 32738 
1967 + 2215"' - 4594 - 1370 + 33206 
1968 + 7247" -- -5868 - • 5463 • + 43343 
1969 + 9711 - 8420 73£Jfi. •55465 
1970 + 8022 . • - ,12584 — 98,05 + 64717 
1971 6286' ¿'""7251 - 1122ä ' + 75966 
1972 - 21830 . - 11537 - 13310 .79801 
1973 - 21000 - 35434 • - 14629 + 109077 
1974 - 79959 - 76175 — 34521 + 227266 
• r 
Source: "A Digest of Trade Statistics of Caribbean Community Member 
States", published by CARICOM. 
/Table 7 
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Table 7 shows ,what changes occured in agricultural production during 
• the period under consideration.. Using average .production during 1952-53 
to-J 1956-5? .as. ta b^se, indices , for average world production of sugar, cocoa 
bqans, -coffee greean, grapefruit and bananas during, 1974-76 were notably 
.higher thaq indices for production of these commodities in the sub-region. 
Rice production .was exceptional, having increased by 81% in English-speak-
,,..ing countries end,.120%,in all CDCC countries, while world production in-
creased by only 38%. 
TÂëLÉ 7 
Comparative Data of Volume Indices-of Production.of 
., Main Agricultural Commodities in CDCC .Countries , 
1952^53 - ''i"5s&^TtTi5b 
Commodi.ty 
English-speaking 








J 1.-74-76 • V , 1S74-73 " • r :74-76 • • 
Sygar . . . .11.5 ; . . . . . . .99 . 203 
rCocoa Beans . 6 n 18 
. Coffee Green 9 10 17 
. Grapefruit . 103 152 . 202. 
Bananas 103 , ,'85 272 
Rice 181 228 168 
SourceÌ "Bâsed on date in FAO Production Yearbooks 1976 and 1967 
2f It is interesting to note that the market for rice f§ sub-regional while 
" all the other'commodities are sold to extra-regional -markets, in.fact, 
despite increases in production, the; English-speaking countries of the 
sùth-region were collectively net rica importers in 1974-76. 
- '• . • ,' /Table 8 
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.•;,».? • 5'¡Table 8'showd -rriore clearly the' decline in relative production of the 
main export crops in English-speaking CDCC countries. Whereas in 1952-57, 
"• average production of sugar was1 3 . o f wdrld production, in 1974-76 it 
was--1.8% Corresponding'production figures for other'main agricultural 
experts are : cocoa- beans 1,7°/o' and'! 0.5%; coffee'0.2% and 0.1%; grapefruit 
-•3.1% and 1.6%; b?.nanas: 2:.0% and 0.8% and' rice 0.8% in both periods. These 
- 'data show'that production of main agricultural export commodities from the 
sub-region declined over the 20 year period. 
Table 9 shows production of some locally grown food for domestic 
consumption in CARIC0M MDC's. Data on Trinidad show that during the period 
1969 to 1974, total production increased by 53% and there was a 47% increase 
in par capita production. In Jamaica,.comparable figures from 1968 to 
1974 and from 1974 to 1977 were increases of 96% and 80% for the first 
period and 26% and 16% in the second period. 
-In Guyana for the period 1966 to '1973, there was a 23% increase in 
total production and a 9% increase in.production per capita. In the case 
of Barbados, which is predominantly a one-crop export-oriented economy, 
there was a 1% fall in total production and a 3.8% decline in production 
per capita. - - " 
•Although the whole thrust of growth effort during the period under 
consideration was directed towards manufacturing and tourist development, 
food crop production in the agricultural sector expanded to meet increasing 
demands, for food though there was little reorganization of main productive 
factors away from the traditional plantation system. It is likely that much 
• W 
of this, expansion was at the expense of crop production for expert,.-" ... 
J,/ ; It is important to note that in the case' .of livestock , much of 
expanded production was based on imported inputs.-
/TABLE e 
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îource: PAO Production Yearbooks - 196? and 1976 
/TABLE 9 
TABLE 9 
Food/Population Production of 
Locally Grown hood Available for Domestic Consumption in 
Estimated Estimated Estima' ted Total , Est, per „ p, 
.J4 ' " ' '' • No. of Crop Production Meat Production Crop & Meat Pop. Capita Pro- • i 
Country Year Crops - • 000 lbs 000 lbs Production Estimate duction Change 
000 lbs .000 lbs 
Trinidad 1969 20 117 188 36 081 153 989 1 025 150 + 47.3 
1974 20 176 300 59 359 235 659 .1 067 „ 221 
Jamaica 1968 27 325 743 "13025 338 768 1 852 - 183 + 80.3 
1974 27 638 821 23 551' 662 372 2 010 • .330 : + 15.8 
1C77 27 756 206 42 570 ' 790 776 • 2 090 .' 382 
Guyana 1966 10 160 916 13 280 174 196 ' 676 258 
1973 10 189 894 25 059 • 215 043 766 281 
Barbados.. 1970 15 50 600 12 947 63 547 240 265 - 3.e 
1976 15 44 849 18 127 62 976 247 . 255 , 
See Appendix 1 for sources. 
/Table 10 
Table 10 shows how failure of the sub-region to develop its own 
agricultural potential to meet increasing fl̂ od demands which arose from 
overall growth, resulted in increasing dependence of supplies of food 
from Capitalist Developed Countries which were also;supplying the raw 
material and machinery for development. Between 1958 and 1973, the volume 
of per capita food imports .from these countries increased in Trinidad by 27% 
and in Guyana by; 2%. Between 1958 and 19744, comparable increases in Jamaica 
and Barbados were 86% and 36% respectively., ,*.: 
The evidence indicates quite clearly'that the acceptance by the 
' i " 
CARICOWl WDC's of the traditional capitalist world economic order as a 
vehicle for development has made them increasingly dependent on Capitalist 
Developed Countries and reinforced the self-same metropolitan ¿ystem which 
was originally responsible., for their subordinate role in the world economy. 
Whereas before they exported agricultural raw material and imported food 
and manufactures; they now export lass agricultural commodities, supply 
less of their food needs and import raw materials, machinery and more of 
: . 1/ ; 
their increasing ¡food requirements,— At the same time, they ipave been un-
j • - ' ' * . . .. 
able to capture Sufficient;markets in-Capitalist Developed Countries to 
amass foreign"resources which could finance raw material purchases for in-
i . 
dustrial sectors;they have painfully develqiped. Thd following quotation 
aptly sums iipi;the position these four countries find themselves in; though V . \ 1 • ,V i 1 • Trinidad with its petroleum resources may superficially appear exempt, 
" ... for the first time for centuries, the underdeveloped 
countries are becoming industrial sites for manufacturing 
countries on a vast and growing scale. Concomitantly, the 
new international division of labour entails a growing 
fragmentation of the production processes into a number of 
various partial operations performed Worldwide at different 
In 1974, Trinidnd hnd to purchr.so foreign currency to the value of 'T 
TT$193 m to pay for food imports from Capitalist Developed Countries. 
/TABLE 10 
TABLE;10 
Food/Population Relationships based on Imports of Food 
From Capitalist Developed Countries fCDC) a/ by 
Specified English-speaking CDCC Countries 
; " . 1950 and '19^3 ' 
• nw.i UdMMI ' — — — H I I • iiimm» 
•Food Imports Population Imparts 
Country • Year from CDC Estimates per Capita °/o Change 
000 lbs 000 lbs 
Trinidad 1958 236 386 sor ' 358 ) + 26.8 
1973 - 479 845 :• 1 058 •454 ) • 
Guyana 1958 125 274 529. 237 ) + 1.7 
1973 . 184 286 •766 241 ) 
Jamaica , 1958 369 957 ;• 1 582 ' • 234 ) + 85.9 
1974 859 041 ; 1 97S .435 ) 
Barbados 1958 88 892 : 230 387 ) + 35.7 
• 1974 127 535 243 ' 525 
a/ 5 United States of America, Australia, New Zealand, EEC arid EFTA Countries. 
Source: Overseas Trade Reports. • r '• 
./production sites ... 
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production sites ... Even if a high percentage of the 
industrial production were relocated from traditional 
locations to new sites in the developing countries, 
given the existing structure of the world economy, the 
effect would still be that only a relatively small 
proportion of their population would be directly 
integrated into this process»" This process does not 
have the potential to abolish unemployment and under-
employment in the developing countries; it only "has the | 
. potential of absorbing a small part of the hundreds of 
millions of unemployed and this for the lowest possible 
wages; in conseqifence, the majority of the unemployed 
mass is degraded to the p^ition and conditions of. the 
industrial reserve c?.rmy.,fc" 
Traditional.metropolitan relationships have historically been such 
a dominant force in international trade, that success of development,, growth 
policy in the sub-region was only possible if premised on the ability of 
the sub-region to continue, without limit, being a market for raw material 
and machinery from, the-Capitalist (Developed Countries and :an increasing 
penetration of domestic .markets in those countries with manufactures based 
on foreign raw material. In cases, where these conditions ceased to 
exist, development policy has had to be reconsidered. 
1/ Folker Froebel/Juergen Hfeinrichs/Otto Kreye: "Export-oriented 
Industrialization of the Developing Countries; Dependent and 
Uneven Development", Max Planck Institut zur Eforschung Lebensbedingungen 
der Wissenschaftlich-Technischen Welt Starnberg. 
/APPENDIX 1 
APPENDIX 1 
Sources for Table 9 
1. Unpublished data supplies by Ministry of Agriculture and, Quarterly 
Economic Reports for Production of rice paddy, tomatoes, cabbage,, cucumber, 
lettuce, melongene, ochro, watercress, other green vegetables, pigeon 
peas, blackeye peas and bodi peas, other peas and beans, corn, yams, 
tannias, cassava, dasheen, eddoes, sweet potatoes, plantains, beef, poultry 
pork, sheep and goats. 
2. Jamaica Production Statistics, 197? for rice, plantains, peanut, corn 
pumpkins, carrots, cabbrges, peas and beans, turnips, cucumbers, okra, egg 
plant", escallion, thyme, tomato, lettuce, chr-cho, cauliflower, peppers, 
beetroot, watermelon, celery, sweet and irish potatoes, yams, tannias, 
dasheen, cocoa, onion, cassava and poultry meat. 
3.., Guyana Annual Statistical Abstract - 1974 for rice, ground provisions 
plantains, bananas, corn.cabbages, back eye peas, pineapples,«tom&toes, 
beef, pork, mutton, goat and poultry meat, « • 
4. Central Bank of Barbados Annual Statistical Digest - 1976 for string 
beans, pumpkins, beet, bananas, plantains, sweet potatoes, yams, tomatoes, 
cucumbers, cabbages, pigs, cows and calves, goats and sheep, poultry, 
eggs and milk. 
PLANNING FOR Th£ CARIBBEAN 
E. INTRODUCTION 
Planning in many countries in the Caribbean Region illustrates 
cgmmo.n internal problems which are very often ¡.related to their societal 
structures and supranational development patterns which-influence .the 
government policy and consequently planning in.the countries. 
' - . Both components are not easy to separate. To get a deeper insight 
.and. knowledge, of the processes which are taking place and the factors 
that influence the planning activities comparative and normative analyses 
are necessary.. 
With 10-30 years of planning experience behind us in our countries, 
I thought that for an extended analysis of the planning problems it might 
be meaningful not to limit ourselves only to procedural and other well-
known bottlenecks. It is our own task to find out if there are other 
fundamental planning problems that can help us to explain the minimal 
requirements of planning in the Caribbean, 
One of the fundamental problems is the absence of links between 
the people at the one hand and planners and policymakers on the other 
hand. 
Though past influences will be investigated to understand the 
current attitude towards planning and the additional problems related to 
forecasting and structuring of the future, external relation patterns with 
their internal political and economic impact, dependency models, will not 
be discussed. 
The discussions consider both market and planned economic systems. 
Indicative and imperative planning will not be emphasized. I shall try 
to construct a model that emphasizes the interaction between expectations, 
/and interests 
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and interests of the people, plans and realizations of the development 
goals in a society. This model will offer us relevant information for 
what we will Call -forward evaluation. 
It-gives-us the opportunity to understand in a relative way the 
circumstances under which we live,: our aspirations, desires and goals 
and confronts us with realities as conflicting.interests. 
The communicative, model in development planning might be used for 
national and inter-Caribbean coordination of and cooperation in planning 
activities. 
II. PUNNING AND OUR HISTORY 
General Remarks 
One of the principal characteristics of planning is the collection 
of relevant facts to improve our knowledge of the past and the present. 
This is of tremendous importance both for defining goals of development 
and for forecasting. Due to the circumstances - the limit of time - and 
considering the purpose of this meeting, I will not go deeply into a social 
historical analysis of our societies but I shall restrict myself to 
mentioning two characteristics of the region that are related to our 




The first characteristic we can typify as "exocentrism".— The main 
feature is that exogeneous standards or standards developed abroad are 
used to judge the development in our society. This phenomenon is 
_l/ The influence of politics and policy nowadays is not excluded. 
/described in 
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described in the literature, and is not specific for the Caribbean region 
1/ 
-alone although loss of potential leadership — especially of the socio-
-economic weaker classes and some .ethnic groups illustrates a specific 
. type of exocentrism. The inconsistency very often caused by absence of 
any harmony between exogeneous standards and local value systems is a 
principal bottleneck in the forming and implementation of innovations 
especially in the social and, agricultural planning sector. Exocentrism 
is presented in economics,-politics and social cultural, matters. In 
economics, the. market economy is-inherent to the colonial system. In most 
of our countries there was no internal process that aide4 rational choice. 
. ' . f Fundamental discussions on planning of market or planned economics have 
2/ 
not really been talcing place among planners themselves; — it. has,„been and 
3/ 
is still, an academic- matter.— We are, content here with a mere mention of 
the -complexity of internal and external factprs currently influencing 
these discussions. 
In-, relation to , politics I only, intend to .make the remark that 
democratic systems based on experiences in western societies wer£ ¿Implemented 
-, in most , of our-countries with different social structures. . The structure 
of government and. the forms of administration were devised, to serve the 
goals of the colonial motherland. - In the social cultural sphere there are 
many illustrations of the foreign, frame of reference. In the light of 
planning it is a relevant fact that the majority of the loca„l professional 
planners in government, circles were educated abroad. 
J/ There is a process which can be. characterized as a continuous self-
elimination (outside of the group to which one originally belonged) 
of those who have climbed- up on thè-'societal ladder, 
2/ 1 I mean that even though a 'verbal preference for one of1' those two named 
models might be stated, one usually does not go into the problems of 
institutionalization (organization, mechanisms, procedures, execution). 
3/ I refar to the well-known discussion within the local"universities. 
/Additionally, I 
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Additionally, I can mention the inferior position or absence of 
appliecHsocial sciences (planning) in the curriculum of sociology at most 
of our ilniversities, • caused possibly by the fact that planning as a subject 
was until recently not included"in courses in most universities of Europe 
and the-U.S.A. 
2. • Jugglerism 
1/ 
the second characteristic I will typify as "jugglerism". — The 
product of a society where the masses are deprived of any authentic 
participation of the development activities; societies where people were 
m-nipulated and in which they hardly directed nor controlled their destiny 
and future; societies where individuals who tried to get their future in 
their own hands were eliminated. One should not forget that in colonial 
society climbing on the societal ladder meant a maximal adaptation. 
People were forced to live from day to day and try to stay out of trouble; 
and managed by an administrative apparatus that gave no room for participat-
ion in the decision making process or insight in the machinery-of the 
colonial system. As a result of thisinthere did not only develop a large 
gap between the people and the government but moreover in many cases open 
forms of hostility of the people towards government because it represented 
oppression. In this type of society in which uncertainty was the main 
characteristic the people lost the most important property of every human 
groub that is to socialize the youngsters to a kind of self-reliance'; to 
help them to take their future more or lass in their own hands; to make 
them aware of their own interests to develop an" association with and a ... 
genuine interest in relationship with members of the government. This 
process just described was deeply rooted within the colonial system. 
1/ A division in the three categories: 
people is here irrelevant.'-
policymakers, planners and the 
/it is 
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It is characteristic for people who could during a¡long period of time not 
only make decisions about their future but also were forced to live a life 
t- . 
that, as I mentioned before, was typified as a day to day life in which 
they tried to make the best of it. A life under which people had to try 
to find solutions for their problems within the frame of a colonial value-
system. This process has led to what I called jugglerism.— This 
phenomenon is well illustrated in planning — where, in a way and ad hoc 
policy decision is more or less institutionalized, and in which the 
slightest indication of certainty regarding the future leads to a tendency 
to disregard planning. Responsibility for one's own government and for 
the 
society as a whole is something that was absent. The change of 
attitude toward one's own life and toward the government and its develop-
ment activities is a slow process. 
The use of dominant exogeneous standards to assess one's own society 
and to use foreign solutions, that are not related to local requirements 
for solving internal problems, which is typical of exocentrism, and also 
. 3/ . . . . . . 
the juggling' attitude — , a skill used hastily to operationalize short 
run policy, are in my opinion, the two main characteristics of our colonial 
past which guide us to a better understanding of planning problems in our 
societies. 
As you might have noted from the preceding paragraphs both character«-
istics are emphasized because the discussion concerning planning problems 
are too oftfen seen as problems of manpower, financial resources, etc. 
j/ Also here-the influence of politics and policy nowadays is not 
excluded. 
2/ I refer to the weak participation of planners in negotiations with 
for instance' foreign enterprises. 
3/ Because those who wanted to live a life with a perspective could 
only do so by trying out different possibilities and being smarter 
than others, a short run success was in many cases the most one 
could get. , 
/III. EXPERIENCES 
• III. EXPERIENCES IN PLANNING 
1. General Remarks 
Most of the countries in the Caribbean region have experiences of 
10 to 30 years in planning, I do not intend to describe the processes 
extensively. We can illustrate the interaction between exogeneous and 
endogeneous factors that influence the processes of development in our 
countries by dividing the planning period in three stages. 
2. . Three Stages 
The first stage can be typified as a stage in which mainly separate 
projects .were developed and executed. It is a kind of marginal planning 
based on marginal improvements in the society often benefitting the . 
colonial motherland and foreign enterprises. The development :activities 
were predominantly defined by colonial experts. In this stage pur 
countries had a colonial or semi-colonial status. 
In the second stage development problems were analyzed by using 
western development concepts and western solutions were found. Planning 
activities were related to western foreign involvement. 
I->refer to the overestimation of the significance of foreign invest-
ments and markets. In this stage in many of our countries representatives 
of the first generation of intellectuals who had enjoyed their education 
abroad returned to the country and participated in planning. In this 
stage some of the countries became independent. I will typify planning 
in this stage whereby future developments are devised and structured -in 
close relation to developments in the welfare states as dependency planning. 
In the third stage significant differences of approach developed 
among those who participated in planning activities. The differences were 
in my opinion on the one hand caused, by. the ..insufficient results of 
' ''""' " " /planning and 
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planning and on the- other h^nd by the development'of indigenous opinions 
or acceptance of new foreign development concepts. • 
We can conclude that we have not yet reached the stage whereby 
. future developments are organised and structured on: the basis of locally 
developed standards.. 
.. , IV. „ A COMMUNICATIVE MODEL IN DEVELOPMENT PLANNING 
1. Main Elements in Flaming and the Task of the Planner 
Let us first of all ask ourselves what are the main features of the 
planning concept wo use, In various definitions the following common 
elements can be noted. 
Planning generally will be a cyclical and iterative PROCESS, whereby 
-one can di&tinguish different phases. In this process FOFECASTING -
anticipation on future developments - is of great importance. Planning 
requires SCIENTIFIC-METHODS and deals with problems of EFFICIENCY and 
OPTIMALIZATION. - It makes proposals for ALTERNATIVE POLICIES. 
Bearing in mind the problems of our societies we must consider 
whether it is possible to help the goalmakers by participation in the first 
stage of goal formulation by discovering the expectations, interest, 
wishes and goals of the people. This may be called forward goal evaluation. 
Moreover let me stress that the people are as much the agents as the object 
of development. This is relevant in planning irrespective of the type 
of planning. Every form of planning is related to human activities. 
In connection with the problems related to our past exocentrism and 
jugglerism, it is thus in my opinion necessary to widen the task of the 
planner.' We should not prolong a situation.in which there exists a consider-
able lack of communication between the people on the one hand and the 
/planners and 
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planners and policymakers on the other hand. It can be considered as 
urgent that the people get involved in the planning process and thereby 
1/ 
influence decisions on matters that concern them. 
2• Characteristics of _the_ Communicative Model in Development Planning 
Based on the planning experiences in the sub-region we can ask 
ourselves whether a model more suitable to our means can be developed. 
I will make an attempt , to develop such a model.' We. should try to give 
special attention to: 
a) reduction of jugglerism by an approach that stimulates the people 
to anticipate on future developments, 
b) reduction of exocentrism by helping the people to find solutions 
within their own social and cultural frame, 
c) communication, namely finding out what are the wishes, expectations, 
interests and goals of the people. 
Based on this the planners can make a forward goal evaluation for 
the goalmakers and adjustment of the development goals to the expectations, 
wishes and goals of the people. With this exocentrism can also be 
minimized by the planners. 
While not neglecting problems concerning manpower, financial 
resources, etc. I want to focus, as I mentioned before, on another 
t ' • •• 
category of fundamental problems; those which are related with the people 
and their past. Therefore discussions related to sectoral planning or 
ideally to a main point like the orientation of planning activities on the 
total national economy of to planning as a supplementary activity, will 
also not be emphasized here. Of course there are interconnections between 
N M M M M M W M I M M I * 
l! 
In the colonial period the problem solving capacity was suppressed. 
This might have led to the conclusion that it was absent. In the 
communicative model in development planning I emphasize the presence 
of this capacity by the people, , /the problems 
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< the problem's that are related to the attitude of the people, nature of 
policymaking and the other problems in planning, 
3, Mobile Development Teams •' 
From, the planning point of view the main conditions for the model, 
which I: call the communicative model In development planning, are not only 
broadening the functions of the planrier but also the creation of .-mobile 
• development teams. These teams consist of mid-level trained professionals. 
The composition'should be multidisciplinary. They have to be trained as 
a team together on teamwork, -survey design and execution, and they must 
be well informed about the initial development goals and the planning 
• process. The most relevant are representatives in the following fieldsi 
medicine, social welfare, education (adult), nutrition. Furthermore, 
depending on the area, there will be in the team trained persons on 
agriculture, husbandry, cattle breeding, fi'shery, technical skills, etc. 
The training will be finished on the job. All the'irnembers of the team 
should have insight in the social and economic problems of the country. 
One of the most important features of these teams is their mobility. 
Their composition and location will depend on the activities to be performed. 
Periodically they return to their location to evaluate, instruct and inform 
the people and assist them in sblving problems. 'The :teams will have the 
following tasks: 
1. to find out what are the expectationsj wishes, interests and goals 
-' of the people, ! 
2. to find out what are the reactions on the initial development goals 
formulated by the goalmaker, ' ;' 
3. to deliver informatibn to those areas where this is heeded. 
The teams are supposed to do their surveys independently. They are 
in a direct working relation with the planner. Knowledge and instruction 
• /has to 
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has to be transferred- to local persons who will take over during the absence 
of the team. With this system the people do not develop a dependency on 
the teams; it stimulates self-reliance, 
4. Description of the Communicative Model in Development Planning 
In this model we distinguish four phases. The.process is cyclical 
and iterative. In the first phase the planner collects information and 
gets insight in the initial development goals formulated by the goalmaker. 
He starts to make a table which illustrates what is developed in different 
regions and what has to be done in the regions based on the mentioned goals. 
For every region he specifies the goals in relation with each other. In 
the second phase he selects a number of locations and instructs the teams. 
The result of the work of these teams should be constructed into a- table 
with information about.the goals in relation to expectations! .wishes, and 
interests of the 'people and possible solutions. The teams should identify 
selected problems that are related to goals, and help to solve them. In 
the third phase the planner receives the reports from which he can find 
out what diversity exists on what subjects and in which areas there are 
common goals. In the fourth phase the planner makes a report for the 
goalmaker with suggestions about priorities, etc. and extension programmes, 
manpower in general, the bottlenecks Qf his policy and policy alternatives. 
At last the final plan can be made. 
5. Relevancy of Three Categories involved in Planning 
Now the relevance of the three categories of people involved in 
planning will be mentioned: 
I. For the planners: 
1. more knowledge of the field, for..example, available know-how 
and its resources, 
/2. insight in 
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2. . insight, in the possible conflicts between initial development 
goals and expectations, interest and goals of the people, 
3. rational framework to define, and. offer alternative policy 
goals. 
II. For the.people: 
1. stimulation of activities that-are oriented to the future. 
The first step is forecasting on local level, 
2. introduction of .alternative possibilities and improvement of 
skills, 
3. conscious participation in the development process and 
activities. 
III. For the goalmakers: 
1. less risks in executing their policy. A policy that is largely 
adjusted to the wishes of the people has more chances of success 
than the one which is not, 
2. no perpetuation of irrelevant and non-development oriented 
activities. Urban and rural areas both participate fully in this 
model, 
3. more realistic view on the society and the future, 
4. basic material is available to develop a network of ideas that 
can eventually result in a development philosophy. 
V. RECAPITULATION 
The communicative model outlined here can be typified as a planning 
model in which an institutional framework has been developed to continuously 
adjust the development goals defined by the goalmakers to the goals and 
expectations of the people. Priorities and choice are now more rational, 
/not mainly 
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•not mainly-pòlitieni, and also take note of financial possibilities. At 
the same time this model offers the possibility to find out in a very 
early'stage if implementation of innovation will be successful. Its 
character is strongly evaluative and communicative. It informs us about 
the openness of the people for change and gives us the possibility to 
improve our information techniques and make the necessary adjustments on 
our own society. ' 
It can be used in all types of.planning and will be adapted to local 
circumstances. 
/Literature 
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IN SMALL STATES IN THE CARIBBEAN 
By Trevor Farrell 
In the 1D50's and early 1960's there w"s widespread enthusiasm for 
development planning in Caribbean countries, as there was in the Third 
World generally. This was the period in which so many underdeveloped, 
formerly colonial, countries gained their political or "flag" independence. 
Currently, outside of Cuba, Guyana, and perhaps Jamaica, the commit-
ment to formal, camprehensive national planning in the Caribbean is weak. 
The prevailing attituda in much of the Caribbean can be characterized as 
one of disillusionment with, disinterest in, or ignorance of, the role 
• • •• ' 1/ 
that planning can play in development, " 
Now this is rather ironical. For at the same time that respect for, 
and intersst in planning han declined sn considerably in the Caribbean 
and in other Third World countries, anu its "failure" in these countries 
2/ .. . . pronounced by metropolitan academics,— the practice of planning is quietly, 
almost surreptitiously, gaining ground in developed, capitalist countries. 
In Japan, Scandinavia and other areas of Western Europe, planning 
is already quite important, though this is not manifested in grand,. formally^. 
announced "five-^ear plans". Even in the United States, which in rhetoric \ 
at least professes to be the citadel of "free enterprise capitalism", the 
idea of national planning is not only no longer instant heresy, but is even 
1/ This holds true for much of the Third World, as well. 
2/ In 1S6E? for example, at a conference held in Sussex, England, the 
clear consensus of opinion was that planning in the underdeveloped 
countries had been a conspicucus' failure. See M. Faber and D. 
Seers A / 
/being actively 
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being actit/ely pushed by son» of the biggest capitalist concerns (for their 
XJ . • 
own perceived benefit, of course).-' 
The decline of planning in the Caribbean and elsewhere is also ironical 
in that it is crystal clear tp any serious student of development and the modem 
world, that national planning is ultimately inescapable, and not only in the 
Third World. The growing socialization of production everywhere, the tremendous 
cost of large-scale projects, the long gestation periods of projects, the 
multiple and complex objectives that have to be satisfied given people's demands 
and expectations,, and the critical need for coordinating and har «ionizing social 
and economic activities, all combine to do two things,, First to stimulate 
an inexorable groivth of the State, and of stale intervention in economic life, 
and second, to make comprehensive planning an ultimate imperative. 
The fact that planirdlng d:'.d not "catrii on" in the Caribtnan, apart from a 
few territories, is no acGidetai:., It is tresrsable? to the existence of certain 
problems that arasa. These prafklsEris hav^ i>y and larg«2, not been properly 
uneferstaod — far less solved. And in this situation it has been easy to per-
ceive planning and the coifteept of planning as being of little use or a failure. 
Our task here is the limited one of attempting to explain these 
problems in the specific context of the small states of the Caribbean. 
1/ One example of such advocacy is Thornton Bradshaw /s?/, the President of 
Atlantic Ritchfield Oil Company. Henry Ford II, Chairman of Ford Motor 
Co., J. Irwin Miller of Cummins Engine and Michael Blumenthal now U.S. 
Secretary of the Treasure but formally of Bendix Corp. have all come out 
advocating some form of national economic planning for the U.S.A. 
NOTE; See Tom Alexander yiy. Accordint to Alexander too, a recent survey of 23 
significant corporations turned up two-thirds of their chief executives 
favouring national planning to some degree, while two-fifths thought "that 
perhaps national, planning is the answer to current economic problems". 
There have been several attempts to introduce legislation for institutional 
izing national economic planning in the U.S. Congress. Most notable recent 
efforts were the Himphrey iJavits Bill of 1975, and the Humphrey Hawkins 
Bill of 197?. And en Initiative Committee for National Economic Planning 
has been formed which boasts in its leadership some of the best-known 
metropolitan academics and senior managers of American capitalism, 
/Naturally enough, 
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Naturally enough, the first assue is delimiting which territories fall 
under this rubric, All the English-speaking countries (mainly CARICCM), 
all the Dutcfc-speaking and the French-speaking (excluding Haiti) would 
seem to fall in this category. Given the political status of Martinique, 
Guadeloupe and the U.S* Virgin Islands,fwe end up taking as our.frame of 
reference-the English-speaking CARICCM countries and the Dutch-speaking 
Caribbean;-:''' T , 
On examining the problems of development planning that exist, and ; 
have existed, in these countries, one is struck by two facts. Six problems 
are identified as important. But of these six, only one can really be 
specifically linked to the issue of small size. By and large, the problems 
are quite general to planning efforts in many Third World countries. 
Secondly, the actual problems turn out to be closely related to the failure 
of these territories to fulfill the fundamental preconditions necessary 
for effective planning. It thereby appuaxj that in actual fact, the 
problems of development planning in these countries imply not that planning 
1/ 
has failed, but that in a real sense it has never been tried.- •• 
Before identifying and discussing the six problems, it is perhaps 
useful to spell out four pre-conditions that can be argued to be necessary 
and fundamental if one is really concerned that planning be serious and 
effective. 
1. It is necessary to have some minimum degree of control, direct or 
indirect, over what you are planning for, and be willing to exercise this 
control. What constitutes this min mum degree of control can of course 
only be spelt out in the context of some actual, 'concrete situation. There 
need be no illusion that planners need to, or can ever hope to, have total 
2/ It is easy to obfuscate these issuds by long, terminological arguments 
about one's definition of planning. It is difficult to seevhow plan--
ning can mean anything very much more or less than identifying goals 
on the basis of an analysis of the situation and your resources, working 
out the means necessary to achieve those goals and then doing what 
is necessary to achieve them, /control over 
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control òvér all'the" variables that might effect .their objectives. :Some 
1 * 
variables are inevitably autonomous -*. But without control over a certain 
minimum subset of instrumental variables ore cannot hope to be serious 
about'planning. 
2. Relatedly, there must exist the will and the commitment to plan. 
3. Thérà must exist the requisite technical and philosophical under-
standing of planning method and techniques. This constitutes an important 
part of one's ability to plan. " • 
4. The'organizational machinery for planning and implementation must 
exist, and the basic informational requirements for planning must be 
satisfied. 
On this basis, it is possible to not only identify and exffiJ^tthS^ 
six problems mentioned above, but to put them in perspective and gain a 
better appreciation of their significance. • 
The Six Probiurrs of Development Planning 
Problem No. 1 - Fed: 1 uro to Control 
You cannot plan far what you do not control or will not control. 
In the Caribbean plan after plan has been produced, printed, "laid in 
Parliament" and then just simply shelved in ministerial offices and ignored. 
One of the main reasons for this is that these plans could not be implemented 
since the country either failed to acquire or failed to deploy the minimum 
degree.of control over its economy necessary for effective planning. 
When a country surrenders effective control over its key economic 
sectors - oil, bauxite, sugar, bananas - to foreign transnationals, it 
should come as no surprise if given the key role these sectors play in 
national life it is unable to realize, or even to set, meaningful develop-
ment targets. 
1/ See /5j, pp. 25-28 - , . 
"""" /In some 
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In: some of these countries the fact that key economic sectors were 
left under foreign control (e.g. oil in Trinidad, bauxite in Jamaica) 
meant that one could not seriously plan production levels, exports or 
investment in these sectors. One.could not plan their forward and back-
ward linkages in the economy with any degree.of assurance. The foreign 
companies could be persuaded to do only what they calculated was in their 
interest,one way or another, , . 
The,.dynamic of development in these sectors was too$JtOQ*tSftge'^an 
extent outside local control. Given their key roles in the economy, 
foreign exchange earnings and the balance of payments, governments revenues 
and the consequent provision of infrastructure, social services and employ-
ment, in consequence could not really be planned on any other basis but 
hopes and desires. That is why, any congruence between actual economic 
performance add the targets laid down in the plans (and there was little) 
was purely fortuitous - almost an nAct~nf--God" one might say. 
, The.problem however is not delimited simply by the issue of foreign 
ownership of key sectors and key i-esources. Lack of effective control 
has characterised not only such key sectors as oil, bauxite and finance, 
controlled by foreign transnational, but has extended to the local private 
sector and even to state-owned enterprises - public utilities and .latterly 
the nationalized subsidiaries of foreign transnational. 
In many cases, it is not that the tools for effective control, both 
direct and indirect, were not either already in the hands of the State, 
or appropriable. For one reason or another, the use of available leverage 
was eschewed, even while governments pretended to plan. The case of state-
owned enterprises is a classic example. All too often, these enterprises 
were simply put under a board of directors and virtually left,to their own 
devices. There might be the occasional, desultory foray into their affairs, 
/or the 
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or the odd Commission of Enquiry into'them, Usually in the context of 
some crisis. There' was little or no systematic attempt to integrate their 
activities and decisions with national economic planning. There was no 
attempt to set goals and targets for them in line with such plans and then 
to review their performance in accordance with these previously laid down 
and agreed upon criteria. 
It is perhaps useful to emphasize clearly'what is» and what is notj 
implied by this failure to exercise the necessary degree of effective 
control. 
a) The failure to exercise this necessary minimum degree of control 
cannot be simply attributed to small size. While it might 
plausibly be argrued that a small country has fewer degrees of 
freedom than a large one with respect to its economic choices, 
this does not mean'that it does not have sufficient room to 
manoeuvre simply Leotiuse it is -srrall. The experience of many . 
small, highly successful countries in the international economy, 
attests to this. 
b) This failure doss not mean either that the planners were unable 
to plan because of the uncertainties of the international economy 
etc. Planners are always faced with uncertainty and bedevilled 
by ignorance. But as emphasized above it is not necessary, nor 
is it possible, for planners to have total control over all the 
instrumental variables which can impact on their targets. 
c) Further, the problem is by no means reducible to an argument that 
effective control was lacking because the governments chose to 
pursue a capitalistic path to development. While their choice 
of strategy can be condemned on several grounds this is not one. 
For several capitalist countries have demonstrated a capacity to 
/combine a 
••combine.a considerable amount of state control and planning with 
a capitalist form of economic organization, . Japan, France and 
Sweden, are examples of this. For these Caribbean countries, the 
problem lies with their implicit or explicit,choice of a dependent 
capitalistic path to development. It is this particular path 
- which is fundamentally incompatible with serious national planning. 
d) State ownership proved not to be a sufficient condition for the 
. actual exercise of control. In some of these countries, state 
Ownership in important areas of the economy was quite significant 
by the mid-1970*s. But as pointed out earlier, there was little 
or no attempt to take advantage of this situation to control and 
plan to the degree possible - so that it was not just that these 
governments did not have sufficient control, because of historical 
factors, imperialism, colonialism and economic weakness. It was 
also the case that they did not trouble themselves to exert to 
the fullest the leverage they did have.. 
Problem No. ? - The Nniure and Orientation of the Political —IT1— • •UNI î imaimmt: »»»«AI: .114,1 .1.11 IIUTX ; sat* U R>.E J Hi mm mk un J nj 1 M. trrrr n; T 
Directorates in the Region 
i l . tv n inm—BMBTjUMaMi —!•<• "»'•'- jb a s , . 
The lack of the necessary minimum of effective control required for -
comprehensive national'economic 'planning can easily be seen to be in part 
related to the non-existence of "another of the four pre-conditions set 
out earlier - the need for the will and commitment to planning. Why Was 
there this lack of real commitment to the development of the planning' 
process, and the resultant failure to face up to the implications of 
planning (especially thé organizational ones)?. 
Several reasons can be advanced, (a) Part of the answer may well 
lied in the nature, origin and lack of technical skills in some of the 
political directorates in the region. In several territories, the 
/directorates in 
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directorates that emerged-were founded on "charismatic" .leadership, lacking 
not only in clear ideological orientation, but' most significantly in 
management skills as well. Now it is necessary to be quite explicit in 
pointing out that this lack of management skills has nothing to do with 
the presence or absence of academic training. It is over and beyond that. 
••. There was nothing in the backgrounds and experience of these direct-
orates to familiarise them with technology, organization, the management 
1 / 
of people and ;the actual running of a country or even of large enterprises.~ 
There was nothing to give them a real understanding of, and feeling for, 
the requirements of effective modern management. , And since planning with 
its emphasis on setting objectives, and monitoring and appraising perform-
ance in the light of these objectives, is an important aspect of modern 
management, it is not surprising that there was little understanding of 
the organizational requirements of plansn.ng. 
Furthermore, while the failure to rr&nage effectively naturally 
meant the failure to achieve acceptable and feasible developmental progress, 
these leaderships were in several cases not called upon to pay the price 
that managers who fail are usually called upon to pay - that is, the loss 
of their positions to those who are better able to do the job required. 
This was partly due to the nature of domestic politics (e.g. the role of 
race in Trinidad,. Suriname and Guyana); partly to the general scarcity of 
the politico-economic managerial skills in these societies (a condition 
which is virtually synonymous with underdevelopment in the Caribbean), 
and partly to the propping up of these regimes by foreign metropolitan 
powers, who perceived their interests as best served by the maintenance 
of the existing social and economic systems. 
j/ Even where they were academically highly qualified, the nature of 
their academic training was usually not such as to give them the 
understanding of and familiarity with the proper management of systems.1-
This kind of understanding and familiarity is only now really beginn-
ing to develop in the region, and then usually in the younger 
generation. ,, , 
/(b) Next, 
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(b) , .Next, the, political directorates were in many cases not convinced 
that thp-.benefits of planning ,were really worth the .effort and-the costs. 
To-some extent, this, wasrdue. to the fact that they did not perceive their, 
positions to be dependent upon effective management .and relatedly, effect-
ive planning. But it was also due in part to -the fact that .the benefits 
of,the kind of planning that was carried out in these systems were indeed 
minimal.i. Thus their perceptions that comprehensive planning was not 
worthwhile were superficially correct. 
(c) Also, the failures of the strategies chosen, plus the managerial 
weakness of the directorates themselves meant that by the mid to late t i 
1960*s these systems were really in a state of endemic crisis. In this 
situation, government was essentially a matter of continual crisis manage-
ment and fire-fighting - (moreso than i!; usually is).. The political 
f 
directorates therefore found themselves almost continually in situations 
where the exigencies of the moment demanded "ad hoc", "band aid" solutions. 
, These temporarily staved off crisis, or promised to, only to generate 
morej and sometimes bigger problems further down the road. As so often 
happens, the matters which were most important and thereby commandeered 
priority, were:not necessarily the ones which were ultimately the most 
important. Managerial weakness in the political directorates meant that 
they were generally unable to solve the problem of organizing their systems 
to deal with both the day-to-day, and the fundamental, structural problems 
simultaneously. Often it appeared that they were not even able to 
conceptualize the problem, far less find solutions. 
Problem No. 3 - The Lack of Appropriate Organizational.Structures 
and the Failure to involve the People 
The managerial weakness' that has characterized .leadership in-the 
Caribbean can be clearly Seen in the failure to set,up the kind of , 
organizational structures that are imperative for proper planning and 
/implementation, and 
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implementation, and in the failure to make planning alive-and meaningful 
td the people as a whole, and to commit them to fulfilling the plan*. As 
much as anything else, these two failures virtually guaranteed that plan-
ning would not succeed. "" • • 
Organizationally, effective national planning poses certain inescap-
able requirements. Planning has to ramify throughout the whole society, 
or at the very least, throughout the key sectors, "regions and activities. 
It has to reach down and affect the decisions ¿nd activities of individual 
enterprises, agencies and communities. "The-fact that the desire to 
coordinate and harmonize different activities is one of the major reasons 
for national planning, provides one of the most powerful imperatives for 
planning to spread widely over the society, or at least its key areas. 
Further, planning cannot be concentrated, isolated, "bottled up" in 
a central planning agency or a Ministry of Planning, First of all, plan-
ning requires information, and it requires a sophisticated understanding 
-of the problems it aims to solve. Secondly, plans are, or ought to be, 
made to be executed, Wise planners know that no central planning office 
can ever possess all the information and expertise necessary to make 
intelligent decisions and policies. Much of the information, expertise 
and intimate knowledge of the problems is usually found at the bottom, at 
the lower levels where the action is really taking place. Therefore it 
is simple common-sense that these people have to be involved, that the 
planners will depend on them for information and.will have to receive their 
proposals. 
Wise planners know too that no central planning office can, in the 
final analysis, ever execute a plan. Execution is carried out at the.lnwer 
levels, on the line, Planning has to be able to affect what, goes on on the 
line. But relatedly, it will frequently be found necessary to involve the 
: /people who : . 
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people'who will execute a plan in the actual planning!process. Human 
beings, as human' beings, will often react negatively or hostilely or 
with indifference to a proposal or directive that they do something if 
they were not'consulted in advance, and-their opinion sought'. Consulted, they 
will often respond with much greater alacrity and commitment, even, if their 
own opinion as to what should be done was rejected (with reasons-given). 
Planning therefore has to be an interactive process between top and 
bottom. Extensive two-way interaction is necessary. Information, views, 
problems perceived and proposals are passed from enterprises, agencies and 
Communities to the top; information, requests for information, views and 
proposals flow to the bottom from higher levels, discussion, conflict 
and debate necessarily ensue. Finally decisions are made and agreed on 
proposals now emanating as directives or as accepted targets are distilled 
into the specific, detailed management objectives of^individual, enterprises 
and organizations. 
Serious planning also implies that the planning and policy-making 
machinery be supreme in the system. Once plans are formulated on a 
democratic basis with widespread popular'participation and involvement, 
the central planning office or its equivalent must have the necessary 
authority to sea to it that the plan is carried out. The central planners 
must have teeth. Therefore in the bureaucratic machinery, the central 
planning office must ultimately be super-ordinate. 
In actual practice in the Caribbean, these organizational requirements 
have generally not been satisfied. Ministries of Planning or their 
equivalents have generally planned in hear hermetic isolation from the 
masses of the people, and with relatively little involvement with and . 
input from other bureaucratic agencies in the system. True, they have 
generally been forced to seek information from other ministries and 
/organizations. But 
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organizations. But'it is surprising to.see thè extent to.which central 
planning authorities have operated on'their'own, divorced from the people 
and sectors they are supposedly planning for.. 
The result has been that centrally concocted plans have, often 
:been vague, superficial or irrelevant ivith respect to the issues and 
problems in particular sectors. The ¡central planners who created, them 
hàci nei'thèr suffiùient information and expertise, nor the detailed, 
intimate knowledge of the problems and peculiarities of specific sectors, 
to make intelligent plans for them. 
A further result has been that official plans have met with consider-
able indifference on the part of those who were presumably to try to 
realize them. Individual enterprises and organizations were in general 
not really affected by the formulation of plans for their sectors or 
areas, and often not even aw^re of what cinese plans contained that might 
b;j relevant to them. Planiiiug has in gnrwral not been done in a fashion 
in which sectoral targets say, could be broken down and detailed into 
specific targets for particular enterprises, agencies, or financial 
institutions - not even for the state nv/nad ones. 
The Central Planning Office in these Caribbean systems under review 
here, was also never the super-ordinate body in the-system. In bureaucratic 
wars with other government agencies, these offices have really had little 
muscle. For one thing, Ministries of Finance remained supreme. For 
another, the central planners had neither the authority nor the machinery 
(nor the detailed plans) by which the performance, successes and failures 
of specific agencies or enterprises could be : monitored, reviewed and 
appropriate action taken. There was little that they Could do to ensure 
that plan targets were fulfilled. In some cases, (e.g< Trinidad,and 
Tobago) the Central Planners have ended up having literally nothing,to; 
/do with 
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do with the major new -projefcts in the system. These-, were planned. and 
organized elsewhere-in the - system.. What all this,, adds up to is .that --
the basic-organizational prerequisites for effective optional, planning . 
have 'largely .not bean satisfied. 
Planning in the Caribbean too tended ,to fail-to become part. of.. 
politics and to really involve and commit the masses of the people though 
1 / 
the attempt was made on occasion.—' In the main, planning.has been 
primarily thought offin terms of economic decision-making. It has not., 
been seen as being primarily politics, organization, motivating people 
and involving and commiting them to the idea of planning and the practice 
of planning. ;• 
The plan was therefore never really an*integral part of the 
consciousness of the people in the orga"l:<:ation of their working lives; • 
It was never taken seriously in organizations as a barometer of, performance, 
or as a guide and a spur to doing better. 
Problem Nq^ 4 - The Problem of Inadequate Information 
The fourth problem that has seriously affected development planning 
in the Caribbean territories under review here is the problem of information. 
Good planning is impossible without good"information. While planners never 
have all the data and information they" would ideally , like to have. < (especially 
about the future), the data base with:which planners, have had to work in 
the Caribbean has just not-been good enough. In-some cases (e.g. the 
Windwards and Leewards) it" can even be described as eibysmally poor. 
1/ It can be said that on occasion, governments and planners showed an 
awareness that popular involvement and/participation was necessary, 
and made soma attempt to do this. The attempt to set up National Plan-
ning Commissions drawn from various social and interest groups in 
Trinidad and Tobago, and the attempt to involve the people in the 
preparation of the 1977-78 Emergency Production Plan in Jamaica, are 
two examples. However, to date it has not seemect possible to institut-
ionalize the politics of planning or to sustain these efforts at 
popular involvement. , 
/Statistical information 
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Statistical information is often neither timely, nor accurate, nor 
detailed enough, nor comprehensive enough. In addition, information on 
the external world', and on relevant developments on the international 
scene has been even worse. In several cases (for example, oil, technology) 
the international markets were little understood. 
The information problem has meant two things at least. One is that 
the scope for planning was-restricted. The second is that questionable 
policies were advocated -in plans. The policy towards the petroleum 
. 1/ 
industry in Trinidad and Tobago is again a case in point.— 
In some ways the information problem can be viewed as a reflection 
of the lack of commitment to proper planning. On the one hand, statis-
tical agencies just were not provided with the resources in terms of 
people, money and "the authority to extract information, which was necessary 
• if•they were to do their job. On the other, demands were not made on 
these agencies for good, accurate., timely, comprehensive data. It can 
be argued that these demands were not made because given the kinds of 
systems being run, the politicians did not need such data for economic 
management — since the levers of economic management in a dependent 
system are to so large an extent surrendered into the hands of others. 
Problem No. 5 - Lack of Human Resources and Technical Skills 
If small size has any significance, this significance is surely 
related to smallness in terms of numbers of people, rather than geographical 
size or natural resource endowment. One of the problems affecting develop-
ment planning in the Caribbean, and the one problem specifically relatable 
ta small size (though not uniquely so),, is the weakness in the human 
resource endowment of these.territories. Guyana and Suriname with their 
«MMMMMMMMNMBMMM» 
See Farrell /S/ 
/small population 
small population in relation to area (800 000 and 400 000 respectively) 
are glaring examples of this.- ' ' 
In the instant case, this- insufficiency of human resources really 
relates to a lack of sufficient skilled and trained people for planning 
implementation and management. In the VJindwards, the Leewards and the 
Dutch-speaking territories, this problem can only be described as acute. 
Technical skills with: respect to planning, plan methodology and 
planning techniques are seriously inadequate in the region. It is not 
unusual to find senior technical people in planning offices without the 
'high-powered skills (especially of quantitative techniques) and without 
the knowledge of planning methods, necessary for effective, comprehensive 
planning. Further the serious weakness in management skills and experience, 
which exists from top to bottom in these societies, i.e. from the political 
directorates down to the ling supervisors, makes for considerable dif-
ficulties in effective implumentation and project management. 
Problem _No._ — .Failure to Devise Effective Strategies 
An extension of the previous problem is the failure to come up with 
effective development strategies. Flanning is a technical process, involve 
1/ 
ing a series of different steps or exercises."" The devising of strategies 
to achieve plan targets is one of these steps. But though strategy is 
just one of the steps involved, it is a highly critical one. For the 
success of the plan, in terms of achieving the stated objectives, is 
utterly dependent on correct choice of strategy. 
The planning process may be well carried out in the sense that the 
planners faithfully and even brilliantly follow the correct methods for, 
planning. All the steps may be executed. But if the strategies devised 
for achieving the goals are misconceived and erroneous, the goals will 
hot bé attained. 
7 7 See Farrell ¡5? /This has 
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This has happened in the Caribbean. Misconceived and erroneous-• 
strategies have been applied. When plan targets and development goals 
have in consequence not been realized, people have denigrated planning, 
and the planning process, rather than seen that the real problem . was 
the strategies chosen. 
The application of the Lewis strategy is a classic example of this. 
The notion that one would achieve increases in output, exports, foreign 
exchange and growth, obtain technology and market access, industrialize, 
increase government revenues and eliminate unemployment, and all in 
sufficient degree to mark meaningful transformation, through the strategy 
of-inviting in foreign capital on the basis of low wages and generous 
incentives, quickly foundered in practice. 
. . While output, exports and government revenues showed some increase 
in some territories at certain periods„ by the late 1960*3, there were 
serious balance of payments problems, unemployment grew rather than fell, 
income distribution worsened, dynamic technology was not transferred, 
dependence was, if not intensified, at best not significantly mitigated, 
and little meaningful structural transformation was achieved. 
The strategy of import-substitution which was grafted onto the , 
Lewis strategy, when the bankruptcy of the latter had become manifest, 
similarly failed to achieve its most significant goals. Thus the goal 
of reducing or eliminating the balance of payments problems remained 
elisive and unemployment was not significantly dented, though the share 
of manufacturing in total output rose significantly in a few territories. 
At the same time the interests of the consumer in quality and reasonable 
prices was sacrificed and an artificial, inefficient local capitalism 
fomented. 
/The failures 
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The failures of both these strategies to achieve hoped-for develop-
mental goals became confused with the notion that it was planning, as 
planning, which had somehow failed, or was ineffective and irrelevant. 
The Results . 
The results of these problems is that planning has not played the 
role it should, or could in the development of the region. This means 
in turn that progress towards meaningful development has been less than 
it might have been. The failures of our attempts at development have 
meant that with the exceptions of Suriname (bccause of Dutch aid), 
Trinidad' and Tobago (because of the fortuitous existence of oil) and 
perhaps Barbados, the region today is in a state of quiet crisis. The 
1 / 
economies of the region are just not doing very well. — (This does not 
mean that the exceptions mentioned have in fact achieved meaningful 
transformation). 
The question then is what can be done about these problems. For 
affective development in the region must be linked to effective planning. 
This must clearly be one of the highest items on our agenda right now. 
Unless we find ways of fulfilling the basic pre-conditions necessary for 
effective planning, planning will not be able to do the job it has to do 
in aiding the transformation process. 
2/ See ¿3/ and /?/ /REFERENCES 
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NOT^S ON DEVELCPftENT PLANNING IN: ST. VINCENT 
THE-EXPERIENCE CF THE FAST FIFTEEN YEARS ' 
Introduction 
This paper attempts to trace briefly the attempts at development 
planning in St. Vincent over the past 15 years. The approach is descrip-
tive rather than analytical or prescriptive and the discussion concludes 
with an overview, of the present official planning policy and the institutr 
ional framework within which the planning machinery is expected to 
function, 
1 • Background 
St. Vincent, a less developed country (LDC) of the Eastern Carith-
bean is situated, in the Windward Islands Chain. Its constitutional 
status is that of State in Association with Britain but independence is 
likely , to be achieved before mid 1979. 
Territorially, the State comprises the main island of St, Vincent, 
18 miles long and 11 miles across at its widest part, together with the 
Grenadines - a string of 9 tiny islands (5 of which are inhabited) dot-
ting the sea between St, Vincent and Grenada to the south. The total 
land area of the State is 150. sq. miles with perhaps less than 50% of 
this area suitable for agriculture or settlement. 
The-island of St. Vincent is dominated topographically, by a virtually 
inaccessible longitudinal range of volcanic mountains from which trans-
verse spurs run sharply to the coast. The climate is equable, rainfall 
ample and :he valleys and plains well watered and fertile. The Grenadines 
are sunny and drier and set in internationally acclaimed sailing waters. 
The population of the territory ajfc the 1970 census wais 89 000 and 
reflected a net annual increase of 1.1% over the 1960-1970 intercensal -
/ period. The-
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period. The present population is estimated to be 116 000 with a male: 
female ratio- of 47,53. Fifty-one percent of the population is estimated 
to be under 15 years of age. 
In accordance with its endowment, export agriculture has tradition-
ally been the main stay of the St. Vincent economy« Over time, dif-
ferent crops' have tended tb predominate - sugar, cotton, arrowroot, 
bananas. Today, St. Vincent boasts a fairly well-diversified export 
agriculture based on the production of bananas, arrowroot, coconuts, 
sweet potatoes, carrots, ginger and tobacco. Bananas however account 
for some 60% of total export earnings. Other sectors of importance to 
the economy are: domestic agriculture, construction, government, manui. . 
facturing, tourism and distribution. 
The sectoral distribution of employment showed a significant shift 
from agricultural and industrial employiVi?nt to service jobs in the 1960-
1970 intercensal period durinj which ths number of persons employed in 
agriculture decreased by 14%, and in manufacturing by 4 % On the other 
1/ 
hand employment in service jobs doubled during the same period.— 
Mainly because of favourable external conditions, the St. Vincent 
economy was buoyant during the decade of the sixties. Drought, energy-
induced inflation and reduced external .demand for primary products how-
ever combined to plunge the economy into stagnation during the seventies 
and output, exports and living standards were seriously and adversely 
affected. A measure of recovery however was achieved in 1976 and 1977 
due mainly to improved weather, commodity prices, and international 
demand, the development of non-traditional exports, a modest expansion 
in tourism and significantly increased public sector spending. G.D.P. 
St. Vincent National Plan UNDP, 1976 
/growth between 
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growth between 1975 & 1976 and 1976 & 1977 were 7% and '5°/o respectively 
and is now estimated at EC^SO m in current prices. 
At this point in time, the development issues which loom large have 
been..identified as ' 
1) Maintenance of the current economic momentum with emphasis on 
job creation and unemployment reduction. 
2) Increased impart, substitution. 
3) Diversification and expansion of exports. 
1/ , , 4) Supplying the basic needs of the population.— 
Development Planning in the Sixties and^Seventies 
In the Commonwealth Caribbean, considerable emphasis was placed on 
the formulation of development plans in the early 1960*S. 
In a circular dealing with the Cor.nonwealth Development Act 1963, 
the Secretary of State for the Colonies advised on British development 
policy as follows: "it is a pre-requisite to the approval of Exchequer 
loans for territories•that there should be a development plan approved 
by the legislative and myself. I consider it to be desirable also that 
grants and loans .for Colonial Development and Welfare Schemes should be 
approved within the framework of approved development plans. ... Pending 
the approval of plans, I shall be prepared to approve new Colonial 
Development and Welfare Schemes only exceptionally, for projects of 
2/ 
special importance and urgency."— 
In response, the Government of St. Vincent prepared, and obtained 
approval of, an Interim Development Programme covering the period 1st. . 
April 1963 to 31st. March 1966. This programme provided for an expend-
iture during the period of $3 806 039 of which $2 780 143 was to be met 
_l/ Economic Memorandum on St. Vincent, World Bank 1978. 
2/ Government Files / f r o m t h Q 
from; <the territory's allocation of CDGW funds under the Commonwealth 
Development Act. The proportion of total expenditure allocated to 
Agriculture was fixed, at 10.7%; Tourism development - 0.8%; Medical and 
Health Improvement - 5.3%; Education (including school construction) -
15.6%;! Water supplies - 13.0% and Road Development - 19.4%. 
The Colonial office noted however that the plan included "no real 
assessment of the overall development picture, no phasing of projects, 
nor any estimate of the- extent to which implementation of the Programme 
would increase recurrent expenditure or generate additional revenue ... 
(and was inadequate to permit assessment) ... of the true merits of the 
1/ 
projects which it contained."— 
It was agreed that a more comprehensive plan should be prepared for 
the 5 year period 196S-197C. 
The St. Vincent Development Plan 19S6-1970 has as its stated goals: 
i) increasing per capita income by stimulating the economy at a 
relatively faster rate than its population. 
ii) ensuring an equitable distribution of income • 
iii) creating employment opportunities 
iv) raising the standards of public and social services to a 
level necessary for a modern state. 
v) economic independence at the earliest date possible 
Capital expenditure required to implement the plan was estimated 
to be $41' 238 000 and was allocated in the main as follows: Agriculture 
13.5%, Tourism - 0.8%, Infrastructure - 45.4%, Education 8.1%, Health -
10.1%, Housing - 7.7%, Community Development - 0.4%. 
The plan was published in two parts. Part I discussed "Resources" 
and Part II "Projects". Preparation of Part III which was to have dealt. 
yj Government Files 
/with priorities 
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with priorities/methods of financing¿and its.effect on the economy,in •. 
general and Government 's recurrent budget in particular , was deferred pend-̂ ., 
ing consideration of the report of the;Tripartite Mission then surveying-
1/ 
economic problems of the region*-? 
In expressing serious reservations over the availability of the ' , 
financial resources .needed .for implementation of the plan, the British 
Government also noted that "though the.proposals arO based on St. Vincent's 
needs and not on known sources of funds, there will need to be consider-
able forward planning to determine essential priorities against an 
analysis of the economic problems and of the bottlenecks holding up 
development- so that the limited problable available finance and the real 
resources can be allocated in order to obtain the maximum returns. Further-
more, taking into account the present,economic climate prima.facie it 
seems doubtful whether St. Vincent's economy, which is mainly agricultural . 
would expand at a rate which wauld support the expenditure proposed, 
whether the territory would have the capacity to spend at the rate 
indicated ... or that the potential increases in output would justify the 
expenditure."^ 
The 1966—70 Development Plan had provided for a planned expenditure 
of $>86m over the period 1966-68. Actual expenditure by June 1968 was in 
fact a mere $3m. The expected increase in the flow of aid to the territory 
as a result of the Tripartite Mission.had not materialised, and CDEW 
capital assistance for the period barely exceeded ®3m. On agriculture 
and Tourism actual expenditure represented 5°/o and 10% respectively planned 
expenditure. Infrastructure and Education fared better with 17%, but • 
actual expenditure on Health, Housing and Community Development represented" 
1/ Government Files 
Zj Government Files /only 4% 
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only 4%, 8% and 0.3% respectively of planned expenditure. Itp an official 
review of the situation it was acknowledged that implementation of the 
plan-was unachievable. More importantly, it was concluded that "directly 
productive investment in tourism and infrastructure ought to be given 
priority over investment in social»services which rarely produce returns 
in the short-run though they put. a severe strain on the capital-budget". 
It'was recommended, -that '.'government ... push ahead with directly product-
ive investment in infrastructure, agriculture and tourism and then ... 
1 / 
switch the emphasis to social services."— 
A revised plan for 1969-1973 was drafted to reflect the new policy, 
Total capital expenditure was projected at S>17. 541 250 to be allocated as 
follows: Agriculture 19.5%, Infrastructure 64.1%, Education 9.3% Health 
1.1%, Sewage Disposal and Sanitation 1.4%, Housing 3.6%, Community Develop-
ment, Prisons and Library 1.0%., 
Quite apart from its acknowledgement of Government's inability to 
secure financing at the level required by the more ambitious 1966-1970 
Development Plan, the more modest aims of the revised plan reflected a 
growing official awareness of the severe limitations of the administrative, 
managerial and technical expertise available in the public sector and the 2/ 
absorptive capacity of the territory's construction sector.— 
Max Ifill in his paper Development Planning In the Caribbean: A 
Review of 1950-1975, identifies some of these deficiencies as "playing a 
significant role in the disillusion which developed among Governments in 
the early 1970*s and which led to a shift from medium term planning to . -
3/ annual budgetary p r o g r a m m i n g . A n d indeed in the case of St. Vincent 
%/ Government Files 
2/ Government Files 
3/ Development Planning in the Caribbean - A review of 1950 to 1975, 
Max Ifill, CDCC 1978. , ' . ' /no serious 
no serious effort has bean made during the seventies to, prepare and adopt 
a comprehensive medium term, economic development plan and-ponsequentially 
the economic planning apparatus( (Planning Unit) established in the rftid— 
sixties ceased to function. , 
Apart from what were essentially economic reviews and projections 
carried out periodically by international and regional agencies apd 
1 / 
traditional aid donors-- (V/orld Bank 1970, CDB-spqnsored (Multi .Institut-
ional Planning Mission 1976) - economic planning in this decade has been 
confined almost exclusively to annual budgetary proposals. Andl as the 
territory in the grip of the post-1973 economic stagnation became forced 
to place increasing reliance on British grants to offset widening deficits 
in the recurrent budget, the British Government (through BDD).cpme increas 
ingly to exercise a considerable measure of control over-the. capital 
budget. , , . ¡ . • 
Tangentially however (at least initially) Government pegan to show 
increasing interest in physical planning in the late sixties. a,nd early 
seventies. The need to synthesize'the'two processes i.e. economic, arid ., •• 
physical planning was not however immediately acknowledged-and..physical, 
planning was treated as a discrete activity confined „largely .to develop-: , 
ment control. By 1976 however a new. Town, and Country. Planning.,Act was 
enacted giving much wider scope, to physical planning activity and permit;- ; 
ting a more holistic and comprehensive approach to the whole, question of . 
development planning. 
The new Town and Country Planning Act required that the Planning 
Board (on which both public and private sectors are represented): - , 
prepare a National Plan which would deal with: 
1/ CDB Sponsored Economic Development Plan for St. Vincent 1977-1981 
/ a ) t h e 
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(a) the distribution and any folrseeable ' variation of thè distribute 
ion', of the population; f -v. 
(ci)r the progress 'of,•and current trends and policies relating to • 
economic and social development; . . . . 
(c) prevailing physical and environmental conditions?-
(d) communications " ' ;; 
(e) the forseeable niaed and' availability of land' fbr various uses 
(f) the availability of resources likely to be required for the 
purpose of carrying into effect the proposals of the National Plan.-»-
À draft National Plan was' prepared by the UNDP Physical Planning 
Project then serving several Caribbean Islands and'based' in St. Lucia, 
it was presented in three volumes. Vol. I dealt with Survey and Analysis', 
Vol,II with official socio-economic and physical development policy and' 
Vol III with sector programmes and projects. The plan attempted to 
promote consistency between physical and economic development planning 
in the medium term and 'stressed the importance of"National Planning co- "' 
ordination, "It noted 'that: "There is need to bring' in better có-ordination 
betweén physical planning and economic/project planning at the national 
r -
level.' As projects become analysed for purposes of funding, stich co-ordi- : 
nation will become all' the more vitèi. It is therefore proposed to ' -
integrate physical and economic planning functions under one wiiig of 
2/ . . . . , -Government ..."."*• 
This advice in fact followed on a policy decision taken by the Sti 
Vincent Government in 1975 and stated in thè Throne Speech'of that year 
to completely integrate all planning functions Within an appropriate \ 
\j The Town and Country Planning Act, St. Vincent 1976 
Zj St. Vincent National Development Plah," Vol. Ill ; 66, 
/administrative structure 
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administrative structure. Progress to this end has gained momentum 
recently with the physical as well as administrative establishment of 
the Physical Planning Unit within the.Ministry of Finance - the Ministry 
responsible for economic planning, and Government is at present seeking 
UNDP assistance towards the establishment of a viable and appropriate 
administrative organisation which in addition to physical and economic 
planning functions would also be responsible for the functions now 
performed by the Statistical Department. Pending the establishment of. 
this organisation, its functions, are .being.carrifed out by the Physical 
Planning Unit. 
The institutional framework within which the proposed Central Plan-
ning Unit will function will be designed to enhance and streamline 
Government's project planning, co-ordination and management capability. 
The principal elements of this framework will be: 
a) A Planning Committee responsible for: 
1) Acting in a policy advisory capacity to the Minister in 
the area of economic planning and development. 
2) Review and updating of a rolling 5 year development plan. 
3) The anticipation and elimination of bottlenecks in the 
capital programme. 
4) Incorporating of new, and adjustments to the phasing of 
existing projects, and 
b) A statutory Physical Planning and Development Board which will 
include the key technical personnel of the Planning Committee and be 
responsible for: 
1) Acting in a policy advisory capacity to the Minister in 
the area of land use planning and development. 
¡2) Review 
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- .2) fteviev/ and updating Of the National. (Structure) Plan., and ' 
3) Ensuring- that the land required for projects identified . 
' " : 'in the rolling,'5. .year, development plan is!:-available:and' 
.-, • in-.appropriate locations. , • ' . 
The necessary technical services to the Committee and Board)will: 
be provided by the Central Planning,!Unit.. irIt is .expected that coordinat-
ion of policy-and activities:will be enhanced through the appointment • 
of the Director of Planning'as secretary of both Committee and Board,> 
and by ensuring replication of the same-key technical personnel on both 
h H ' 1 / bodies^— . . 
l/ Draft Socio .Economic Planning.- Project, UNDP, 1978 
.' A BRIEF OUTLINE: OF 30:,/YEARS DEVELOPMENT- PLANNING • • 
IN SURINAM 
(1947-1977) 
INTRODUCTION 1 • 
Development planning from a macrb' point of vdew is generally '" 
focused towards the growth of G.D.P. 
Growth of this indicator means tViat the different sectors in the 
economy should be stimulated. 
The ultimate goal in the development and planning process is how-
ever to reach an optimal level of prosperity and welfare for the whole 
population in a country. 
In this paper we will try to make it quite clear that our plan-
ning efforts were directed towards both aforementioned issues.'" 
Besides this the bottle-necks" and constraints in the planning 
process will also be a matter of discussion in the overview Of 30 years 
of development planning in Suriname. Last but not least we' seriously 
consider a good planning system as an essential phenomena for optimal 
development planning. 
1. Prosperity Fund (1947-1955) 
1.1 General 
In creating the law concerning the "Prosperity Fund" the first-
step was set in the direction of proper social-economic development . 
planning in Suriname. ' : 
The main goal as specified in this plan was to develop .the economic 
resources and to improve the social situation in Suriname. The funds 
which were available for the execution of this plan which were furnished 
by the Dutch: Government and amounted to Df40 million. 
/These financial 
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These financial resources' were invested in1 22 projects, which were 
put forward through a work schedule. 
We must state that the then existing planning system with which 
one had to cope was very deficient.- The Governor, who was a represent-
ative of the Dutch queen in Suriname, had a central position in £he 
planning process. Ha was the Treasurer of the .Fund and was assisted 
by an advisory Board of four members. .This team on its turn was assisted 
by a secretary administrator. 
1.2 Constraints 
The following points were seen as the most important constraints 
in realizing the work schedule of the plans 
- a. lack of data in almost every field 
- Suriname was not equipped with sufficient personnel to execute 
the plan and moreover they were not adjusted enough to execute 
.... the plan 
a shortage of skilled ̂ labourers in almost every field. 
1.3 Planning Institutions Annus wm,! ji » . j •" • • 
Notwithstanding the deficient planning organisation mentioned 
before, we can stress that one had tackled the constraints very seriously 
This resulted, for example, in the creation of institutions for: 
- data research . " .;„ 
- :•documentation end: -'•• . v r -• : 
- planning - - i : ;-„>,.. . •, .,•, -
From this perspective: . 
•-^""'The second, census of -195G was a•base:for research on human • 
resources. •  . ,<•' . . • : r : ; r 
./2;j, Areal. survey, 
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2} Areal survey» as. a,.base for the. investigation of natural _ 
,, resourpes was done. This was a pre-requisite to physical 
planning,--.,. .. , j _ 
3) Jhe,Central Planning Agency ,(C»P.AM) as: the institution,for . 
general and regional planning was founded. 
Preceding the creation of the,.C.P»A, a coordination body to : 
prepare planning was established ,in 1950. In a later stage this body 
was transformed in the C.P,A,.of Suriname. ,„:, . 
2. Ten Year Plan for Suriname (T.Y.P.) 1954-1963 
2.1 General 
The first multiannual national development plan was drafted right 
after the planning period of the Prosperity Fund. The necessity to come 
up with such a plan has an international as well as a national background 
The main external factor for formulating such a plan was the fact that 
after World War II many colonies of the European countries felt the need 
for independence. So the Netherlands in one way found itself obliged 
to supply funds to Suriname in order to formulate and to implement a 
perspective plan. As internal factors for the necessity of the plan one 
may mention that; 
- a great deal had to be done to convert the existing decline in 
standard of living into an improvement 
- the economy should be put on a positive foundation instead of 
the then existing labile basis. 
2.2 Points of Departure 
This perspective plan had the following points of departure; 
It was stated that: 
/- there was 
- 8 6 -
- thèrë was a rèed for a thorough orientation of the fund to 
'absorb the inCreasein' population,1 without this intolerable 
decline in standard of living would be the result 
-• in the social sector there were cummulativë areas stretching 
back for decades :,u ' * ; 
- long-term planning was necessaryVlveh i f it was necessary to 
' bring about accelerated develbpment by means of our own 
resources. This is the càsë or position if a considérable 
foreign input is,required. 
2.3 Plan - Objectives 
This first Ten Year Plan had the following objectives: 
1, It should provide the Surinamese society with the means of at-
taining greater economic independence. 
2. It was expected that further foundations should be created fear* 
further increased social economic development with local resources once 
the T.Y.P, was expired. 
All this should be done while maintaining and if possible improving 
the existing standard of social provisions and gradually the standard 
of living of the poorest. 
For attaining a certain and permanent improvement of the standard 
of living, it was stated that an increase in real income and consequently 
of per capita production should be necessary. 
These ends could be achieved by two means: 
a) increased ability 
b) introducing better tools or in other words the emphasisshouid 
be put on qualitative and quantitative improvement in general and 
specialized education on the one hand and productive investments on the 
other. 
/In t h e 
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In the chosen,^larrdr^.conoept-the productive actionsof the. 
government should concern the, preliminary investigation and general r ; 
preparations with respect-to the direct production sectors (such as r. 
; geological services, government forestry service, air. mapping and local 
development plans). , 
: Evidently also: ! . . . 
- road, airport and communication activitiesr; 
- public health .;-. .. 
- almost the whole field of education; y 
' public utilities and drainage • .. -
were of concern, to the government. • "•,-,:•• 
2.4 Scope, and Bottlenecks -.-.- - ' - • 
Of course the scope of a -plan „.is in one .way determined by the 
existing productive opportunities within the pi,an hi ng horizon, i.e.. 
the selected-projects of which the. plan, eventually existed were form-
ulated while taking the different constraints into account. 
A'very serious- bottleneck was then e.xpectad to be the capacity of 
interest and redemptions with respect to the sums taken up -as loans, 
both as regards the government budget and the foreign .exchange- position. 
2.5 Financing the. Investment Programme 
The original. T.Y.P. provided for a minimum plan estimated to cost 
Sf100 million and a supplementary plan costing Sf30 million* These two --
sums considered practically taking the>afor^-mentloned bottlenecsk into 
account. . . :-.. . * •• • .. .- ; >: • - - t -j 
• According to: the.-estimates made at that -time it seemecl .probable:, 
however that the maximum amount of money available. Sf100 million (priges 
of 1953). . ; 
t , v /Consequently, the 
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Consequently, the size of the minimum plan, was based on this .'•.'"; 
figure. It may be recalled that the Surinamese contribution would be 
to furnish one amount of Sf40 million and that the Netherlands and the • 
Interbank were prepared to lend Sf40 million and Sf20 million respectively. 
2.6 Revision of the Original T.Y.P. 
The original T.Y.P. was drawn up during the last four months of 
1951 and the first months of 1952. • 
As much has happened since then, the plan was entirely reviewed-
and the projected system of financing was changed.-.! 
Tine general idea behind this revision was to select another point 
of departure, i.e. to base the plan in the first place on the justifiable, 
requirements and then to offset this against the possibilities. 
The plan thus entailed the expenditure of a total sum of Sf117 
million. The original T.Y,P. i.e. the minimum plan comprised Sf105 
million'.-'' This sum included an amount of sons 5f<20 million for :Wageningen ; 
(large scgle rice cultivation), • .'.-• " > 
This means that the revised plan entailed an. investment programme 
of Sf3? million higher. . . 
• 'When drawing up thé revised T.Y.P, it-was recommended to start 
with the implementation of the plan on January 1j 1955. • 
In annex 1, one may find an indication Of the intended.disbursement 
of fUnds Over the'main sectors. 
It was obvious that if Unexpected technical difficulties arose in 
its execution, or if it should be found necessary that the priority -, 
originally granted to a specific project required revision the entire 
schedule would be renewed. Of course this would mean that the plan 
was effected in each case for a period of two years in a combination 
of projects to be executed. 
/On each 
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On; each occasion the-legislative council was consulted about the 
execution of guch specific bi-annual working programmes, 
2.7 Planning Organisation 
On instruction of the government of Suriname and of the Nether-
lands the T.Y.P was drafted by the Central. Planning Agency.(C.P.A,). 
This Agency was then,a completely Dutch.affair. The task of 
the C.P.A, at that timq wasitp 
- investigate . 
- draft ( 
- co-ordinate and . . 
- s u p p o r t . . . 
plans which could be helpful in stimulating the immaterial and material 
prosperity of Suriname. - . . 
The C.P.A. was assigned to draw up national development plans 
directed to the realisation of the nations!, objectives as put forward 
by the government, ...., ,. 
In order to carry this responsible task into effect the national 
planning body had the following internal organisational structure. The 
following sections existed: 
1') ; Social-economical planning. ,.. 
Physical planning . , 
3) Economic sector programming 
4) Coordination for multi-purpqse,projects 
5) Financing 
6) Project evaluation 
7) Plan compilation 
8) Information 
/9) Administration of 
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9) Administration of all development'funds such' ab financial funds 
of the T.Y.P., E.E.C, and other funds from outside available for the 
development of Surinarne, 
10) Management ' 'v 
The execution of plan activities by means of projects was done by : 
the various ministries, while the C.P.A, coordinated all activities; 
During the period of execution of the T.Y.P, a close cooperation 
on consultation was needed and as a matter of fact existed among the 
C.P.A. and the National Agency of Statistics while the Bureau fbif- Rural 
Development (Regional Planning) assisted the C.P.A. 
It is important to put on record that in the T.Y.P. period the 
Planning Bureau was under competency of the Development Advisory Board 
which was directly under the control of the Prime-Minister. 
Since 1970 this situation changed, in the C.P.A. and with it, 
the National Agency of Statistics and the Bureau of Rural Development 
were transformed to the jurisdiction of the Department of Natural 
Resources. ' '-'••• 
2.0 Execution of_the T.Y.P. 
According to the Act, No. 669 of March 15, 1955, the execution of 
the T.Y.P. was directed and coordinated by the C.PiA. in;close Cooperation 
with a representative of the Netherlands for the T.Y.P; The procedure 
in the planning system in this period was: 
- the government puts forward national goals 
- the C.P.A. gathers all necessary data in cooperation with 
the different ministries. 
- the C.P.A. elaborates the goals and specific objectives and 
formulates the development plan together with the various 
ministries, 
/In t h i s 
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In, this whole process the ministries had only ,the task of gathering 
information and sending it to the C.P.A, according to the rules.of the 
Planning Bureau itself, ... Their contribution; was evaluated by the C.P.A. 
and was fully or partly integrated in the plan. 
The basis for financing the plan was the annual plan budget 
which was worked out in detail. • ,. ; • 
The, Dutch Parliament, the main financier of. the T*YW-P.f approved . . 
only the whole annual plan budget and not projects. So one can state 
that in those days the financing of. the T.Y.P, was bounded to .«© whole 
annual program. . . . 
2.9 Supplementary Development Plan 
The scope of the T.Y.P, was from 1955-1963. : It was necessary, :.: 
to revise the plan and extend it with Sf80 millions» This extension 
was called the: "Aanvullend Opbouwplan" (Supplementary..development Plan) 
and had a planning scope from 1962 till 1966. , , ... < . 
3* National.Development Plan Suriname (N.O.S.) 1965-1975 
3.1 A New Perspective Plan '*' 
In 1965 the C.P.A. drew up the National Development Plan (N.O.S.) 
This plan was an overall integral development plan and it had the 
following goals: 
- increasing the Net National income with at least 7% a year 
- improving employment opportunities quantitatively as well as 
qualitatively 
- improving the balance of payments . f 
- improving the super and infrastructure (this must, be reached 
by effort to,get an optimum distribution of the economic, • •-<•: ; 
social and spatial organisation an regional national and inters-
national .level ; , . , . /- getting more 
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- getting more and complete data for a correct integral planning 
system by further investigation' and recording of the national 
factors'of production, production situations and economic 
results. ' 
3.2 First and second Five Year Plaris 
To reach the afore-mentioned goals the scope of 10 years of the 
N.O.S. was divided into two periods of five years (first and second five 
year plahs). 
These medium-term plans were composed of projects selected ac-
cording to the goals of the N.O.S. 
The plans were financed by Dutch Development Aid and these projects 
were selected according to the following evaluation criteria: 
- the packages of projects had to demonstrate regional and 
Sectoral dispersal. 
- the projects in the long run should have a positive influence 
on the total Government budget 
After 1970 (the 4th year of"the First Five Year Plan) the Nether-
lands agreed on financing the second Five Year Plan (1972-1976.)., which 
amounts Nf400 millions. 
Worth mentioning is that since .1969, Holland did not finance, 
annual programmes anymore, but instead of that the financing of the.plans . . 
was on the basis of projects. 
4. The Legal Frame-work of Development Planning 
4.1 Changed situation 
While the N.O.S. was in execution this need to strengthen thé legal 
frame-work' in which planning had to be done, was strongly felt. This 
frame-work was needed to regulate all planning activities and procedures 
and to guarantee in a way the functioning of the planning sys^m'^ >x» 
/The new 
The new task regulation of the executing ministries (1,970) may 
be considered as^a good starting point to establish this frame-work. , 
The new act was published .in G.B. 1970 No. 5. 
According to this new act, national and regional,.planning (C.P.A.) 
came under the competency of the minister of. Development. This happened 
also with the Bureau for Rural Development .and the National Agency .of 
Statistics which agencies were not annexed to the ¡C.P.A. anymore. 
4,2 .The Central Planning.Agenny 
Since in 1973 the tasks of the C.P, A. were extended to: 
1, Preparing, drafting, co-ordinating, and supporting of development 
plans which could be helpful in stimulating immaterial and material 
prosperity of Suriname. 
2. . To support the Minister in charge of national, and regional planning, 
in executing the Planning Act (1973), by: , 
- , setting.up research projects and functioning as an advisory. 
board to the Minister . .. 
- setting up national and regional development programs and 
drafting, preparing.the multiannual plans. 
. •.... The consequent task from this .is that the C.P.A. had to lood 
after the coordination for making, executing, evaluating and 
revision of the programs and plans. . 
- managing the administrative aspects and reviewing the develop-
ment plans and projects which are either in preparation or in 
execution. The Central Planning Agency was also the controlling 
Agency for the executing of the plans. 
controlling the execution of the Planning Act. 
/4.3 Planning Act 
4.3 Planning Act 
In 1973 the Planning Act was adoptöd. This Act was directed to put 
rules to national and regional planning. It Was the intention to reach 
an optimum physical framework for 'land use by this Act, 
This'Act was adopted by Government. 
The Minister in "charge of national and regional planning is 
responsible for the execution of this Act and the: National Planning 
Agency and Bureau for Rural Development are the institutional instruments 
to his disposal for these matters. According to this Act, the point of 
departure of the development policy "must be the exploitation of all 
(natural) resources of Suriname. The overall objective is then to increase 
• • . 1 : . i 
the material, social and cultural needs, prosperity and well-being of the 
total Surinamese people. 
This policy was to be laid down in a national development Programme, 
which should be worked out in one or more regional development programmes. 
The planning act deals also with the planning organisation and ' 
therefore controls: 
- the Central Planning'Agency 
- the interministry co-ordination Board for Development planning 
(since at that time the Minister of Development was in charge 
as such) 1 
- an Advisory Board for Planning and Development for Suriname, 
The Advisory Board advises the Minister for Development on national 
and regional planning on request or on her own accord. 
The Central Planning Agency functions as secretary for both Boards, 
which boards however are not yet inaugurated. 
4.4 The Urban Act 
In 1972 the Urban Act was adopted by Parliament. 
According to this Act, the Ministry of Public Works and Traffic is 
/in charge 
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in charge of urban planning and control of the convenient use of urban 
space and urban development. 
In this Act the position of the co-ordination:. council for Develop-
ment.-planning is settled.. This council was inaugurated in 19.74 and 
its tasks were laid down by special act. -
3 -» 
5. The Multiannual Plan (M.P.P.) 
5.1 General 
In 1975 a new perspective plan, following the N.O.S., was formul-
ated by a joint committee of Surinamese and Dutch experts in the field of 
development planning. 
The time scope of this perspective plan lies between 1975 -
1985/1990. 
The need to formulate this new plan originated from: 
- the fact that Suriname,s development entered a new phase i.e. 
the phase after its institutional independence (1975) from 
Holland. 
- the idea that there should be a frame-work in which the Dutch 
development aid for the next period had to fit. 
- the fact that a new perspective plan was also needed as a follow-
up of the N.O.S. of the mid-sixties. 
The need was also dictated by the fact that 
1) the growth of investments had not brought forward the desirable 
results 
2) the import of foodstuff was still increasing 
3) the current account of the balance of payment had a structural 
deficit 
/4) Industrialisation 
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•4) Industrialisation was lagging behind. • ' 
5) The impart of consumer goods was also increasing. ; ' 
5.2 • Goals of the plan 
The development goals as put forward by the administration for this 
long-term planning period are as follows: • 
- strengthening the base of the whole economy 
- increasing job opportunities 
- improving the living conditions of all members of society 
- optimal regional dispersal of economic activities. 
The leading motive of this plan is "the mobilisation of all possible 
resources in Suriname", which should lead to self-reliance, which is the 
philosophy of the policymakers for this plan. 
5.3 Constraints and opportunities im-TT u l t a — , . » r ». m t-w m m i ."—Wi 
The following aspects may be considered as constraints to. the 
execution of the plan: • . 
- The deeply rooted colonial structure of the Surinamese society 
- The small domestic market 
-. The isolated, geographical position, far from important intern-
national shipping routes, 
- .The funds for execution of the plan. Additional to. it we can 
stress the problem that the. Dutch aid to Suriname for the scop§ 
of the plan is not stable.. The Dutch government, is to finance 1/3 
of the investment programmes but this does not imply a, correction 
for inflation or monetary risks. 
- A shortage of skills in many fields. 
The most important opportunities are: 
- The availability of potential natural resources 
/- the fact 
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-.... the fact that the Surinamese and Dutch government agreed that 
after the 1985-1990 the results of. the M.O.P. will bë evaluated 
•and that,Holland is willing to finance the then recorded deficit 
. up to a maximum of Nf300 millions. 
5.4. . The Planning Methodology 
In the Annual plan for 1978 as in the Annual for 1979 the "bottom- "' 
up approach" which is more regional and project oriented is-used as 
underlying methodology, contrary^tô.-the.'annual plan-for 1977, which the 
methodology was that of thè "top-down approach" which is more macro-
economic oriented. 
In the top-down approach the macroeûûnomic data are-disaggregated 
through the different sectors and regions, to come to a set of activities 
which have to be developed within the regions. . . 
Tn the bottom-up approach on the othar hand., first of. all one'has 
to investigate the opportunities within ths regions and in the different 
sectors, to reach a. set of possible development activities which could 
take place. Addition of these totals will give us the national totals. 
This principle is demonstrated in the following matrix which concerns : 
employment opportunities: •• .• " ' 
• S E C T O R S 































4 41 42 43 44 45 -
SECTORAL TOTAL NATIONAL 
\ TOTAL 
/In t h i s 
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In this matrix the sectors are presented in the horizontal columns 
and the regions in the vertical rows. 
. . , Here the totals of the rows demonstrate the employment in a specific 
region, while the totals.of the columns demonstrate the employment in a 
-Q . 
specific sector ( 32 = employment in region 3 within sector 2J. At last, 
one comes to the desired allocation in regions and sectors, by a method of 
trial and error. The bottom-up approach traces for every region the 
potential opportunities. These.ere summed,up tp get the regional and • 
sectoral totals, which together produce the national total. 
Both methods (top-down and bottom-up approach) have their advantages 
and disadvantages. Here is not the place to go through this,; but the 
reader is referred to the literature about planning.methodology., 
S.5 Regional and sectoral approach 
. Regional Approach 
Essential in the plan is the development of the natural, resources*-; 
The regional approach in the plan starts from the principle of selected -
or growth centers,, but strives after, a balanced distribution of economic 
activities over the productive area. 
The underlying opinion is that this regional approach, vyi 11 guarantee 
that the increasing prosperity will be spread sufficiently over the regions. 
The formulation-of regional and sectoral plans are necessary to 
fill up this long- term plan and to improve the methodology. 
2, Sectoral Approach 
The realisation of the goals of the plan calls also for several 
sectoral measures. . . . ;. 
These sectoral measures have to be taken in the economic, social 
and organisational field.' Also in the field of 'international'^"relations 
measures have to be taken, 
/a) Economic Sectors 
a) Economic Sectors 
In agriculture the policy set forward in this plan is aimed to the 
problems concerning land management, farm management, water management arid 
the overall Government policy with respect to the agricultural sector. 
The supporting measures for agricultural development suggested in 
the plan-are the field bankcredits extension, education, research, market-
ing of agricultural products* land reconstruction, etc. 
The plan foresees a further development of forestry and integration 
of this sector with the new timber industry, which is essential for the 
strengthening of the development in forestry. The mining industry has 
the task in development policy, as thé basis for further industrialisation 
in .Suriname. Because of'having more control over benefits of the operations 
in this seo tor and in the industrial sector, the goverment implements 
the policy to participate in tine operations by a "joint venture" strategy. 
Additionally, thé Surinamese government intends to establish more 
state-owned companies. To stimulate the establishment -of industries and 
to improve the efficiency in these" industries, an Industrial Development 
Institute will be working in that field. 
b) Social Sectors 
The 
programme stresses the creation of material supplies and the 
initiation of a -process for mobilisation in order to increase the active 
participation of thé Suriname people in the overall development process. 
This means that there must be convenient actions in the field of manpower 
and education etc. 
In this respect the suggestion to start to formulate a population 
policy is very important. 
5.S Financing the Plan 
The investment programme of this M.O.P. was budgeted in" "1975 for 
Sf6*6 billion of which 1/3 (one third) will be financed by the Netherlands. /This is 
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This is settled in an agreement about the development cooperation between 
the Netherlands and Suri name. The other 2/3 (two third) of the funds 
could.cóme 'frani - r-v-: 
- domestic levies and savings, by private companies and from the 
public sector. i 
- loans and financial and technical^contribution of international 
institutions ass World Bank,il.M.F., EiD.F.± Q.A.S., 
iJ.N.D.P., F.A.O./ etc. 4 
- Foreign private and/or bilateral aid funds. 
5.7 International Frame-work for the execution: of -planning 
In respect to the constraints small domestic-market,- the programme 
stresses the need of joining to Caricom, in order tò overcome this constraint 
As a young independent nation it is necessary that Suriname's orientation 
will not only be Europe but also other regions, especially the Caribbean 
and Latin American Region, The European market is an essential markét for 
goods from Suri name, therefore thè association of Suriname.to the E.E.C, 
is, according to this programme, of-necessity. Other benefits-of this 
association is that Surinane can then make use of the possibilities of 
the European Development Fund, for financing various developmen projects 
out of the M.O.P. 
The partnership of the International Bauxite Association is seen as 
very essential to the Suriname policy concerning the-exploitation of bauxite« 
This partnership gives Suriname the opportunity to have a mining policy, 
based on international agreements by which Suriname can have a stronger . ; -• • 
position against the trains-national companies operating here of thos? that 
are to operate in Suriname in the future. 
Besides these inter-regional and inter-national institutions, Suriname 
participates in the O.A.S. 
/The Netherlands 
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The Netherlands are Very. much. involved in--thè plan execution through 
1/ 
the C.O.N.S."* which approves projects to be financed out of the Dutph 
funds for Suriname, 
the national development objectives are used here as selecting 
criteria to the different investment projects. 
One of the conditions put forward by the CONS when a project has 
to be financed concerns project preparation and reporting different stages 
of the projects. 
5.8 Revision of the plan 
«piawmoajg»*,*. mi. juuu^ttagssfc**»» 
In every (perspective) plan there must be a plan flexibility. This 
means that also the M.O.P, has to be updated and filled up by results of 
rolling research. 
With these results parts of the plan probably should be revised. In 
the period behind us various regional and sectoral plans have been formulated. 
Since 19*76 the National Planning Agency is formulating annual plans which 
also contain projections for the next four years. The annual plan evaluates 
the execution of the programme on the past period as well. At last the 
Annual Plan gives the consequences and the constraints on sectoral, 
regional and national level. It is recommendable that beside Annual Plans, 
which are based on this perspective plan, just like in the period 1965-
1975, that we prepare two five-year plans, a five-year plan for the period 
1980-1985 and one for the period 1985-1990, because this is not yet the 
case. 
Worthy of mention is: that in the Annual Plan for 1979 the suggestion 
is made to revise this long term plan for the period 1980-1985, based on 
tetter and more recent information. 
1/ Commission for Development Cooperation The Netherlands/Suriname. The 
Commission consists of 3 Suriname and 3 Dutch experts, who were 
appointed by the Suriname and Dutch government at the independence 
of Suriname in 1975. 
/6. Organisational Framework 
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' * - Organisational Framework fofr- Development Policy 
6.1 The Public Administration -
One of the constraints for implementing the national self reliance 
concept is the old colonial structure of -the public administration. 
Because of this the plan stresses highly on a;restructuring of;the public 
administration, , r s 
As one of the means for restructuring the public administration, 
the plan mentions, decentralization of authority to certain institutions 
and regions, ... >,- -
This idea of restructuring is based on the opinion tha;t the public. ' 
administration should be more "development oriented". In this process 
of restructurization, the University,, which trains people to work-in 
the development process, can be extremely important.: , v • <;>: 
, . /SUMMARY : 
• SUMMARY 
A Brief Outline of 30 Year Development Planning r 
in Suriname (1947-1977) 
• • « - --'T 
Surinamese development planning starts from 1947. From "that year : 
until now four national development plans were drawn'up of which since 
1963 the last two plans can be characterised by a more or less comprehen-
sive structure, in that the piiVate as «fell, as public sectors have been 
dealt with. The afcre-mentioned plans'are: .. . . . . 
The Prosperity Fund (1947-1955) 
- The Ten-Year Plan (1955-1965) 
The National Development Plan (N.O.S.) (1965-1975) 
- The Multi-annual Plan (M.O P.) (1975-1985-90) 
Since 1965 emphasis was put on the development of natural resources 
as a means of effecting growth in the economy. Besides this in the latest 
development plan (M.O.P.), the need for an equal distribution of economic 
activities and welfare among all regions was stressed. 
This means that more than ever in Suriname one was obliged to 
formulate sectoral and regional plans. 
This period of development planning experience can be characterised 
as a period in which development planning was highly linked to development 
aid, especially from Holland. 
As we can see, at the independence from Holland in 1975, one of the 
conditions of the Netherlands for the commitment to furnish development 
aid was that a comprehensive development plan should be drawn up. The 
intention was that the Dutch aid could be fit into this plan. 
As a matter of fact this situation of linking development planning 
to development aid has strongly influenced and determined the planning 
system in Suriname. . . . 
/As a 
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As a strong and smoothly functioning planning system is one of the 
conditions for effective planning, the need is now greatly felt to 
strengthen this system in Suriname. Up until now this planning system 
has been very week« Therefore, to achieve a stronger planning system, 
we must break through this situation in which.development Was too strongly 
linked with development aid. 
Another condition in the efforts to achieve a strong arid effective 
planning system is the commitment to planning which in fact means that 
planning should be institutionalized in the national, regional and local 
context. 
/AN'CX1 1 
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ANNEX 1 
Scheme of Expenditure on Main Sectors in Mln.Sf 
For purposes of comparison the figures of the original T.Y.P. are 
also shown. 
Sectors New Version Old Version 
Agriculture 29.3 19.9 
Forestry 6.5 6.0 
Industry 6.4 5.0 
Mining 6.5 2.7 
Aerial photogrammetry 2.2 0.3 
Transport 26,8 19.6 
General provisions & public utilities 4.9 4.7 
Education 6.1 3.9 
Public HBalth 10.0 5.7 
Welfare Service 1.3 1,3 
Public Housing 4.0 — — 
Peopled credit service 2.0 2.2 
Technical Assistance 2.0 — — 
Improvement of Government Administration 1.2 0.2 
Provision of Labour Justice 4.8 — -
Administration of T.Y.P. 3,0 — -
Total 117.G 79.5 « a m 
Wage ni nge n ( ricc?} 20 „ 2 
Preliminary investigation of Brokopondo project (energy) 0.3 
i mi , m u.i:"i.'fr— 
Total 100.0 
V.. I... 
PLANNING IN THE NETHERLANDS ANTILLES 
Since the establishing of the oil refineries (Shell and Exxon) in 
Curaqao antfAruba, the Netherlands Antilles (n.A.) are known as relatively 
prosperous. 
Until the fifties there was a shortage of manpower. The papulation 
of the islands was too small to meet all the job opportunities» so there 
was a large immigration from the other islands and countries in the region 
to the N.A. This economic boom lasted until the 60s, when the international 
economic situation obligated the oil refineries to streamline their pro-
duction in the forçn of automation. As a result of this development, 
thousands of people lost their jobs. First the foreign workers were laid 
off, then the Netherland Antillians followed. We can say that the employ-
ment in_the oil industry has now stabilized at + 3 000 workers compared 
with + 20 000 during the 50s. 
As the N.A. government was not prepared for this situation, it had 
no programme or plan to cope with the new situation. The main instrument 
it used to fight the problem of unemployment were migration mainly to 
Holland and the development aid from Holland to initiate projects and so 
create the necessary jobs. 
Although the N.A. were a high income-per^capita nation, the N.A. 
government could convince the Dutch that the aid was necessary for a 
programme of diversification of the economy, which was considerad the only 
solution for the unemployment problem. Since then the N.A» created a 
tourist-sector, some industries arose, the infrastructure improved, etc. 
during the period of these activities (60s - 70s) the first requests were 
heard for planning, because though one roughly knew what one was doing, 
there was no real plan, so one could not evaluate the results of these 
policies. 
/it seemed 
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It seemed that most itedpOLe' werecohviriced of-the importance of 
planning; but there were aeriou^s.Institutional problems (how to organize 
planning.)*. 
In the context of the historical events in the N.A. we briefly tried 
to describe, our-delegation listered with great interest to the presentation 
of the (Jflegates; pf the . different islands. Thpse, experiences will be of 
great importance to.MS in connection. with the.future developments in the 
N.A. Several of the.problems are similar tp ours; in particular the 
Suriname case before independence. . 
Planning in the sense of.macro-planning until now is unkown in the 
N.A... The activities concentrated more on project preparation and project 
coordination in connection with the development aid from Holland. 
Besides the. pressure of the economic events to plan, the increasing 
unemployment since the automation of the oil industry, another factor 
grew important r- this is the development towards independence. Now the 
main question is: "How to Plan?" In the first place we have the problem 
on which, level the planning J^ureau has. to be established, since the N.A, 
consists of six islands, each of them with their own governments and besides 
that a Central Government. Since 1954, this is the year in which the N.A. 
formed an autonomous part of the Dutch Kingdom, some activities are the 
responsibility,.of the Central Goverrmen.t and some the responsibility of 
each of the island governments, with their own budgets. So, speaking in 
terms of planning, the instruments were divided on different levels, which 
created an enourmous problem in connection with planning. 
, This situation has become more complex, since one of the islands 
demands for more, autonomy or even complete independence from the. rest of 
the N.A. The latest developments seem to be going in the direction of 
more autonomy for the islands. So anticipating the new relationships among 
... /the islands, 
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the islands, mainly Aruba and Curacao are preparing their planning on the 
island-level. The role left to the Central Government in this new develop-
ment at this moment is uncertain, but is intensively discussed in a Kingdom 
Committee consisting of delegations of all the islands, the Central Govern-
ment and Holland. 
To conclude, we can state that in the N.A. there is a strong inclina-
tion for planning on a decentralized level and not on the central level. 
Planning in Curacao . 
In Curacao planning up to now has limited itself to some kind of 
• ! 
project planning, with the exception of the fen Year Plan 1962-1972, which 
i 
however was looked upon as project planning in the implementation stage. 
- , * i 
This was partly due to the fact that the;plan -was coupled to Dutch develop-
ment aid in the form of project aid. Only qer;taih projects derived from -
the ten year plan were implemented, as there was jno, adequate follow up on s 
the plan, The follow up only consisted of project preparation and project 
implementation, with the Department of Economic Development, later the 
J « ! ; 
Department for Industrialization and Development performing the co-ordinaj-
tion function. { • 
For the period 1972-1976, again partly because Dutch development aid 
to the Netherlands Antilles consisted of project ¡aid, 4 so called five 
year investment plan 1972-1976 was made. Again the; follow up only consisted 
of project preparation and implementation and again'only some of the project 
were implemented. : ; 
The philosophy behind these plans and projects was public sector 
planning aimed at influencing social and'economic development directly 
through the implementation of the projects and indirectly through an 
expected positive effect of implemented projects ion private activities. 















For the period 1978-1980 only an Indicative List of Projects has been 
prepared, while steps are being undertaken to arrive at a planning system 
able to produce an integrated Total Plan for the period 1^1-19§0.i In the 
first instance this ten-year plan would merely be a Perspective Plan, but 
by instituting a permanent social-economic planning the plan" would be 
evaluated year by year reviewed where necessary and- refined on short term 
basis. 
The planning system would involve the elaboration of sectorial plans 
in different government departments, and the co-ordination and integration-, 
of planning, project preparation and implementation by the Socials-Economic 
Planning Unit and the Physical Planning Unit. 
There are two factors of main importance in this system and process 
of planning, communication and manpower, that.will determine the efficiency 
and effectiveness of planning. There should be a continuous communication 
and feed-back in the system both vertically and horizontally, and; there 
should be a permanent theoretical arid practical preparation and formation 
and training of bur manpower on all levels. -
Planning in Aruba 
A very global overview (without being complete) of the deyelopment in 
Aruba, conducted to the planning concerns of today. 
Since the early 1960s the Dutch financial and technical development 
aid was given to us in the frame-work of a multi-annual development aid 
programme. 
This multi-annualrdevelopment aid programme, which consisted of three 
stages of five years each, ended in 1976. From that time onwards.we are 
in a stage of^transition. That is to say that the Dutch government decided 
that development aid, as it was,giv?n to us up t° 1976, could not be continued 
in that way, because it did not pay; the useful effect in the distinguished 
/sectors of 
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sectors, of the Aruban community did not turn out ,to be vybat .it was expected 
to be. -• . .. :•.. 
As it is .put, the development aid. in the period up to 1976 did not 
diminish the primary economic and social problems of Aruba and it increased 
the dependence, towards the, Netherlands,... Apart from that the Dutch had a 
political conscientious objection of .still-, jaeing. colonial country in this 
time. 
Because of this,-in the present stage- of ,transition discussion has 
been opened on the. several levelsrof government.:... ,, 
- the Kingdom of the. Netherlands: .. . .. 
- the Netherlands Antilles as :a total; ; . 
- the level of insular governments, 
about how to continue the co-operation.between tha ...different governments -
- . • • . . . - , . . . . . . . . f 
concerned, . .... .• .. ...... . 4 ... .., . . 
The idea is that.these discussions or deliberations should lead to ,a. 
frame-work in which ther political,, economical and. social development, of 
each island and the Antilles as a total-is-basically, settled .r ; , -
The present stage of transition must thus lead to planned development. 
In Aruba the planning situation'"is'as "follows: 
' - Up to now we have-been-'engaged in project-planning in the-economic 
and other sectors. ' Planning was thus scattered in various govern- • 
ment departments, -
- Now we are tr>dng to bring together all planning activities; that 
is to say to at least formulate basic points of departure-in plann-
ing; formulate common priorities, and co-ordinate the planning 
activities on the island, -'*• 
In this process we encounter some structural problems (which I would 
like to suggest as issues' for discussion) such asi • ; 
7i) the 
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the interference of external forces, which are not sufficiently 
familiar to our political, economical and social problems, in the 
process of our coming to an adequate and proper view of our 
own planning, 
the absence of adequate statistical data for planning, 
the past and present influence on the level of methods of 
planning brought in by our Aruban planners who studied in 
Holland, and which do not meet with the historical state and 
development of our planning activity. 

DEVELOPMENT PLANNING - IN ..BARBADOS 
An Overview • • • • > ' , 
Development planning has a fairly long history in Barbados, On 
the surface, planning experience would seem to extend over a period of 
almost 35 years with the first experiments in planning dating back to 
a ten-year plan, published in 1.945, This was followed by a. series of 
three-year and five-year plans from 1S52 onwards, 
The first "Sketch Plan" of development for the' period 194S-56 
was published in 1P45. This was fallowed by a five-year Plan of 
Development and Taxation for thé period 1?52-53> 1956-5? and by 
subsequent development plan's covering the periods 1955-60; 1962-65; 
1965-68; 195C?-72 and 1973-77. These plans were all confined to public 
sector activities. They have however contained policy measures designed 
to influencé the private sector. 
Thé budgetary aspect of development planning predominated in these 
early 'development plans. In the absence of a clearly articulated planning 
framework it was difficult to anticipate various bottlenecks in the 
implementation process. Indeed, because the budgetary aspect of planning 
was emphasized,'the existence of a development policy or of any precisely 
defined objectives could hardly be discerned. 
The Sketch Plan of Development, 1945-56 did not define its development 
policy or even state its objectives. If the Plan could have said to have 
had òhe objective it seemed to be that of expanding the sugar industry 
/since in 
since in the words of its writers."any.substantial increase in the 
national economy is dependent on the expansion of the sugar industry". 
The Development Plan for the period 1955-60 was more specific in 
terms of a development policy. However, while it indicated that it was 
Government's policy to "press on with measures Which lead to the' further 
economic devèlopment of the Island" those measures were not fully stated. 
It was also recognised that "all other development must, indeed, be based 
on economic development", arid proposals to facilitate trade irid"industry 
end to encourage agriculture and fisheries, therefore given high priority. 
Conscious that development objectives need not only be economic in nature, 
Government also aimed at achieving balanced progress in the creation of a 
healthy well-house, educated, skilled and fully employed community". ' 
Subsequent Development'Plans "were more ambitious in scope arid 
attempted to establish a framework'for the establishment'of priorities 
among development objectives than'those of the "1950's." The objectives' '" 
of the Development Plans of the 1960's can be summarised as follows: 
1. To provide productive employment for new entrants to the labour 
force'arid for those already in thè labour*force both unemployed' 
or underemployed. " * 
2» To reduce thé unhealthy dépéndencé of the èConomy upon a * ; 
single agricultural crop by mearis of agricultural diversificatior 
the development of an industrial sector and the expansion of 'the 
tourist industry. . . . . 
3. To improve thé country's balahce of trade position through the 
promotion of exports. ' ' 
4. To control the growth rate of the population in line with the 
economy's capacity to absorb increasing numbers. 
/5. To 
5. To improve.and expand the health, housing and educational 
facilities of the nation. 
Sectoral programmes which include measures for achieving the various 
objectives and which indicate the specific projects to be carried out 
have been included as essential components of these development plans. 
The plans have been formulated within a medium-term time frame which has 
usually been a period of three to five years. 
The 1973-77 Development Plan introduced a number of new departures 
from past plans. It realistically recognized that such objectives as 
eliminating or even reducing appreciably unemployment, structural 
diversification, improving an adverse trade balance and obtaining substantial 
improvement and expansion of the health, housing and educational facilities 
of the nation ware indeed long-term objectives that could only be fully 
realised over the course of many development plans. This plan also took 
special note of the effect of such constraints upon the economy as small 
economic size; extreme dependence upon foreign trade and relative lack of 
natural, financial and technical resources. Further, the plan aimed at 
the development of specific projects which would contribute to the real« 
ization of the major objectives and emphasized the importance of post-
planning activities such as implementation and evaluation of those projects. 
The objectives were quantified wherever possible and transformed into what 
was considered realistic targets. With these targets at which to aim there 
was reason to believe that implementation of the Plan would reach a high 
degree of efficiency. However, many of the targets were not realized by 
the end of the period partly due to the unforeseen adverse developments 
which have been experienced in recent years. These include stagflation 
abroad and drought conditions at home, together with their effect on import 
prices, export:demand, domestic production, employment and income. 
/Current Relevance 
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Current Relevance of the Above Objectives 
During the 1960 decade the nation experienced substantial social 
and economic progress. The social and economic development realised 
could not however be expected to satisfy the legitimate aspirations of 
either Government or people. Starting from a position where the economic 
and social system yielded only the barest necessities to the masses it 
was possible, by means of a systematic development programme to satisfy 
to a great extent most of the basic needs of the population. But by 
almost any criteria of development Barbados is still a developing country 
and as such the struggle to achieve and acceptable standard of living 
for all its people is still to be won." Hence the objectives set in 
past plans can only be said to have been partially accomplished. Moreover 
growth and development in a nation- is a continuing process and there can 
be no complacency over past achievements. 
At any given moment the order of the objectives that are sought 
to be achieved may be changed or some objectives may have to be put in 
abeyance in the face of conflict with other mora desirable objectives. 
But the essential purpose of all the chosen objectives will always be that 
of raising the living standards of the nation. 
The objectives stated in other plans, except where they are mutually 
incompatible are still relevant. It is still Government's policy to 
raise the standard of living by means of expanded productive employment 
opportunities which can only be realised through the diversification and 
expansion of the economic structure. The current plan (1979-83) which 
is still in the process of preparation therefore highlights these as two 
of its major objectives. 
' ' • ! /The other - • 
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The" other major objective is achieving greater economic self -.-.i-
sufficiency, througlrexport growth arid -import substitution. The emphasis 
of the 1979-83 Development Plan therefore 'will be on export promotion with 
export manufacturing as the strategic'-sector to provide.sources bf yemploy-. 
ment and increased foreign .exchange earnings, further development in 
tourism and. agricultural "i diversification Of crops; to meet local-consumption 
needs to reduce import-demand, Th'e Government! s aim will be to ' . 
implement policies and projects oriented'to the promotion of long term 
economic growth involving the private and public sectors.- ,-c 
The Planning Process 
In 1962, the Government of Barbados set up a Central Planning 
Committee, consisting mainly pf Government Ministers, to assess the 
development needs of Barbados. In 1965 the Economic Planning Uhit was 
established to serve the-Committee-by-developing-forecasts, publishing 
the. annual economic survey and drawing up economic plans* The Unit now 
forms part. of.the Ministry of Finance and:Planning.:'which is headed by the 
Prime Minister.- • :.- . • • V. .- -
Within, the general: framework (of tlpe-strategies and objectives set 
in the Government's development plans; detailed planning ocCurs via the 
budgetary process. Estimates .of expenditure, are initially developed by -
each Ministry and then submitted to. the Estimates Committee which :is • • . x 
chaired by. the Minister of Finance and Planning,: and includes the Director 
of Finance andi'Planning and senior officials.of each Ministry.involved. 
The Estimates Committee usually bases its decisions orS previous expenditure 
levels and revenue forecasts and -it is within this Committee that revenue 
estimates and recurrent expenditures are determined. THe capital budget 
is then formulated by the Committee based on anticipated operating, 
surpluses and the present debt situation. The Minister of Finance and 
/Planning together 
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Planning together with.the; Director, Financfe and Planning and the Permanent 
Secretaries of the. Planning and Finanfce Divisions are responsible for : •;... 
setting ishort-term objectives to guide the Planning Division and- the 
Budget^Section of. the.* Ministry- of Finance, and: Planning, • . .-•-.• 
The' medium and long-term overall objectives are set at the national 
level by a Standing Committee of the .Cabinet'';- the Planning and Priorities-
Committee (the Central Plannihg Committee until 1976), This Committee 
clears the plans'for all development projects. . Sectoral plans are prepared 
by Ministries in accordance with these national objectives which are. . .< 
submitted to the Ministry of Finance and Planning for assessment and 
evaluation and coordination at the national level. Planning is essentially 
from the top down and after approval at the executive level, the plan* 
document is submitted to the legislature for final approval by Parliament. 
Limitations to Planning in Barbados ; . 
•Development planning.'.in Barbados is limited by a number of factors, 
i In the first place- the.public sector, is relatively small,. In 1077 
it accounted for some 30% of gross domestic capital formation,and for 
some 15.9%-of'gross domestic product, while Government consumption; 
accounted, for only 20% of the GDP at market prices. This indicates that 
in a national plan, the decisions made by. the private ..sector -assume • t. 
significant importance. Secondly, the economy depends to a large extent 
on inflows of foreign, .private capital, and such inflows are surrounded 
by uncertainty. Thirdly*'., the economy is highly open and dependent on 
exports and imports., : The degree of - openness may- be indicated, by the .fact-
that.-the ratio of imports of goods and non factor.^services to GDP at . • 
market prices was 0,74 in .1977 while the corresponding export ratio .in 
that year was 0,60v '.-•• : -1' • 
/These three 
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These three fundamental factors make planning and forecasting in 
Barbados very different from planning and forecasting in a country with 
a low ratio-of foreign trade, a large public sector and relatively little 
dependence on foreign investment. 
To recognize these limitations, however, is not to imply that 
programming is impossible in an economy like that of Barbados. In the 
first place there are a variety of measures such as tax incentives, fiscal, 
monetary and commercial policy measures which the Government can and has 
used to influence the private sector. In addition, the Government in its 
public sector programme has undertaken a series of overhead investments 
such as airport and port expansion project designed to facilitate productive 
private investment. Government action has therefore primarily been designed 
to provide a well developed social and economic framework within which 
the private sector could operate to the benefit of the whole economy. 
Improvement of Plannjngr Machinery 
Considérable scope éxists for the improvement of development • 
planning Efforts -and; within -recent year's''steps have-'beeh taken to improve 
the machinery for pianning*' and- implementation! in Barbadosi ' 4The-pMncipal 
measures-have been: r - '-' ' • • ; • ; 
1. The : 'èstablishment "of-a Standing "Committee cff " the Cabinet -
- Planning and Priorities'Committee - possessing executive authority 
as thb central co-ordinating body for «the' "development of long 
and medium range plans by the -various Ministries and Agencies. 
This is not a centralized mechanism but on behalf of Cabinet, 
acts as the authority for selecting, assigning priorities to 
: -and monitoring' the- progress bf the projects through which the 
•>• "" " plans will'be realised. ; 1,1 -
•" 1 c /2. Increasing 
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2. Increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of decision making 
on public sector capital resource allocation through the 
-, . . establishment of a.Public Investment Unit within the. Ministry 
of Finance and Planning. This Unit also acts as a secretariat 
to. the Planning and Priorities Committee, and has been established 
, with a view to effecting, sound project planning with a view 
to better control of expenditure. 
3«, The designation within most m in istries and agencies of planning 
uni^s,and/or.project, executing, units. Qne of the key weaknesses 
, ,. in development, planning has been the inability of executive 
. , agencies to formulatejmd prepare projects which in turn has 
imposed severe burdens on. ̂ hç, central planning agency.. The 
establishment of such bodies means.that ministries are now in 
. a better position.than formerly to prepare their own sectoral 
plans and projects and therefore eliminate some of the concomitant 
difficulties in'"implementation". " 
4. The institution1 of-sound project planning procedures in ministries 
and agencies'through the"1'.preparation of project reports on all 
major "projects for submission to the Planning and Pridrities 
Committee and through better field supervision through -the use 
• Of project managers in particular for'the"large''projects. 
5." In-service training programmes for 'both administrative and 
technical officers, particularly with respect to project 
preparation and evaluation. ' 
6. Attempts to make up for shortages of technical' staff through 
use of technical assistance•personnel, • : •' • • 
In! "addition to-the measures outlined above, with thé attainment of 
independence in 1966 and a greatly expanded public sector, the Government 
/recognized that 
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recognized that certain administrative changes and reforms were required 
if its development objectives were to be achieved. A number of 
administrative measures and reforms have therefore been introduced to 
improve the efficiency of the general administrative apparatus of 
Government. These measures have been effective and have also greatly 
facilitated the specific task of formulating and executing Government's 
development plans. 

TOWARDS A MACRO DYNAMIC A/ETHODOLOGY FOR 
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING IN THE CARIBBEAN ENVIRONMENT 
! -by Winston, Dookeran <t!-v. 
Transportation! had played an important "part in -tfie historical 
processes of economic growth and development.'' The railroads, it was ' 
argued were prime movers in the development of the western states of' 
America and the pace of the modern industrial revolution in Europe was 
1/ 
accelerated by the emergence of an extensive transport system,— How 
critical this roie has been remains' a 'matter of concern to the policy-
makers and academic researchers. This is especially so for developing 
countries as they attempt to determine thB optimal resource allocation 
for the transport sector. , , > • , 
The debate on the dynamic nature of the transport sector is yet 
to come into full focus. The developing world in this, as in other 
situations, faces the need to make transport decisions without a clear 
specification of the . macroeconomic role of transportation in the develop-
ment processes. Planning, in such circumstances may result in internally 
inconsistent programmes, measured against micro and eg^ci-oeconomic criteria. 
In this paper, we hope to open a dialogue on some of these issues as they 
pertain to planning methodology in the Caribbean transport environment. 
• The Transport Function . . 
We shall identify three major components to the transport function 
viz., the capital component, the spatial component and the technological...».̂ , 
component. !these broad classifications would be used to interpret and 
2 / . See, for a. full discussion. Fogel (3), Hawke (6) and O'Connor ( i s ) . 
/analysè the 
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analyse the functional relationship between thè transport .sector and the 
rest of the economy. the aggregate ' effect of transport decision's on the 
overall economic preformance of the economy may be traced through an 
analysis .of the capital coefficient and aggregate production function. 
The spatial component, draws into focus the question of spatial and 
sectorial linkages, and as such allows transport decisions to be evaluated 
against the effect they, may have on the level and sectorial accessibility4" 
of factor endowments in the economy. Technical progress operates through 
increasing productivity and/or lowering of real costs, both of which may 
be used as proxies to measure and evaluate the effects of transport decisions 
on macro economic quantities. 
Transport as Social Overhead Capital 
Traditionally, transport investments have been lumped as part of 
social overhead capital. The transport de vèlopménfèffed t 'could be traced 
on the resultant changes that these investments may "have on the l&vel, 
internal structure and behaviour of the capital coefficient.— This implies 
that the incremental capital output ratio is a good proxy fo£ measuring 
macro economic effects. Such a measure must take ihto consideration the" 
lumpiness of investment (a feature of transport investment), as this' WoUld 
certainly influence the sizes of the increment that are operationally ' 
meaningful. The capital coefficient tends'tc^ exhibit a cyclical behaviour 
over the development period. This implies a situation where each period 
• 1 -• 
\J ."Sectorial accessibility" is related to the.concept of interspatial 
efficiency and refers to that distribution of factor endowment across 
sectors (or regions) that would yield maximum input-output combinations. 
2/ The capital coefficient; is ,used here as the output capital ration. 
In cases where the population constraint is endogenized, the per 
capita capital output ration may be used without loss of generality. 
/of high 
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of high productivity of capital is preceded by a period of low productivity, 
a period in which wthe infrastructure of the national economy and the open-
1/ : ing up of the community is taking place'1."" 
• i f . •< .• • " 5 ! ' v - - •' • i 
The capital coefficient or its incremental counterpart does not itself 
unlease forces that would cause substantial changes in these ratios. The 
dynamics of the environment becomes the crucial factor for such changes 
to take place. Hencet the transport component of the capital coefficient 
becomes a necessary but not sufficient condition for altering the internal 
structure of the capital coefficient. This probably explains why the early 
enthusiasm for transport investments in the developing world did not sustain 
itself. The environment may have lacked complementary endogenous forces 
that were necessary to move the economy. The view that transportation has 
a catalytic effect "capable of inducing reactions in otherwise inert" , 
2/ 
situations"*" did not prevail under real world conditions in developing 
economies. Hence,, the focus of attention shifted to the determination of • 
the "optimal distance" between the demand for and supply of transport 
infrastructure and services.; 
As such, the overall strategy of development "via excess capacity15 
envisaged if* the early literature, resurfaced again in recent works op' 
transport development under the guise-of "optimal distance" required to 3/ 
assure the maximum transport development effect."" Attempts to measure 
this "distance" imposes some theoretical ambiguities and call for the 
differentiation of transport demand between consumer and producer goods. 
j/ Bicanfic /2/p. . 
2/ Gwilliam M J p, .. -vs_ 
3/ See for a full discussion Hirsham /8/ and Hoyle /7/. Hoyle argues 
that transport investment may have a positive, permissive or negative 
effect on development, depending on the "distance" between supply and 
demand for transport. Wilson ¿9j provides a useful summary of the 
arguments. 
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1 It is likely "that any approach to differentiate transport demand may produce 
a measuring basis. This could lead to'what appears to be a reduction*in the 
demand for transport but may really meatr the shifting'of'the burden of ' ' 
transport 'cbsts to the economic activities br to; consumers by imposing 
locatiohal and mobility inefficiencies on thèirri". there is also the problem 
of disaggregating excess tra'nspdrt demand tb"cleariy;distinguish between-
the problem of the peak and tfce infrastructure! congestion problem. The ' 
policy prescriptions woUld of bourse differ depending on the exact nature 
of excess transport demand, • : îr "' " 1 
Spatial and Linkage Effect of Transport 
• J : nil. ;(•[,,' ! »"''--.'•" .-. 1 ' . "Tn "'" : ,«-.» ' 
- Unlike the capital .porrçpqnent of -the transport function which operates 
through the-; capital coefficient, (and aggregate-, production function), the 
spatial component affects the level and seotçjriap, accessibility, of factor 
endowments in. the economy, . Transportation changes the production and. _ 
exchange frontiers of . an economy, .thus ,enlarging the ba§e and deepening .. 
the spatial and sectorial linkages. This has tĵ e. effect qf encouraging 
a greater diffusion of.'the-.,growth process.,! .Although the consequent 
distribution of-..the. benefits of the growth, p^pcess:, need not follow .the* , , 
same pattern. This distinction i*s important, but is. outside the main. . 
argument of this paper. .;•.•...-•> a v . . . •} : • • . 
•There,are( t^o. aspects to the spatial, companjent .of- the transport 
function. , Firstly,-there is,.thefevqlvement of a,spatial interactive, process 
that explains what has come to be described as the formative power of the 
transport sector. Voigt identifies the dynamic of self-development of the. 
transport sector and its macro-economic formative power (its effect upon . 
• i , • - . . . . -
• " - • : • i , - ; • . : • /sectors-outside 
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sectors outside itself) as key to understanding the potency of transport 
policy in a dynamic setting. Transport service is not merely desired 
but "it can innovate itself and induce new production possibilities ... 
1/ 
it is structure d e t e r m i n a t i v e T h e second aspect leads to a consider-
ation of technology« As such it calls for a discussion of the relations 
between, price relations, factor endowment .¡and choice of techniques. 
The linkage role of transport systems is an interactive ohe as 
"few forces have been more influential in modifying the earth through 
transportation, yet transportation itself is the result of other 
2/ 
forces". — The interaction between the spatial:economy and the 
transport system, influences the pattern of growth and the spatial 
distribution of development in an economy, In this sense, the spatial 
boundaries for which a transport system is being planned would 
significantly affect the transport system itself. This emphasizes 
the long run formative power of transport development on the structure 
of the economy. The degree of this effect in the short run would depend 
on the extent to which transport costs are sensitive in outputs of 
the production structure. Hfere the planning methodology can implicitly 
j / Voigt /IB? 
g/ Ullman : • 
/or explicitly 
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or explicitly provide a'particular bias to thé structure of production 
1/ •-, • - - . . . . . . and settlement "" ' 'm ân economy. - . > --i 
Jl/' ' Toaffe et al / i s / . Touffe »'s well k'nbwn model for "an ideal-type '''' 
regime-of .transport development" brings out clearly-the spatial 
interactive processes. Toaffe identifies six processes in his 
model, processes that Heed not Occur in discrete units nor do they 
need, to-take place in ;a> continuous ;frame, Tbeis^ processes ars 
summarized as follows: 
- Small ports ancUtrading posts are . scattered elorag, ;tbe àpa cost.. 
There is little lateral interconnection and each port services a 
limited hinterland'.' '•' - - •"•• «• • •• -
- Emergence of penetration lines to thé interior which sets in 
motion spatial. readjustment in acç,orda,nce. with slightly comparative 
locational advantages. 
- Development of feeder routes and the beginnings of lateral 
interconnections. ' ' ..-.-••' 
- Creation of'modes Serving the fèeder0network àné the deepening 
of lateral .interconnections. -t, . . . . . 
r Full lateral,interconnection,as the,system links all the ports,, , 
internal centres and nodes.' 
- Development of truck routes largely in response to the effects 
of the existing activity system on the transportation ne tvureds.» ,•.„.•. 
In this model, the spatial lirkage effect dominates the. development 
process as the production and exchange frontiers of the,.economy are„, 
enlarged. This gives rise to the modification of the economy product-
ion transformâtioncurve and Pence alter the factor endowments facing 
that economy. On the exchange side, the transport system could alter 
the price relations in the economy, either consistent"with the 
transformation curve movement or in an opposite direction. To 
the extent that the price relations and the transformation curve 
move in harmony, more efficient trading routes would be opened up. 
/Transport as 
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Transport as a Technological Phenomenon 
Transport infrastructure and services constitute a cost to the economy 
1/ 
which may be measured in terms of real resources consumed."" This aspect 
could be measured by estimating the absolute and/or relative changes in 
the real resources utilised for the realization of the transport function. 
Such changes take place either "through technological innovations and/or 
changes in the price relatives facing that economy. Innovations would be 
economically positive if they induce charges in the factor price relatives 
that results in higher output input ratios at the aggregate level. On 
the other hand, Changes in. price relatives may be caused by factors other 
than innovations; In either case, transport decisions consume real resources. 
Where such resources are decreased significantly, a new dynamism is set 
in motion that may draw inert resources into activity. On the other hand 
a relative increase in the real resources consumed for transportation may 
have a dampening effect on the economy and even contract the production 
and excharge frontiers of that economy.' 
Technological innovations in the transport field respond to the 
private demand for transport i.e. both as producer and consumer goods. 
Such demand creates a complementary pull on publicly financed resources. 
It is possible that innovations that are economic with respect to satisfying 
private demand may exhibit diseconomies when applied to the complementary 
public demand. This is so because of divergences between private and 
social cost in an economy. For instance, the use of privately owned 
vehicles as the domihant mode to satisfy mass transport demand has a 
hidden and lagged effect on public resource requisites. This along with 
the high cost of reversing transport technology emphasize the need for 
V For an interesting discussion on this aspect see Lee Vance f\g7. Lee 
Vance worked out a methodology for calculating resources consumed in 
the provision of transport infrastructure and services and provides a 
framework for deriving the "optimal technology" in given environment. 
/inter-temporal efficiency 
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inter-temporal efficiency in .'tfte planning .methodology. Technological 
forecasting,is an essential input to the planning methodology if inter-
temporal efficiency is to be achieved. 
The following table, attempts to summarize the main operational 
quantities appropriate for the different aspects of the transport function. 
a. . .Capital, aspects 
b. ; Spatial aspect 
Technical progress-
aspect 
- aggregate, capital coefficient 
- incremental capital-output ratio 
- "optimal distance" between supply and demand 
' • •••'•/ . u , ' . .>,; • i . 
; - .-level.and.mix of factor endowments1 
-• sectorial accessibility o-f'sfactor endowments 
.'formsti ve-power'on the'structure of the", 
economy 
> .. • .O.T • ': v • • >' "' ' • u 
real-ire source s consumed .•• • • 
- self dynamism of transport investment -
- structure':.of ''transport -'derrie.rid • ¡. ' 
The planning methodo.logy for transportation has largely ignored the . 
dynamic component of thp transport function. It. is certain that this has, ,, 
not been without cost to developing countries.. There is a clear need for 
the re-orientation of research and policy perspectives in this are§. There 
is still a very long way to go towards developing a transport development 
theory. As the transport relationship becomes clearer, appropriate. ch,ange^ 
at the level of .methodology will follow. The link between micro-economic,., 
efficiency and social efficiency remain^ the key methodological issue faci.pg 
transport planning, . . . . . . ... ,....-.., • . * 
/.Towards a 
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towards- a fethodology for the Caribbean Environment 
Transport planning in the region is relatively new and it is perhaps 
fair to say that there has been little discussioii on questions on Methodology. 
Transport programmes have generally been formulated within a partial 
i ' •. • • • . 
analytical framework and little attention has been given to the macro-
. . . . . _ 
dynamic aspects of the transport function. 'Some of the theoretical'constructs 
around which a macro dynamic framework' may be built have been identified 
in the earlier part of this paper. 
A first appraisal of planning"methodology in the transport economy 
of the region does suggest that there has been an underlying' conceptual-
ization of the role of the transport sector in the development processes. 
Historically, transport decisions have been geared to the interest of the 
export oriented sectors of the economy and to consideration of public' 
administration and security. There were high priority issues during the : 
colonial era. Consequently, the development of inter-island transport and 
the fusion of internal transport network with the productive potential of 
the economy did not attract public policy focus. Emerging from the prior-
ities of historical times therefore is a pattern of transport development 1 / . . . . . . . . 
that cannot be easily changed,-" The persistence of economic dependency 
in the post-colonial period continues to discourage the emergence of dynamic 
forces that may transform the pattern of transport development. 
A feature of the' transport environment is the" extent of outside 2/ , investment in the transport sector of the 'region,— A proportionately 
2/ This is due to the difficulties in reversing a set pattern of develop-
ment in the transport sector^ The difficulties arise out of the cost 
of such a process as well as possibilities of changing activity pat-
terns based on the transport development. 
2/ "The Caribbean Development Bank 1977 Annual Report indicated that 17.4% 
of net loans approved were for Ports, 97% of which were allocated to 
the LDC's. In addition, Airport Loans were granted to St. Lucia and 
Antigua, A large part of bilateral financial flows from metropolitan 
countries is for'transport infrastructure (particularly airport). 
/large part 
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large part of,these..investments are for infrastructural projects like ports 
and airports with little.emphasis on services. Wickenden /20/ argued that 
. in the Caribbean region there appears to have been overinvestment in infra-
structure and due to the„lack of regional planning there has been no attempt 
made to vary equipment or services to overcome deficiencies and thus obviate 
the need for further infrastructure! development.— This assertion, if 
2/ 
correct — underlines the need for .a |nore comprehensive domain within which 
planning methodblogy must function. 
. The reliance on .external financing of transport projects raises 
another issue, Because of the continuing (and perhaps increasing) economic 
dependency of the region, external financing is more likely to maximize 
the complementarity of the local, economy with its external counterpart, 1 1 1 ..- • 1 •> 
That is to say that projects, that are financed are likely to increase the 
degree of dependency rather than to encourage the spatial or sectorial 
integration of the region. In this situation, a macro dynamic methodology 
for transport planning must,..epa^t from broadening the domain, ensure that 
implementation variables be endogenised in the^analysis. 
.... .....The international natur^ of the transport industry and the openness 
of the Caribbean, economy almost.makes transport technology an exogenous 
factor, in the planning process. In a dynamic sense, high technology levels 
may consume,larger quantities of resources,and in the absence of scale 
operations yield, a proportionately lower output. To the extent that this 
assertion is empirically valid, the policy implications are clear. There 
must either be a lower level of technology or an increase in the scale of 
. operations, otherwise the balance, between resource used and macro benefits 
if Wickenden /20/ p. 10 '..... 
2/ . 
A cursory examination of the types of transport investment undertaken 
. . in ¡the Caribbean validates Wickenden*s point. Wickenden goes on to 
argue, in his .paper that the mix of transport investment that has ac-
. cured in the . region during the last decade would have been much dif-
ferent if one were aware of ..the available resources at .the start of , 
the period. /may not 
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may not be achieved. If the transport function is viewed as having a 
technological component (as suggested earlier), then the planning method-
ology: must attempt tPachieve this balance. 
The conceptual understanding of the transport-development effect 
in the contemporary environment has meant that transport investment has 
been viewed myopically in a totally infrastructure! sense. Most develop-
ment plans in the region relegate the discussion of transport to Chapter 
.dealing with infrastructural investments. Alsos Ministerial responsibility 
1/ 
for transport has tended to be located fully in Ministry of "Works".— _ 
^Transport: investments are thus viewed in the context pf social, overhead 
capital rather than /transport policy. The domain of transport policy is 
constricted largely by questions of public subsidies for transport 
enterprises and. consequential transfer issues. This has led to the use of 2/ 
public subsidy analysis for the justification of major transport decisions."® 
Public subsidy analysis could only be part pf a methodology that is ap-
propriate for the evaluation of transport decisions./ On the. same vein, 
the regulation of the transport sector has been concerned more with public 
safety issues than with economic objectives. 
In general, transport decision in the Caribbean environment are 
analysed through partial analysis. In some cases, the partial analysis 
used may even be inappropriate to the transport problem. This approach has 
meant a heavy reliance on matters like traffic forecasting, assessment of 
market shares, determination of infrastructural requirements and opportunities 
for development assistance. Transport planning in this framework is. pre-
occupied with reducing bottlenecks and responding to demand generated by an 
_l/ In the Caribbean, Works Ministries are primarily concerned with physical 
implementation and construction, 
2/ The decision to withdraw the railway service.in Trinidad in the 19S0*s 
was a major transport policy decision. The Madory Report, the basis 
upon which this decision was analysed, used theminimization of public 
deficits as the major objectives in the decision matrix.j 
/"unequal" — market. 
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"unequal" — market; Such-an approach would lead to "an-incongruence between 
the transpbrtatxbn arid general economic plan. Internal inìffonéistendy 
within the transportation plan (formal -or--inform'al'} could be-à'consequence 
of this methodological approach. > 
Methodology dftct'theory 'cannot be divorced, '- 'the absence of a clear' 
specification of-the role of; the transport-fuiiction in-the development 
processes has limited :the development óf a comprehensive planning method-
ology for the transport economy. * This "inr turn ; has :meant large'inconsisten-
cies within transportation plans arid- between sudh plans and the overall 
economic plan. In general there has been-a variance between micro economic 
efficiency and social efficiency in the-rfclthodblogy. 'An integrated transport 
plan where intra and inter modal iriconsistencies are eliminated, and where 
alloteàtiver arid cfistri'butiònal éffects été socially efficient is unlikely 
to evolve from; the'current ;pldrining-'éhvii;rònment; A macro dynamic concept-
ualization of thè role of the transport economy may -suggest a re-appraisal 
of planning methodology fbr this sector."- ' 
1/ The term "unequal" is used instead, of "imperfect" to emphasize that' 
there are both allocational and distributional considerations to be 
taken into "account. r . • : ; , ; . -
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POLITICAL ECONOMY OF AGRICULTURAL AND RURAL 
SECTOR PLANNING IN CARIBBEAN SOCIETIES 
An .Outline 
Basipally, planning means, and involves, direction.end control by 
human agents of the resources around and available to them for the 
satisfaction of thpir needs-and wants. The extent of articulation of 
plan and actuality depends.; pf.course on the degree ,of control over 
environment. Thus, for example, achievements, of plans in farming are 
less determinate than in "manufacturing" because fanners have less control . 
over inputs critical to achieving planned levels of output. Rain may or . 
may not fall at the right time and in the right amounts for crops and 
livestock to survive. And all kinds of other eventualities may happen 
to disturb normally expected relationships between inputs (planned) and 
output (1out-turn*). 
Agriculture and rural living, therefore require some kind of 
special consideration in our.efforts ,to,.direct- the progression.of tbf; 
welfare of our pepple^s lives.. Caribbean society, like ;the rest of . 
world-society, has had a particular historical experience that explains 
why things are the way they are and how they came to be so. We have tp. ... 
understand this basic fact if.we are to achieve forward movement. Every 
society produces and reproduces.;Its ,reproduction depends on expansion 
but expansion is not unilinear. : And different societies expand and 
contract io different; ways at different^times» , 
We produce in order, to ¿consume. But how much is. produced in one , . 
time interval depends on how much production was left over from the last; 
that is to. say» how much surplus is available to.produce anew. 
Caribbean society is a part of world, society. No state society in 
the world of today exists in isolation. Contacts between societies help 
/determine direction 
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determine direction of change ,1 Twentieth cehttiry world-society consists 
of three categories of social formations: 
(i) capitalist; • lit̂ Wjrt'̂ rvv.V 
(ii) socialist; and 
(iii) those state sociëties'in*ti%n^ti'on^fronireà^talïsm'to socialism, 
1. State-Societies and Social Formations '*• • s. : 
The nation state is recétìt ifi'the fôstory':of'marikl?ridv: 
The Marxist approach tei 'the study òf"'WtìrIci! histofy'-U^titìÌfies. 
the folloMng social fonnàtions: - , • : • ? 
(i) primitive commdiial ' " ' •'• n u ^ c ; - = u - n . : r 
(ii) tribute paying'" " ' r 1 ; -1 • iua- • •' ••'•-'• •' •>*'••' : '• 
(iii) feudal " '' :iiii •" " '; b""> ir'">: • ' 
(iv) slavë • — •• -J- -a ,.•?>-..".! ¿.v.. , 
(v) capitalist 1 . ¿ R . I - - . - w h i r r s «„T.-T A. , - - . 
(vi) socialist 
(vii) communist " • " • ! *•'••''• - ° .'< 
Different societies historically ;hâ\fëcë^fferiënc'ed• variations ̂ éf - • 
these sequendéâ of'dominating''fi^aH'àfts-^iîrt^theil^'tevolûtiÔrii--. ' •• v rrli 
'fer£'b6eari "society moved along "the continuous: of: ' (i} "fitf)^v—> 
(v) (vi). Here, European contact beginning' in the late-15th century '••• 
utterly destroyed the primitive communal societies of Arawaks and other 
tribes of Indigéftûûs Indian people in most Caribbean countries. And : -
only remnants of some of these tribal societies survit today as 
appendices in some countries like Dominica where the fierce Carib Indians 
live today in "reserval" siëctors of those countries. 
Wherever class societies developed, resource use and the development/ 
underdevelopment of different classes depend oh the institutional organ--
isation that determines what is"4produced, how it is produced, find how 
/what is 
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what is produced is distributed among the people who make up the society, 
ar«d how consumption is distributed over time,; • ' , 
2, Caribbean Rural Society 
European owned slave plantations were established to generate 
surpluses from the exploitation of transplanted African labour for the 
consumption of Europeans in Europe. Thus .Europe, came to. develop itself 
and simultaneously underdeveloped Africa and the Caribbean. 
Agricultural: production in the Caribbean is carried on by different 
kinds of plantations and peasants. And,with the exception of Cuba that 
production takes place within the orbit of the capitalist mode of product-
ion and-exchange; Cuba is a socialist society.-, And agricultural produc-
ion there comes from state-owned plantation enterprises and individual 
small farmers (modem, peasants);, whose production is planned associatively 
through ANAP, State agricultural produptionis.directed through INRA. 
Thus agricultural activity becomes,articulated nationally. 
Elsewhere in the region the characteristic,, pattern is disarticulation, 
both withinrthe agricultural,sector; and yidthimthe national state societies... 
The degree, pf this disarticulation depends on. the levels of integration •:. 
of the different countries within the international capitalist and 
socialist systems. And this in turn determines the patterns of develop-
ment and underdevelopment which are observed. 
Some Caribbean countries are underdeveloping-with the International/ 
Capitalist System.: ,And a.few appear to be in.?some kind of transition " 
toward socialism. Jamaica and Guyana are examples of.transitional 
societies. And their development planning experiences represent an 
advancement in comparison with the conventional planning exercises carried 
out elsewhere. 
- /3. Apricultural Planning 
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3. Agricultural Planning- in the" Capitalist -State Societies 
(i) Approaches and problems- • • - -. - • ' ^ . ...••• 
The ove riding traditional concern in planrdhgi is., tóth.-trying, to . 
achieve certain levels of output which will' balance input demand in other 
sectors of thè economy;•- That is, to .achieve articulation between,sectors.•. 
The success- of ; such efforts. depends ultimately: on how-much, pcj^tfol • and • • • 
authority planners»'ha©©-over résource.-MstìVand distribution.-. "In. the, • ; 
capitalist societies*, there ds in factory. limited:©on trolk-/,fpfr decision-
making is-carriect out by privatè producers operating in the autonomous 
fashion,"" " 4- • <r . : •• : ' : '. - ,' . , ."-r: -,, • 
" -Generally, we-find ràn unstable'CP^kistence ofÀ capitalist plantations 
and peasant; producers wiihouti tfe»'.«pale: 
depending on their òwftèi'sbip 'èfi t-he -méàns^ of-' production. - Big"peasants 
operate- as' capitalists for - they- own" sufficient" mearTS"to hire the. labour vc •. 
of other people on a-oontihl©us"-bèsiéi'f Ornali peasants have to rely ' . 
entirèly on family laboi^," but;'because* farms-are too small they'have to 
S8&k̂ èâ plem8ftt''-Fartir iftòon«i>-«d.tî -Wààe Ŵ>ikit3ft.«fxlantatii3nsliand in. the- ••.< --¡c 
public '-Sector. 'While middle'--pèasantsr;hire -wage labour sometimés -.(mostlyv ~>f 
for preparation, and harvè sfc), ; xlrr -tbiai situation plan- achievement becomeS 
difficult-and tenuous.- •->" • ' f-.". -j- ' - : .-A -.j.-c 
The chart on the following.page- is iilustrativé. of t b i s i : n > ;•• 
(ii) Systematic Outline ; - j •.,-..• ¿-- >.- .. r ..... .-•< '• 
Planning normally, ¿overs time intervaissvarying f r o m . 
.a) Annual-Budgets" . : : - .. : •• -n,. . . , ,, ' -v. 
b) .'5-Year'Plans • ; • • -•."if" • ; •> • . *ii ••••! .•-."<>•'> •' . 
• :?.R".o.} '- 20Year-Indicative Plan/.•'ÌV.VJ.. ri-? . 
(iii) Results -h 
What ultimately determines the achievement of the targets above 
sector moves. Governments determine the 
/"Planning Framework" 
"Planning fraaewort;" 
(5 year plans) 
Inputs 
Industrial Output 
Inputs? i) Incentive Legislation 
(direct ii) Subsidies 
or in iii) Raw material imports 
direct) iv) Foreign technology osed 
but seldom adapted 
v) Foreign and local white 
management capitalist class 
vi) Bourgeois State assistance of 
. ; various kinds (e0g> , Small . . 





Inputs: ' i) Research 
Contraints (Centralised) 


















i) Output Mix 
ii) Employment 
creation 
iii) Income generation 
iv) Other 
i) Small peasants - land 
settlement" 
ii) Agro-proletariat-ro ad works 
iii) Kiddle peasantŝ subsidies and 
credit 
iv) Big peasants-price guarantees, 
. etc. ' 
D1SJUKCTOHE 
/public sector 
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... „ ...A 
public sector programmes and'policies but these are designed to 
stimulate the private profit motives of-those--who own the means of 
production. There are in fact only-limited efforts to re-distribute 
the societies* resources for the benefit of small peasants and other 
classes and groups who have been dispossessed by the legacy of the '•-*-•">-
slave plantation; ;So we^.find, for example*;,"land settlement schemes" .;' 
which allocate relatively poor quality lands in small plots, to,-as many 
potential voters as possible.' -And "public (road) works" r scheme a^g-re•,.. 
stretched in similar fashion from what limited funds become available to 
government from the meagre tax revenues generated with iff "peripheral "'r"i 
capitalist state societies. ' • '-«»sI*ua• 
Caribbean economy exists as part of the periphery-^f tbe international 
capitalist system. That system is governed by accumulation on 4 wdi?ld 
scale of a kind that transfers surpluses from the periphery the countries 
i 
i.e. the industrialised nations, chiefly the United States, Western 
Europe, and Japan. (Australia, New Zealand, Canada as well}. This same 
pattern of centre and periphery is reproduced within the particular 
Caribbean economy between the relatively advanced urban sector and the 
ruralr SSc'tdr- Which remains backward at the expense of both the' city and • 
the overseas centre. Typically, it is only one city that develops in this 
Caribbean states. 
Elaboration of points illustrated in the schematic outline above can 
be found in the following works: 
1. George Lv Beckford - See select bibliography 
2. C. Y. Thomas »- Havelock R. Brewster - See select bibliography 
3. Louis Lindsay - Myths and Symbols - See select bibliography 
Since these analytical and descriptive materials are generally 
familiar to our discussion group, I wish to pass on to a consideration of 
the transition from capitalist to socialist agriculture and finally to 
/an outline 
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an outline>of some of the regional possibilities and potentials far,-i 
betterment of the welfare,of Caribbean peoples and the development-
.potential of .the Basing <: } • • 
4. Societies in transition . • i \ - > . . v 
the imbalances generated within the peripheral capitalist economies < 
of the Caribbean grow essentially out of the inherent structural.dis-
articulation that derives from the. .disconnection between resource use 
and demand and between consumer needs and«demand, ¡the only way of over-
coming these bottlenecks is .to break .the ¡stranglehold that the capitalists 
have on the society's resources.Revolutionwas,the route by which Cuba 
achieved' this,- -i • • .• . 
Jamaica and Guyana are two interesting cases of societies trying to 
make a break with capitalism by non-?revolutionary rneans. "Democratic 
Socialism" and "Cooperative Socialism" are the official descriptions of 
the: development paths along, which these/Caribbean icountries are trav/elling 
at the "present time. What id being attempted1 is national „scaial re organ-.-
isation of a kind that redistributes resources in a more equitable fashion 
than the inherited capitalist plantation system. . o / 
Basically, the .transition process .involves three kinds, of fundamental} 
change-s'ln the sub-and superstructure^-of society; ; . . 4 . •• 
(a) Land*Reform :•<• • .• . • 
(to) Organisational Change ' • - .. .. 
(c) technological Development 
- ' Jamaica and Guyana are; concerned at presp.ci,t mainly with item (tr) ; 
on the agenda; while1 Cuba has progressed beyond that! beginning witb 
item (a) early "in 1959-that country, proceeded immediately to grapple;.vyith ; 
(b) and by 1965 was: poised for., seriously tackling item (c). the results • • 
have indeed been spectacular. 
/Since descriptive 
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Since descriptive materials on cooperatives are widely available 
and understood, I wish to focus attention on a new and Jamaican innovation 
for organisational change which at present is in very early implementational 
stages. The Community Enterprise Organisation (CEO) was introduced by 
the Jamaica Government in April 1977} and is now shaping to be implemented 
during 1979. 
What is the nature of the CEO and how can'it advance the transition 
to socialism? Land rights and ownership of many areas of production are 
vested in the community, not the state. Production goes beyond farming 1. 
into industry and services. And the surplus distribution goes baclc into 
production as well as development of community social infrastructure. 
The following is "extracted from an Emergency Production Plan 
document written early-1977 oh Community Enterprise Organisations (CEOs). 
( A ) Words & Meanings " - -
(i) The three words Which are abbreviated- in the nomenclature CEO 
have cërtain distinctive meanings, in the'ideological cum practical sense. 
Let us::exSmine the meaning of each, ' - . : > -
(ii) A Community consists of several districts (villages) with 
identifiable social and economic contacts, which are central, to the lives 
of the people within its embrace. Quick'communication within the com-
munity is essential for action, business, work and recreation. Every 
community has a post office,, churches, schools, and a police station;< 
and it should have a health clinic. A community, then is a central meeting 
place for the people of different districts. Households within the com-
munity have certain established relationships which facilitate production 
and exchange. There are established "socio-economic levels of activity 
that generate homogeneous patterns of work, recreation, and rituals. 
/ (iii) Previous 
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*{iii) Previous studies and governmental planning exercises have 
identified 4 000. communities;- With the total national population of over 
2 million persons, that would ifnply 500 persons per community. These 
data should be reviewéd and'careful analyses made of communities. Studies 
like- those of Cumper, M,G.! Smith, and Eyre, (plus Geography Department) 
are useful to begin With. »But the work;of Louis Lindsay and Carl, Stone, 
along'with Foner's Status •&jPó«er in''•'Rural* Jamaica can be used as background 
studies of rural people, and'their aspirations; ' • 
(iv) Enterprise conveysvtwo meanings, one of which is applied to 
human situations to mean "get up and go ...". The other meaning.is big 
businéss. Both meanings are applied here.First, people in communities 
must view the enterprise as' a new dynamic entity which will raise their 
material and moral lévels of living. Enterprise goes beyond the micro 
farm-firm relations Pf production. It includes agro-^industrial activities, 
housing, crafts, recreation, etc. Secondly, people iri' the community control 
a significant land base from which many; activities,are possible. • Forty-
nine year lease-agreements with Central Government would provide a secure, 
land-base for'the community. 
(v) Community Council would constitute themselves into Boards of 
* iwjLUMi'i« iiKitfiai^l^iCTa^-qjJittaB-^MawaMa 
Directors who chart 'the immediate and long-term direction of the Enterprise. 
A general manager who receives weekly (and »-daily, if necessary) reports 
from Department Heads, and who is responsible, "to the Council's Board of 
Directors woUld.bé appíointéd. In -addition to Agricultural (farming) , 
activities, the enterprise would be involved in agro-industry, in Housing,, • 
in health matters, and in •buildingr-up a social infrastructure for-all", who 
live iñ the' community. ' " • '•' ' > .... . ; 
(vi) Organisation is the key to the success of the CEOs. ' The ^ 
first' requirement is discipliné, and the second' is placing cadres of 
unswering- commitment to socialism. Organisation provides levels of 
/managerial functions 
managerial functions which will assist in building up a strong people's 
parliament^ the community level. This kind of strategy is important for 
all the communities. Effectively,. the CEOs*^authority is established 
by way of p3cal and Central Government back active. Butwhen communities 
come to realise that the people (i.e. themselves), own and control a large 
land base, the subsequent upliftment of confidence_will release the , 
creative energies of the people - energies which have remained dormant 
as a result of the crushing blows of Yankee Imperialism blows which 
damage both our culture and our economic way of life. 
(vii) Organisation of the CEOs is straight forward. The optimal 
mix of productive activity and potential can be arrived at by extension 
officers. After this stage, then the enterprise can borrow working 
capital. The .'fact is that people learn, by cjoirig. So that over time, 
there will be a build-up,of information and communication capability. 
This is a matter of highest priority, e.g. some of the youths want action 
now (cf. Lyssons meeting) and no response by. the .MMOB .or follow-fup, will 
certainly turn them off . .. . 
(viii) The Enterprise engages in several types, of activities. So 
that ..there is an urgent need to set up the MMOB staff structure and com-
munications network. Among the agro-industrial complex, for example, 
department managers will be responsible to ensure adequate raw material 
supplies (farming) to be available at certain times. Timing is of ĥs-. 
essence* A nation-wide programme for re-training of field officers, 
especially.to build-up some knowledge of how. democratic socialism .works; 
and how cooperatives work. All these things should have been done 
yesterday. While it is true that people learn by doing, they have been 
anxiously waiting for four months to see some action along democratic 
socialist lines. Time is certainly not the healer of wounds,.... Man jmjst 
/act in 
. I f ) . 
act in accordance with the rhetoric. Otherwise, the masses of Jamaican 
people will take up their own arms to press for immediate action; especially 
the land. , y • •, •WMMMRMBa 
(b) Steps. Towards Structure Change .. • •/>..'.;•••••• • _ 
(i) Everybody now recognises the importance of land to the 
people. Project Lartd Lease (PLL) was (and is) the single most important • 
instrument of recant change. PLL must continue^ mainly in Phases I & II, 
and should Carry with at an educational-dimension, i.e. from JAMAL lev/el 
right up to principles of co-operative and communal- organisation, with a 
view to raising the consciousness of people which is where it matters. 
(ii) It is proposed that PLL Phase III should be on! co-operative 
lines. However, encouragement should,be given; to the farmers concerned 
about the meaning of socialism in. our Jamaican context.. Phases I &;II 
are geared to the expansion needs of the older(farmers.. s That .job is. 
being done well. But there are; large numbers of young, would be; farmers 
who could be settled along the. lines already set out in Pl.L; III projection. 
However, it is proposed-here-that all "Food Farms" should be replaced with 
CEOs. ^There are some 18 suehunits of production covering some 50 000 
acres. As well, government must respond positively to community groups 
which have come forward with .'specific and identifiable land and people 
development.' •>.•'..••. 
»The ClaVerty Cottage project is one that demonstrates advanced 
thought and action. And there are several others like that project. 
(iii)' The old-time promises of land for the people (i.e. 
"land settlement schemes" for poor 1938 Moyne Commission- Report) are 
no longer acceptable. We believe -that the-continuation-of PLL is a 
sure way of winning electoral support. But this does not advance the . 
democratic socialist movement. What is required is something that will 
3 /sparkle the 
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sparkle the minds of our youth. CEOs will'change the existing order of 
things. Community Enterprises are the single most.important new concept. 
These can begin right away for some of the Food Farms» 
Sufficient equipment is available in the country now. A start can 
therefore be made during 107?, to hardness our resources wi.th a view to 
reaping harvests in 1978 and beyond. CEOs could carry certain lines of 
research in collaboration with the Ministry of Agriculture, But here 
we are dealing with projected changes in the Plan; and how it affects the 
Ministry. 
. (iv) The Youth of Jamaica are ready. All they need is access to 
production tools, seed and the land. The CEOs provide a pioneering 
opportunity*for youth leaving the city; and to engage in large-scale 
communal enterprise.The; procesSi of. selection of the young settler-types 
will require; a careful screening of those who apply. Women must be 
included in this programme in a positive and forceful manner.. 
' { (v) A'considerable amount of red-tape needs to be removed or 
circumvented-in order to get things doné. This is unsatisfactory. .The 
bureaucracy has vested interests in maintaining the status quo and can 
be an obstacle and irritant. 
(vi) Trainings programmes are essential; and vocational education 
activities to manufacture tools and to repair the breech between grammar 
schools and technical schools. Management training for potential cadres 
must start with the physical., Then, introduction to the science of 
management .(including farm). Along with political education to heighten 
consciousness of the-farmers, youth and professionals, who offer.services 
free of cost by using their holidays to spend on things and music: 
architects, veterinaryr.medicine, nutritionistsj economists, and so on down 
the line. ; . ; , 
/(vii) The training 
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(.vii J The training programmes should be done in the field under 
extension officers instructions. CAST and UWI Management Department can 
develop a senior management capability to project along CEO lines. All 
high schools should have a technical a m to transform grammar schools 
into comprehensive high schools, with a strong bias for modern rural 
developméntal thrust. 
k » 
.Up, to the present time the Community has no legal identity. 
Consequently,. the Jamaican Government has Tabled a. Green Paper on Com-
munity Council which is appended here. This Green paper provides for a 
national discussion of the "proposals it embodies prior to a parliamentary 
debate to conclude the issue. This approach bears some similarities with 
the evolution of the Organs of People's Power that.cjave rise to the present 
People's Power assemblies for popular participation in Cuba. 
Social Change in Cuba 
N., 
Cuba mounted an,agrarian•reform programme to supplement its land 
reform of 1959. That involved not just organisational change but as well 
social engineering based oh material and moral incentives for people 
participation in the decision-making process relating to change and 
transition. 
Since participants in this Conference will be given a first'hand ' 
lode at the INRA and ANAP, I wish to focus our consideration at present • v 
to the question of technological development. The achievements of the 
Cuban revolution in development of the production process have bee'n most • 
spectacular in rural-urban activities that concern the five basic needs 
of all human society: food, housing, education, health and clothing. 
Achievements in these areas within the past decade placed Qjba in a 
position to begin extending /technical aid to the rest of the Caribbean 
and the Third World, especially Africa. The shifting balance of world 
power today is testimony of these achievements. The growing importance 
/(^OiCLAgS-I^tw..^ 
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Figure: A model of the Dynamics of Technological Transformation 
; (and the implied, rate or technological progress) 
s 
/of "Noo-Aligned'* 
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of "Non-Aligned" movement and the liberation of Southern Africa are at 
the centre'of the world1 s stage today. * '' 
So let me turn to some of the theoretical bases underlying technologi-
cal development generally1-so that we can place the Cuban achievement within 
a Caribbean and World perspective. Only the outlines of the analysis are ; 
presented in the chart on the following page. I intend to elaborate the 
argument in a separate paper at some-later date. > 
Explaining the Model arid its Ingredients-
Hybrid corn»1'nitrogert fertilisers, weedicides, pesticides can be 
used as agricultural proxies for .the energy examples in the; chart above 
(i.e. wbod/coal; coal/steam; oil (petroleum); solar). ; , 
• Discussion on the-workings-of. thej model are in the text' statement: 
that fdllows this notation,-- • .i 
The time duration of technology is-measured on. the X axis, while the. 
growth of productivity deriving, from technology rises, .on the tY axis. . Sv ,. 
Price is the third axis but -with a: two-way street each side representing, 
discovery (fallen prices) and. depletion (rising prices).:jSee arrows on 
price ¥xis. ->•" " 'Y---'"- • •, -<v-- , • •.;;»•:. 
Note that different technologies (Yl ... Y4) have different time : 
productivity profiles. Hence productivity gains differ between one ,and 
another-. - Additionsll'yv the time duration for the foundation/naturity 
of aachi technology differ as well. - Compare- 1*4" scale for ;(Y4) (nuclear.) 
with 1" scale for (wood/coal) (Yl). ¡-. ,. . . . 
; Notations/ 
' M' • " - :"'"'iM ••• • r-- > I Yl ... Y4 maximum productivity with technology 
P .. -P <*• maximum • price for. utilising relevant technology at. 
11 13 the point of its maximum productivity. 
/P has no 
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P has no significance as the minimum price for technology 
Y1 at its lowest level of productivity (wood is a "free good" then). 
t* t" trend rates of "technological progress" n n 
technological disjunqture occurs here. And a new set of dynamic sequences 
follows. 
Character of the Model 
Now note the following characters of the model: 
(i) The shape of the Y-| function depends on the cumulative 
knowledge infrastructure necessary to fructify that particular technology ! - • ' ' : • > i 
to its most rapid rate of productivity gains. 
(ii) eg. Y3 above has a longer foundation period than Y2, thus 
the duration of Y3 is greater than Y2 (i.e. in a diffusional sense 
(iii) Dynamic interaction (through the market/pricing mechanism) 
applies more to exhaustible than to inexhaustible resources. Since as 
exhaustibles deplete, price rises will induce investment in replacement 
resources (unknown or known but yet uneconomical). In the lest instance, 
the very fact that the old substitute rises in price makes the new 
technology more competitive (e.g. harnessing solar energy or desalinating 
sea water for irrigation - as replacements for oil and river underground 
respectively). 
(iv) For inexhaustible resources, the model becomes indeterminate 
and depends on what kinds of economies of alj-^kinds (including environmental) 
can be derived from its unlimited use, for infinity. 
(v) Always in the foundation phase of a new resource/technology, 
very little is known of the likely "spread, effects" of development infra-
structure from that single base. There may be so many great allied 
(engineering, social and other) activities that,are natural outgrowths 
that a virtual takeoff of a new kind - qualitatively and quantitatively -
/occurs. As 
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occurs. As such, conjunctures in the growth"and accretion of science, 
creates a disjuncture in the trend rate of technical progress occurs. ' 
(See tr" vs. tr* in the Chart).' That'has'the quality of what historically 
has been termed an "Industrial Revolution". And it"is.' But only in a 
certain sense becauseTùriléss we revert to our analysis Of people, distribut-
ion and who gets what, the "revolution"" would Wave'Ië'ft"ihahy'behind. ' This 
is the sad tale of the âàmned of today's 'éarth - thè socialist children of 
tomorrow must inherit better': the sweet'fruits òf tlie Material progress 
nurtured by the kind of' advancement in thè material forCes of production 
which this stylized model has outlined. . -
V ' •. < ( ' . " : • . . ' • . • . , -t . •. . • . i . . , . . , . . , 
The model ¿tops here - short of'the distribution question - 'short 
of the popular participation argument both of which we must return to • 
complete the planning strategy for helping thé rural poòr. 
The next section' turns' to 'tfìese 'étìnsiàeratìLons 'and offers* soma 
proposals fòr a regional coliàÊôrative effort'. " ' 
5. Regional Planning Pcjssibillties'for Rural Development 
The three stage process òf transition in'duba is based onTthe ttìrèe 
historical necessities in the transition from capitalism to- ¿Pcialism. 
It is being suggested here' that the pai%.Cular transitloh''from capitalist 
plantation agriculture -fco socialist agriculture involves the libèròtlPnof' 
land for the peasantry, followed by the establishment of organisational 
structures which will promote popular" participation. And1 t'Hât this 
eventually will generate the "technological dynamic for social change and 
progress. " . 
On the whole, thé transition from capitalisnr'tû socialism Really 
"constitutes a whole historical stage which begins with thé taking! '¿ver 
of political power by the working people and énds with'tfrebuilding;Of -
socialism".' * '' ' '"' ' ' -''• ' • '• 
"'.'..'! •»; . /Possibilities for 
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Possibilities for Caribbean development in the agricultural and 
rural sector rest on the same fundamental bases of land reform, organ-
isational change and technological development. The .land resources, of 
the region must.be combined, in a vyay that will lead to.elimination of 
malnutrition and the provision of basic needs. Organisational change 
will be necessary to mobilise the popular process to those ends. And 
technological.development will.gain a fresh impetus. 
Planning to achieve those goals must begin by state decisions of a 
certain kind. And this assembly is a new beginning. What follows depends 
partly on what we can agree to move on to next and partly on the will of 
Caribbean governments. But: ultimately the people and the people alone 
are the motive force in the making of world history, 
A materials shortage exists relating to the Associated States and 
newly independent nations, of the Eastern Caribbean island chain, I propose 
that a start be made by this Conference agreeing to make an invention, of 
what materials are available,Twelve man-months of consultant's work would 
be adequate. A Data Bank seems a priority at this time. 
6. Implications and Suggestions 
All of the Caribbean region, apart from Socialist Cuba, are 
intricately locked into the international capitalist system. There, 
are striking similarities between them - one "crop/dependent" capitalist 
entities buffetted back and forth in a sea turbulent with recurrent 
capitalist crises, such as we are.in right now. 
Yet there is diversity in adversity. There are differences between 
the islands of the regional chain - some significant, others not. The 
conventional distinction is between "MDCs", ("more developed" countries 
like Trinidadr-Tobago, Jamaica, Guyana, and Barbados) and "LDCs".(lesser 
"developed countries, like the Windward and Leeward Islands). This . 
/conventional dichotomy 
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conventional dichonomy obscures the dynamic elements in the change 
y* 
process. 
For purposes of planning, a view of the region might more profitably 
disaggregate the regional mass of nation-states according to the dominant 
one "crop" that is the engine of economic change. Thus, I think we might 

































The highly capital-intensive nature of Mineral operations creates 
relatively few jobs compared to say Tourism or'Plantation Agriculture. 
A nd Peasant export though low in income have more equitable distributions 
of that income than Plantation. 
More research into questions of differential income generation, 
differential employment creation, real export-earning capacities* food 
self-sufficiency, etc. could be undertaken. 
The appended "model" t^ansations matrix (see next page), shows up 
sbme of the main lacunae within the domestic ("Residentiary") economy. 
These pockets provide some scope for building regional structural inter-
ip-iRnrtenoe. Meanwhile repatriation of the overseas sectors can be greatly 
. ,mon assault on the capitalist MNCs operating in the 
e scope for those firms playing one country off another. 




Plan. Hin. Tour. Man. Bank. Met. (R.OoWo) Pea. Dist. Trans,, Cons. Man. Scr. Govt. s
 S/I 
Plantation X X X X X 
Mining X X X X X 
Tourism x X X 0 X 
Manufac. X X X X X 0 0 0 X X X 
Banking X X x X X 0 0 0 0 0 0 X X X 
Metrop. 
(R.O.W.) X X X X X X X X X 0 X 0 X X X 
i 
Peasant j.. x 0 
- "1 
X X X X 0 
Distrib. | 0 0 X X X X X X X 0 
i 
Transport j 0 0 0 0 X X X X X X X 0 
Construct. 
J 
X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Manufact. 0 0 X X X X X X X 0 
Services 0 0 0 0 X X X - X X 0 
Govt. X X X 0 X X X X X X X X X X 
Households X X X 0 0 X X X X X X X X X 
Savings/ 
Investment X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 
Notation! Cells marked X indicate relatively large transactions (iee. payments and receipts). 
Cells marked x indicate relatively small transactions. 




Nationalisation models like Cuba and Guyana must be studied.and compared 
with the land repatriation cum production levy approach of Jamaica. 
Girvan and Jefferson's "Corporate vs Regional Integration" (New 
World Quarterly,. 1968) made a good start in this analysis (mainly from 
• > 
the historical viewpoint). We now need a forward view, especially in 
light of a rapidly changing world environment. 
My feeling.is that small countries have much room for manouevre 
between the legs of the giants« And we should exploit thesB possibilities 
for promoting the kinds of conditions i/vhich will contribute to the better-
ment of the masses of workers and peasants in the region. 
Political Dimensions of Change 
Some ideas about the political perceptions necessary for regional 
strategies that are appropriate to the case on hand can be gleaned from 
Tables 1 and 2 appended here. Table 2, for example, shows that in Jamaica 
the younger people are more ready to nationalise bauxite than their older 
folk. The youth are generally more ready fpr the forward march. But how 
many, and under what conditions will march back from the cities to the 
countryside? Th&t is one of the ¿puzzling questions, that can only be 
answered by political mobilisation of a kind that is nothing short of 
t : 
revolutionary. ; 
/Table 1: Changes 
Table 1: Changes in Political Party Systems in the English Speaking-Caribbean 1962-1972 
Party System 1962 
Two Party 
Party System 1972 No Effective Parties One Party Dominant Persistence Multiple Party 
One Party 
Dominant , 
Turks & Caicos 
Br. Virgin Is. (BVl) St. Kitts-Nevis-














Source: J.E. Greene. 
/Table 2: Political 
Table 2: Political Generation and in the White CSllar and 
















Per cent Per cent 












Age 30 to 49 30 28 53 40 15 36 
3rd Generation 
Age less than 30 4 2 . 41 62 48 32 .. 41 
* The age distribution of these strata among the respondents "is roughlysimilar. 
Source; Carl Stone, Class, Race and Political Behaviour in Urban Jamaica, (Kingston, 1973), p. 162. 
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Regional Implications and Suggestions or What canbe done 
1. (a) Land Resource Combination 
(b) Knowledge Resource Combination ' ; 
(c) Organisational Lessons to be learned from each other 
(d) Harmonisation of Policies 
(e) Study of eac,h other's Plans 
(inventory of Agriculture Plans regionally documentation centre) 
2. (a) Institutional Linkages 
CDCC - E C U - CARI COM - UWI - UG » U. Habana - U. Oriente -
US/Clara. 
(b) Political Directorate 
what role? Caribbean Summit/for Real 
(c) Caribbean Food- Plan 
(d) Study Marketing Protocol - Crcp sequencing and regimes ' 
(Regionally) 
(e) Surpluses and Shortages of Foodstuffs - even out; do not wait 
for hurricane and famine. 
3. (a) Mini- Max Solutions 
Minimize waste 
Maximize people's welfare 
(b) Planning, how to achieve 'C1. 
Ultimately, "The People and the People alone are the motive foince. 
/Sel ected Bibliographical 
• ••».•»¿.i 11 H f » s c a — É " » i .ram t 
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Selected' ̂ bliographi.cal fetbrials • • • ' 
' The References given here are"'specially selected to provide back-
ground views of issues considered in this particular paper on-the Rural 
Scene. ' " ''' : • • -*•', •' • . .„ : 
1. Official 
(a) Government of Jamaica,'Five-» Year Irideoendence^Pl&n 1963-68 
( b) Five Year Development Plan l^-ise^' £ Jamaica), Ministry' of 
Finance and Planning,' 1970 ' • "*'-' -
(c) CARICOWI, Prospective Demand for' Food'in the 'Commonwealth 
Caribbean (Mimeo, n^d;)'; : ' -w '. ̂ v 
(d) Frcyn Carifta to Carlcpm (Georgetown, 1974).. .. . .. .'7 
'(e) Beckford, Girvan, "Lindsay,"Witter, et al, The People's Socialist 
Plan, 3 vols. (EPP, Govt, of Jamaica, 1977, confidential).. r .... 
(f) Beckfbrd, GSLrvah, Lindsay (& €. Y; Thomas), A Draft .Democratic 
Socialist Transition Programme for Jamaica 1977-1981 (Govt, of Jamaica, 
aVJxMB 
mimeo 197?)." 
(g)' Beckford, Girvah, Lindsay. Thn IMF Dilema andithe Democratic 
Socialist ffl.ternatj.ve,' (Govt, of Jamaica, Mimeo, 197?). ' 
(h) Government of Trinidad, Second Five-Year Plan "1963-58*(Govt. 
Printer, P.O.S. Trinidad, 1964) 
2. Others '' ' ' •' 
(a)-- Brathwaite, 'Edward, Caribbean'Man in Spaca 'and Tim*? (Mona, 
Jamaica, 1974) Contradictory .Omens (Mona, Jamaica, 1974).5 ' > 
(b) Beckford, G.'ll. "Land Reform for the Betterment of Caribbean 
Peoples"' /th Wol. Ag,- Eco,'Confarenco'. (l972) : ' 
(c)v Institutional Foundations of Resource Underdevelopment in- the 
Caribbean, in Resource Development in the Caribbean, McGi.ll Univ., CDAS., 
Montreal, 1972 
'• - '/(d)- Carriers to 
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(d) Barriers to-Transforming Knowledge into Food in the Third 
World - A Discussion paper presented to Amer. Academy of Arts & Science, -
Minn», April, 19.77. (exorcised version printed in Transforming Knowledge 
into Food in_a World Wide Context) Univ. of Minnesota, Miller Publishing 
Co., 1978. 
(e) Strategies for-Rural. Development, - A Comment, Food Research 
Institute:.Studies (Stanford, Calif., USA, 19723», 
(f) Agriculture in the Trinidad-Tobago Five-Year Plan, Social and 
Economic Studies (ISER, Jamaica, 1955) , 
(g) Toward an Appropriate Strategy for Agricultural Development, 
Social .& Economic StudiesJlSEfl, Sept., 19.6B) 
(h) »Comparative Rural Systems, Development & Underdevelopment, 
World Development,.June 1974 
(i) Persistent Poverty, (ISER, Jamaica/Oxford Univ. Press New York 
London-Toronto, 1972). •.-.-
(j) Aspects of the Present Conflict Between the Plantation and 
the Peasantry in the West Indies, (instituto,Italiano Socialli n.d. 1967). 
(k) Notes on Alternative Development Strategies for the Caribbean 
Countries, Caribbean Issues Related to UNCTAD IV (.UWI, ISER, Mona, Jamaica 
1976). • 
(l) (ed) Caribbean Economy (Mona, Jamaica, 1975) 
(ll) (ed) Agricultural Development & Planning in the Caribbean 
(UWI, ISEE, 1968) 
($•) Socio-Economic Change & Political Continuity in the English-
Speaking Caribbean, Comparative Studies.in Development (forthcoming, 1979) 
(n) , Lindsay, Louis (ed„), Methodology & Change (UWI, ISER, Mona, 
Jamaica,, 1978) 
(o) The Myth of Resource Insufficiency, in V. Lewis (ed.) Inter-
national Relations' in Caribbean States (ISER, Jamaica, 1974) 
/(p) Middle Class 
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(p) Middle Class Politics and. Non-Mobilisation in Jamaica, (ISER, 
W/Paper, 1974) 
(q) The Politics of Inflation - An Unorthodox View. (Social and 
Economic Studies, 1977) 
(r) Beckford, G. L. (with L. G. Campbell), Prospects and Proposals 
for Agricultural Development in St. Lucia (UWI, St. Augustine, 1963). 
(s) Brewster, H. et al The Development Problem in St. Vincent 
(UWI, mimeo, 1969) 
(t) Thomas, C. Y. at al, Development Problems in Grenada (UWI, 
Mona, 1968 
(u) Ifill, Max, Land-Man Relationship in the Caribbean with Special 
Reference to Jamaica (CEPAL/CARIB 78/l, 28 February 1978. 
( v ) Agricultural Sector Plan for Grenada 1977-1981 (Vol. 1 ECLA/ 
CARIB 77/3: Vol. 1, 31st May 197?) 
(w) New World Quarterly, Sugar and Change (Jamaica 1969) 
(x) Farrell, Trevor, Afrosiber - a planning manual (UWI, St. 
Augustine, Trinidad 1978) 
(y) Mclntyre, Alister, Caribbean Economic Community, New World 
Quarterly (1966) — 
(z) Lamming, George, The West Indian People, New World Quarterly 
II.2 (1966) 
(aa) Beckford, George, A Visit to Cuba (A West Indian View of 1965), 
New .World Quarterly II. 2 (1966) 
3. Some Official "Inshop" Papers andTJ)cc_uments 
(a) Beckford, G. L., Social Structural Change in the Anglophone 
Caribbean in the 1960s (mimeo 2 vols, monographe, ECLA, Port of Spain/ 
Santiago Chile, 1975 
(b) (ed.), Vol.2 of Chap. 1 has many articles on inter-sectoral 
relations involving the agricultural sector of several Caribbean Economies. 
/(c) National Planning 
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(c) National Planning Agency-(Jamaica), Planning Manual for Co-operat 
ives and Community]Enfórprlsóii'j(^^3attojTs (mimeo.), -National Planning 
Agency, Jamaica, 1978. ''' ' ' . : . ' '' ;; ' •] 
(d) Blake, Byron (NPA) Rural Development and-the, Five-Year Plan 
1978/79 - 1982/83 (mimeo, NPA-, ' Jamaica, U9.7B). 
(e) NPA (Jamaica)r Food Produc-tlon Plan 1977 (£PPf m-imeo, confidential, 
March, 1977}v * '" - — . . " r'" : 
4. Nutrition • ~ — 
(a) Ashworth, Arm & Wateriow, J.C., Nutrition in Jamaica 1969-70 
(Extra-Mural, UWI, Mona, n.d.). - " ". ~ •'•: „• • --
(b) Recommended Dietary Allowances for the Caribbean (CFNI, Mona, 
1976). 
(c) Food Balance Sheets for the Caribbean (CFNI, Kingston & Port-
of-Spain, 1976 
(d) CFNI - (J - 36 - 74), The Development of the Food and Nutrition 
Policy for Jamaica (CFNI, mimeo, General Paper A, 1974). 
(e) CFNI, "A Minimum Cost Approach - What this Table means and How 
to Use it (CFNI, Mona, Mimeo). 
(f) Johnson, I. E. G-Fox, Helen, The Nature and Magnitude of the 
Malnutrition Problem (CFNI - J - 55 - 74, Jamaica, 1974 
(g) Ashworth, A. & Picou, D., Nutritional Status in Jamaica (1968-73, 
Plenary Paper - E, May 1974). 
(h) See also a number of other papers given at Kingston "Seminar on 
Development of Food and Nutrition Policy for Jamaica",(1974), 
5, Indicative Planning 
(a) Government of Jamaica, The National Atlas of Jamaica (Ministry 
of Finance & Planning - Town Planning, 1971). 
(b) A National Physical Plan for Jamaica 1970-1990, (Ministry of 
Finance & Planning, 1971) 
/S. Theoretical Formulations 
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6. .... Theoretical Formulations on Third World Political Economy 
(a) Amin, Samir, Unequal Development (N.Y., 1974). 
(b) Accumulation _qnTa_World Scale (N.Y., 1974) 
(c) Emannuel, A.,. Unequal exchange (N.Y,, 1972) 
(d) Thomas, C.Y., Dependence. £ Transformation (N,Y., 1978) 
(e) Rodney, .W., Hqvv Europe Underdeveloped Africa (.London,. 1972) . 
(f) Beckford, G.L,, Comparative Rural Systems Development and 
Underdevelopment^ World Development, June 1974 
(g) Rural Material Backwardness in the Third World, Transforming 
Knowledge into Food in a World Context. (Minnesota, American Acad., of 
Arts § .Science, 1978). , ,• 
' ''TECHNOLOGY' WINNING IN' DEVELOPING-CÔUNTR3ES - " 
Introduction 
A review of the modern economic growth experience of any industrialized 
country reveals fhe fact that a very large part of thé growth of output can 
neither be explained by simple expansion of the labor force or additions to 
the stock of capital but rather by a third or rëèidual factor known as 
technical progress. And yet , until recently few countries' - especially 
among the market economy countries — have given systematic, attention to 
the formulation of technology policies much less--to the inclusion of a 
comprehensive technology plan within the framework of national development 
planning. .-..••. . . . 
You can have import substitution^. yoU can Have domestic production 
and even some economic diversificatien bUt-y'ou canriot have a self-reliant, 
self-sustaining dev3l.qmentrwithout at some Stage acquiring the ability to 
choose selectively, adapt, modify arid generate your own technology» There 
is, thef-efore, a strong case for: the' Corïsciôûs formulation of a technology 
policy and the preparation'of a plan for strengthening national scientific 
and technological capabilities. ' ''-''•• 
In order to assist developing countries in the methodological and 
substantive aspects of technology planning as'an;instrument for strengthening 
their technological capacity, the UNCTAD secretariat prepared a report 
describing and evaluating the science and technology plans recently drawn 
up by five developing countries: Brazil, India, Mexico,' Pakistan and 
Venezuela. The resulting document which I have distributed to you is a 
preliminary treatment of the' subject (TO/B/0i6/29). 
À more detailed study 
on technology planning in developing countries has bëen prepared by the 
UNCTAD Secretariat which should appear in published form very shortly 
(TO/238/SUPP » 1 ) . 
/Today I 
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Today I would just like to present a few general ideas concerning 
technology planning in order to try to convince you of the need for it and 
to give you a schematic view of its main components. 
Objectives and Policy Instruments 
« w ^ s g S s f r a g ^ ^ ^ ' S ^ ^ - a U g g W W M » J«.«*1 ' f i r ' 
I would like to'begin by Emphasizing that nothing that I say in this 
intervention is intended to overlook the fact that developing countries 
will have to continue to be dependent on imported equipment and know-how 
for many ¿f their technological requirements for some time to come» Self-
reliance does not mean autarky but rather the capacity to make rational ^ 
technological decisions in pursuit of national development objectives.. 
If one scrutinizes carefully the situation in any particular sector, one— 
can see that there are some highly advanced techniques that only can be 
imported as is, others that involve modification and still others that 
require either the upgrading of local processes and production techniques 
or the development of new ones. -The identification and consideration of 
such options is part of what is encompassed in technology planning. 
What then are the main tasks of technological development? In UNCTAD 
we have grouped them into four categories! . 
(i) Unpackaging of imported technology (this simply means for any 
given project, the breaking down of its various components -
. feasibility studies, engineering and design consultancy, plant 
construction, machinery and process know-how, plant operation 
- • *ect. — and their acquisition from different sources, foreign 
or domestic,, under the best terms and conditionsjv 
(ii) Adaptation to local requirements. 
(iii) Research and development for generation of indigenous technology, 
(iv) Provision of technical services 
/The way 
The way that these tasks'are accomplished will depend on the.type of, 
economic and political system, the extent of state intervention in the , 
economy and the type Of"instruments available to governments'for this 
purpose. There are a wide variety of instruments which have a direct or4 -
indirect influence on technological developmento For example: foreign 
investment laws"s;;industrial property'andlicensing regulations, consumer 
protection legislation,-industrial and agricultural policies, fiscal 
policies, development lending policies, education and manpower .training 
and research and development The point is that somewhere in the;- govern-
ment machinery there should be an institution- or authority responsible for 
coordinating these policy instruments in an integratedxfashion so as to 
promote the devBibfprheht"-'ctf''tl̂ -C(i«̂ r)i',-s-':'Own -'technology, ' 
Technology vis an integral part of the economy ; every action of 
production and investment involves the use of and, therefore, the choice 
of t e c h n o l o g i e T h e question .arises, therefore, how there can be a 
technology plan distinct and different from a plan for production and 
investment which constitutes what is called an economic development plan. 
It is to this question that. I now turn. 
Technology planning should be considered in relation not only to the 
concept of development planning as a whole, but also to such concepts as 
education planning, health planning, manpower planning and transport planning. 
In theory, an .economic development plan .should encompass .simultaneously 
,all the aspects of social and economic development; and, of courge,, education 
health and transport plans are not and cannot be. independent of each other 
or- of the economic development plan. Qevelopment in any one of these areas 
interacts, with, development in all, the others. ( But neither in practice nor 
in theory is it possible to take care of all these aspects of development 
/together. From 
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together. From the practical point of view each one pbses a complex set 
of problems that call for concontrated attention by people who specialize 
in them and whop by that token, cannot have the competence of" capacity 
- to tackle the problems of the others. 
From a theoretical point of view, the justification for separate 
plans for theses different problem areas arises out of the undeniable fact 
that there has not been till now any theory of planning that can take into 
account the intricacies of the problems of all these areas in a single 
quantitative exercise. The most sophisticated mathematical planning 
models - those using input-output or linear programming models - are in 
actual fact models not at all for the economy as a whole, but only for a 
relatively small part of it, namely the industries producing goods by 
making use of other goods, given the production capacities in these sectors, 
All such areas as education,, "Health, transport, the professional services, 
and research and development are treated as "exogenous". It is simply not 
true that plan models can "solve" in the mathematical sense the investment 
allocation to those sectors, or take account of the feedback effects from 
these sectors. 
As a matter of fact, even for the endogenously treated goods-produc-
ing sectors all that the mathematical models can ensure is a consistent, 
at the most an "optimal" (or economically most efficient), combination of 
production levels for a given time point. Capital formation even in these 
~ goods-producing sectors cannot be tackled satisfactorily, since it has to 
take place over time, and the phasing of capacity expansion is a problem 
that still eludes satisfactory treatment in any mathematical planning model. 
That is because there is always a time-lag (the gestation period) between 
an act of investment and the capacity expansion resulting from it. Hence, 
current investment activities can be related to current production only 
/through one-way 
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through one-way linkage - .the goods necessary for carrying out the invest-
ment aptp-ylties. But the other linkage that between capacity expansion 
aop,.increased production of. goods .resulting from that increased, capacity 
expansion - cannot be endogenou^y treated in any finite horizon model. 
(This is recognized in theory as the "terminal year problem"). An infinite 
horizon model can by definition take care of all linkages, whatever the 
time lags. But infinite, hqrizpn models, are of no practical use for plan-
making. purposes. • . . .. 
it is this time factor, along with the requirement of specializec} 
information calling for the.services %of experts, in each area, which calls 
for .-separate plans for different broad problem areas. . Educational planning 
has to take into, account the .different, .lengths of vtime called for by 
different kinds of curricula some. pf,which have tq be in sequential order., 
Road planning has to^takp. ,account., pf ̂ the fact r.tbat .roads are intended to 
last indefinitely. ^Improvement, in t;he quality of. breeds of animals has 
to.takp into accpun^ ,the tim,e,.gap between .successive, generations. None, 
of these different time .lags and int,^dependencies can be taken care ,pf 
effectively, in §ny-progra^ins i^pdel th^t ensures horizontal consistency 
or optimal!ty. . , 
It i§ for such reasoqs that in, practice, and no matter what kind of 
overall economic development , planning is employed,^ there are normally 
separate plans for particular areas. In India, alongside an overall 
economic development plan", 'there are water management plans, power-cum-
transport plans, education plans, etc., some with time horizons extending 
up to 20 years (whereas the economic development plans have always been 
for 5 years). In the. motherland of overall economic development planning, 
the liiSSR; an electrification plan was undertaken in the early 1920s well 
before "overall ecoriomie development = plans came to play any «part. ! 
1 /The foregoing 
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The foregoing remarks have shown the need at a practical level for 
plans for separate problem areas. On the level of theory, recognition of 
the need is found in the literature on decentralized planning. But fascinat-
ing and challenging as the theoretical problems of decentralized planning 
are, it has to be recognized that no planning system in any country has as 
yet been able to make much progress in putting this theory into practice. 
In strict theory, a technology plan cannot but be an intégral part 
of an economic development plan. But in practice the problems of technology 
development have to be tackled as a task in itself. It is not true thàt 
the feedback effects of technology development can all be incàrporat'ed 'into 
the current production and investment plans, owing to the time lag, often 
uncertain, between technology development efforts and the probable results 
thereof in form of innovations. And for that very reason it is also not 
true that the resources allocation to technology development can be'derived 
out of an economic development plan. They have, however, to be provided 
for: resources have to be allocated to technology development out of the 
overall resources available for the economic development plan. Also, in 
setting production targets, the likely results of technology development 
have to be kept in kind. But, the point to be emphasized is that tihe 
technology development plan carnot be expected to emerge as a byproduct 
of the economic development plan. It has to be worked out separately. 
Main ̂ Components of a Technology|Plan . 
In the remaining time Î will try to present In a somewhat schematic 
fasion the different parts of what an ideal technology plan should comprise. 
1. Identification'-pf technological areas or sectors 
A technology plan should first identify a number of technological 
sectors or areas. The sectors should be so demarcated as to make them 
/relatively homogenous 
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relatively homogenous frorri the technology point of view, The Classification 
could conceivably be different from that iised for grouping products or 
industries (aé in inter-industry tables ;or plan'models). The sector clas-
sification need not be exhaustive; that is, certain, activities .in the » 
economy can be léft uncovered by ariy sector, 'the sectorà tb be considered 
are those which, a priori, are areas with potential'for technology develop-
ment. Thèse target'areas'would be different, Of course, in different 
countries and depend on their stages of technological development. 
2-, Profile^ of §exist!ngr technologic 
For every such sector thé technology plan should present a reasonably 
comprehensive profile of the existing technology in that sector, partly 
in quantitative and partly in qualitative terms. It should describe the 
existing stage of affairs in a way which is useful from a practical point 
of view - in téiWs of 'processes, machinery typés, vintages, etc. For 
every sector there should then be à discussion of the economic aspects of 
those different methods of production in "use in -terms of their cost and 
their benefits. ' ' ' v"' 
3, Institutional facilities for technological development 
mearnx.-xrA.MVH m\\\ jpat-y»mwTTiTg&refcia,qg-jsttSMaMBeme 
There should then be a critical account of the institutional facilities 
that may already be in existence for promoting technological development in 
each sector. These' institutional facilities should include extension 
services, experimental stations, R and D Laboratories and consultancy 
services, as'well as various agencies for the prPpagation "and 'diffusion of 
technological' information. » ..•••• 
'•"' This should be' followed by statements of technology policy with 
respect tO each sector. Thé policy of the sector vi/Puld naturally be related 
to, and derived from, thë Overall technology'policy for" the country which 
,. , /should provide 
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•should provide the very basis for tfe entire technology plan. But it 
should indicate in clear terms whether the sector is to be treated as 
a priority area for technology innovation/adaptation or not. ~ 
5. Short-Term targets • • wsr • t ft ,ti jrmft» ft*i»ara<yTinr"frMr 
Next, the following short-term quantitative and qualitative targets 
should be drawn up: ; 
a) 'Amount of additional capacity creation.for different kinds of 
activities belonging to the sector, composed of two parts, 
namely: 
i) capacity requirements to fill the gap between increased 
demand and:capacity of the .pre-existing stock of capital; 
; and . -f- ' ... 
• ii) capacity requirements to compensate for such obsolescent 
:: : capacity as way be decided to be-scrapped; 
b ) Parts of the additional capacity requirements that could be met 
by new capacity installed, incorporating: 
i) freshly imported technologies (which should be specified] 
ii) . unchanged pre-existing technologies (which should be 
specified). 
6. Long-Term projects • • ' • • • 
m w . — a i s - ^ i x f g i i n o . 11 t irfr̂ in om «uno 
The plan should then move ori to projects of a more long-term nature 
of the" following kinds: 
• a) Those designed to improve and adapt imported technologies. 
Technologies should te specified, as well as the improvements 
and adaptations sought indicated; 
- b] /Projects for the improvement and modification of. technologies 
.already in use. Again thè technologies»shouldbe specified and 
the improvements and adaptations sought indicated; : . 
/c) Projects 
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c) Projects for the improvement and modification of craft t'èch^; * 
nologies, iridigortous or ixac5itionai technologies (¿gain : with 
the samë proviso); * "'J 1 . 'i"a 
d) Projects for the development of new technologies (indication 
should be given regarding the benefits aimed at and the likely 
costs). 
Each project of all the preceding four kinds should be presented 
along with the techno-economic reasoning justifying its inclusion in the 
plan. It whould also specify where the innovative activity is to take 
place, e.g., in R and D institutions, other research laboratories, work-
shops and factories. 
7, Manpo'Aer ̂ tr^nin^ progre^es 
The technology plan should also incorporate both long-term and short-
term programmes for the training of manpower required to meet the short-
term and long-term targets and projects under (5) and (s) above. Thus, 
for example, if a fresh technology has to be imported, the plan has to see 
to it that there exists the necessary personnel for using that technology. 
Similarly under long-term projects, if it is decided to leave out for the 
time being innovative efforts in, for example, the field of electronics, 
and include projects for the innovation of new varieties of high yielding 
seeds, the technology plan should provide for training programmes of 
agronomists and not provide for the training of too many electronic 
engineers. 
8• Instruments for ̂ implementation 
The technology plan should provide for the instruments that the 
government proposes to use to meet the short-term and the long-term targets. 
Some of the actions which have to be taken to meet the targets may involve 
public sector agents and others, private sector agents. If the short-term 
/targets and 
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targets and the long-term projects are not to remain on paper only, the 
plan must provide for policy .instruments that'the planning authorities 
can wield for directly or indirectly inducing,the:.agents to carry out 
the -plan,' ' • i ' ' 
POLICY 3SSIÉS: RELATING TO ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT 1/' • 
( t . ^ by Mel Gajraj 
- / . . . Scenario -
Ï. Development can be broadly described as a process whereby man utilises 
the natural environment for the production of objects for;material and 
spiritual satisfaction." By its very definition, therefore, development' 
must have an impact'on the natural environment. Whether this impact is 
beneficial to society or detrimental?,: is a function of the development 
process and the technology used. 
The foremost criterion, for planned development is the attainment of 
perceived fundamental socioeconomic objectives. The objectives may be 
briefly summarised as the provision of food and water, clothing and shelter, 
together with certain infrastructure and services such as sanitation, 
* t 
electricity, transport and communications, health services and education. 
At the same time, adequate employment must be generated and the benefits 
of development must be spread throughout the society, thereby raising the 
standard of living, an̂ j! quality of life for all of its members. 
If the development process results in the despoilation of the 
environment and/or results in, sickness, death and destruction, prevention 
of the enjoyment of the natural environment for recreational and therapeutic 
purposes, then that process can be considered to be dysfunctional and 
against the interests of the population for whose benefit 'it was planned. 
j/ This paper incorporates information obtained by the author, for the 
Caribbean Environment Project. However, the views expressed are 
those of the author 
and do not 'necessarily reflect those of <-the 
Caribbean Environment Project. 
-.. /The environmental 
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The environmental factor has, in general, been given only scant 
(if any) consideration in development planning, in the Region, up to the 
present time. In this regard, not only the Caribbean countries nor indeed 
just developing countries, have been negligent. Sound environmental man-
agement has bean singularly lacking in virtually every country of the World. 
In this brief paper, the reasons for this state of affairs cannot be dealt 
with. The purpose of this paper is.merely to raise certain policy issues 
relating to environmental management in the Caribbean Sub-Region. 
2. The issues relating to the breakdown or maintenance of the natural 
environmental processes are so complex thát it is a virtual impóésibility 
for any singlé individual to analyse all the facets of these cdmplexities. 
In this respect, the following quotation from Commoner serves to illustrate 
the point: . . . . 
"Unlike the automobile, the ecosystem cannot"be subdivided 
into manageable parts, for its properties reside in the 
whole, in the connections between the parts, A process that 
insists on dealing only with the separate parts is bound to 
fail ...... technology can design a useful fertilizer, a 
powerful automobile, or an efficient nuclear bomb. But 
since technology, as presently construed, cannot cope 
with the whole system on which the fertilizer, the automo-
bile, or the nuclear bomb intrudes disastrous ecological 
surprises .....are inevitable. Ecological failure is 
apparently a necessary consequence of the nature of 
modern technology, as Galbraith .defines it". 1/ 
l/ COMMONER, Barry - "The Closing Circle" Pub, Jonathan.Cape. . 
London 1973, Page '187. 
/The limited 
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. , The. limited number of studies which have been.carried out in the 
Sub-Regiori indicate that environmental problems are becoming quite serious, 
particularly, in - the. more developed Caribbean countries. There are serious', 
problems relating.., tq!. liquid and. solid waste disposal (domestic and 
industrialthe increasing use of inorganic fertilizers and pesticides ; - ' 1 • ; t ' : 
resulting in accelerated aquatic and marine weed growth, a dramatic increase 
in the level of..nitri.^es and nitrates in subterranean water and fish.kills; 
poor agricultural and other land use. practices resulting in erosion ..of the 
soil and siltation of the rivers; deforestation leading to erosion and 
siltation.. problems as well., as to the,loss of water-shed protection, increased 
flash flooding and.reductions in aquifer recharge; increased mobility occa-
sioned by the proliferation.of the private motor vehicle, thereby ac-
celerating the process or urban and suburban spread, which more often, than 
not has resulted in the^placing, of valuable agricultural and forestry 
land under buildings and roads. .,;.-.-
Planned development .which ignores the environmental factor, inevitably 
leads tp serious problems (short-term and long-term).. Solutions to these 
problems are then sought via a "technological fix". However, such "solution", 
in general, treat only the symptoms-, rather than the cause., •, 
One of the problems seams to be. related to the doctrine of economic: :. 
growth. Progress is measured in terms of growth, in- GNP (both in gross 
terms and per. capita terms), growth in productivity, growth in consumption. 
This doctrine automatically leads to the requirement, ultimately," of'" 
infinite- environmental sinks for'waste materials ahd energy. This clearly, 
is unobtainable in our finite World, and far less so in the small fragile 
island ecosystems which comprise the majority of the countries within-
this Sub-Regioni v 
•,'•'• • • •'- /As the . 
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As the countries of the Region move forward with their development, 
and if they are to avoid ecological catastrophies, then the principié of 
ecodevelopment must be adopted as a fundamental policy. Ecocfevelopment 
was "define" in 10*76 as "environmentally sound socio-economic development". 
(UNEP/lG, 4/3,1975.12.2). One of the basic tenets of the 1974 Cocoyoc 
declaration was that": 
"the threats to the Outer Limits of the Earth's biosphere, as 
well as the failure to satisfy fundamental human needs, are 
rooted primarily in economic and social structures and 
behavior, including maldistribution and misuse of resources, 
within and between nations" (UNEP/UNCTAD Symposium on Patterns 
of Resource Use, Environment and Development Strategies, 
COCOYOC, Mexico, 0c¿ 1974)." 
Much of the development which has taken place (and is continuing 
to take place) in the Caribbean* has been export oriented. The mineral 
and agricultural resources have been exploited on a scale' in excess of the 
individual countries11 (or even the Sub-Region's) heeds¿ or absorptive 
capacity. In addition, the Sub-Region has seen the establishment of large 
(and in many instances* energy intensive) enclave industries not based on 
indigenous natural resources¿ Such development has inevitably led to 
environmental streese. (See charts in Appendix I). ! 
Future Development Trends and Their Environmental Implications 
3. Several future development trends within the Region can be discerned 
and are summarized briefly, below: 
i) All of the countries of,the Sub-Region are,pursuing policies of 
industrial diversification, albeit at different levels. For . 
example, those with fairly extensive hydrocarbon resources are 
planning tó develop heavy, energy intensive, export-oriented 
/industries such 
1 industriès such as: petrochemicals, iron and steel smelting, 
"aluminum smelting and Caustic/chlorine production; the LDC's, 
•'on the other hand', may'"continue-to attract onclave non-
'indigé'fious Resource - based,' potentially hazardous industries; 
ii) The continuing process of urbanization, and other human settle-
ment "programmes,• coupled with the high rate of natural population 
"growth will continuò to càuse severe environmental health-' 
problems and-further aggravate land management problems in the 
absence of carefully planned and controlled development;-
iii) Intensification of agricultural development, could lead to-. 1. 
increased rates of deforestation' leading to the associated 
-problems'of soil degradation, érosion, water-shed destruction, 
'' reduction ;in the rate of acqûif-ér-recharge, si'1 tati on of rivers 
" and climatic changes; In addition, it can be-expected ¡that there 
- ' !•••" will be an increase in "the usé Of inorganic fertilizers and 
agricultural chemicals', with all their attendant problems, if' 
their usage is not cérefully monitored and controlled; 
iv) The. Sub-Regions' fairly high dependence on, fish protein is 
likely to be maintainedand! ,the .fishing industry expanded. 
Intensive fishing coupled with increasing marine environmental 
. ; stress,, occasioned, by on-shore development, could lead to. a 
situation of. over-exploitation; , . , , . . 
v.), Tourism, economically, one of the Su.b-Regions' more important 
industries,, is likely to grow. This brings increased stresses 
to the coastal areas as well,as social and cultural problems; 
vi) As the Sub-Region develops, tipe consumption of energy will ; 
inevitably rise. In addition to the increased environmental 
stress occasioned by.the consumption itself, the' tonnage of 
, . . ; . - . /petroleum and 
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petroleum, and its products shipped through the sub-Region will 
; ••''.' increase, thereby exposing the territories to a greater risk of 
accidents and spillages (intentional and unintentional). In 
the longer -term, countries which have no indigenous fossil fuels 
will develop alternative energy sources. If not properly 
., . planned,, these can also lead to serious environmental decay. 
All' of these, development trends are quite .clearly interconnected, as 
developments in any one sector affect one or, more of the other sectors. 
Careful studies must be made of. the environmental conflicts which the indi-
vidual sectors can cause viz-a-viz the other sectors. 
If the principle of ecodevelopment is accepted as a fundamental 
pplicy, then all development planning must give sufficient attention to 
all of the environmental implications, and attempts must be made to include 
all-costs, internal and extannal. This will inevitably result in the need 
for tradeoffs, to be made between socio-economic, and environmental, costs 
and benefits. For this to be carried out rationally, then the Governments 
of the Region will have to look critically at thei,r development priorities. 
The Establishment jjJ^Deyelgpment Priorities Based on Environmental 
• Considerations 
4.- A basic method for the establishment of developmental priorities has 
bean suggested in a recent study j/. Essentially, the method entails the 
determination of the effect on society which the denial of given goods 
and services would have, rather than the present method of determining the 
cost of producing those goods or services, plus the cost of the required 
environmental protection measures. Having determined a development stra-
tegy in this matter, environmental imprct criteria need to be established, 
GAJRAJ, A.iyi. - "The Environmental Consequences of the Industrialisa-
tion of the Commonwealth Caribbean with Particular Reference to 
Trinidad and Tobago" - Ch. 4. Caribbean Technology Policy Studies 
Project; IDS of Guyana end ISER University of the West Indies. 1977. 
/and the 
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sni^ tfte. two measures used in. cqn j'-Jncjtipn., This is clearly a difficult and 
extensive, exercise to undertake apdr is. prone to a. great ..deal, of subjectivity. 
It requires highly trained multidisciplinary teams, embracing? the natural, 
applipd and social sciences,.within the,planning departments of the. 
Governments. ,. „..>••, 
However, for discussion purposes..for this meeting, some, illustrative 
developmental priority indeces are presented, based on the rationale of 
the following paragraph. "'"""'• 
After extensive studies, ohé may:determine that the most important 
goods based on:the above criteria are -air,-''water and food and by implica-
tion, land and enénjy'v • Secondly /'clothing' and' shelter assume' importance. 
Superimposed on the sa requirements'," in" oirder to give the population a. 
reasonable'quality of life, ara health, educational, recreational and 
communications, gùbds- and- services.' '•' 
This can lead to a developmental priority index table such as shown 
in Appendix II. There are then several ways in which the indices can be 
used. For example1, they can be -multiplied by thé' corresponding environmental 
impact index-, or' (which :may:-be preferable) they may be used in a matrix 
incorporating'the environmental'impact indices. • - ' 
It should be noted that.for each categoryiof activities, there is 
a range"of values. The value within that range should be determined by 
the particular activity.- For example, the:range for primary agriculture 
is given as 0.1 to 1.5." -A value-of 0.1 may be assigned'to the growing of 
crops-essential to meet the nutritional réquireménts of the population 
(it should be noted that the agricultural techniques-will be catered for 
by the environmental impact - index). The development index should''also 
take account of the labour factor«- On the othér hand, the growing of 
/luxury food 
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luxury food crops by capital and energy intensive methods may be assigned 
a value of 1.5 (Note that in this system, thé most desirable activity has " 
the lowest value). -
It is suggested that the development of such a methodology will give 
the planners and Governments an excellent additional tool on which to 
make sound rational development decisions. •'' 
Involvement ̂ of<the Citizens 
5 . F i n a l l y , the role of communications, education and community 
participation in sound environmental management cannot be stressed too., 
strongly. The peoples of the Sub-Region require strong leadership in 
this regard, but in order to gain.their full support and cooperation they 
must be made to.feel that they can and do play a meaningful role in their 
countries' development. In support of this argument, the following 
lengthy quotation is given: 
"In many ways, the cultural heritage and present culture of a 
' "people determine the ecological and economic status of their 
lands. To the misfortune of many who live on ocean islands, their 
culture is the most fragile of-ingredients and can be kept strong 
only with active support and. effort 
What happens to: the feeling- the people of Hawaii have for Diamond 
Head when condominiums.rise to block easy view of it? When. a. 
Waikiki is build, and ;a.;Condadp, which hide the beaches from the 
citizens, then their personal involvement in their land tends to 
decrease? ......... ... 
When the culture of a people is challenged, their desire, for a 
healthy land is likewise affected. People who believe they have . . 
/no stake 
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rio. stake in where they live often believe they have no 
accountability for what happens there. As a result, the 
land and its resources can deteriorate without pause." _l/ 
Policy frame work 
6. The on-going Joint ECLA/UNEP Caribbean Environment Project which 
commenced in 1977 was commissioned to determine the present state of the 
Environment in the Wider Caribbean, to assess the future development 
trends and to draw up a Plan of Action for the Management of the Total 
Environment. This exercise should be completed by the middle of 1980 
and the Action Plan will be submitted to an Inter-Governmental meeting 
for, adoption and implementation. The Plan is expected to provide a basic 
policy framework for integrating environmental parameters into the process 
of planning.and development by Caribbean Governments, at the National, 
Sub-Regional and Regional levels. 
j/ SELLER, William S. - "Ocean Islands - Considerations for Their 
Coastal Zone Management" - Coastal Zone Management Journal 1973 
¿ (1), 27-45 
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APPENDIX I 
REFINERY CAPACITY AND REFINERY PRODUCTION 
IN THE WIDER CARIBBEAN (1950-1971+) 
o 
REFINERY CAPACITY PHI SQUARE KILOMETRE FOR 
MAJOR WORLD SUB-REGIONS (lj^) 
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INVIRONMENTAL STRESS INDICATORS FOR THE'CARIBBEAN 
TT. 1 0 9 -
Index Range 
APPENDIX II (i) 
De velopms n̂ t „Priori ĵ , Jtndex 
0.1 to 1,5 . Primary Agriculture 
' • . '.>.: •• • Uow - basic nutritional requirements 
.. r - ~ . High - luxury crops 
0.5 to 1.5 Clothing, including footware 
Low - manufacture of basic materials 
High - non-essential "fancy goods" 
0.5 to 2.0 Food Processing including beverages 
and alcoholic drinks 
Low - seasonal, basic foods 
Medium - non luxury essentials 
High - alcoholic drinks and luxury foods 
1.0 to 3.0 Housing 
Low - fundamental building materials 
eg. lumber, clay bricks etc. 
Medium- soft furnishings 
High - luxury finishings 
1.0 to 2.0 renewable resources| 
or which can be easilv recycled 
Low - fundamental goods 
High - non-essentials 
1.0 to 2.0 Educational it^d^iricludi^1sports^ and < 
toys 
/l.5 to 5.0 
Index Rancje mi m* KIIWI w >fc*.<«> a 
1.5 to 5.0 
2.0 to 5.0 
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Ulan uf a c tu re u o f c herni c al s 
Low - non-toxic agricultural 
High - toxic industrial 
.'.' Manufacture qf consumer durables * iMCKierKmii*.*! 
Low - basic labour saving devices 
High - non-essential gadgets 
/APPENDIX II 
Index Range »wm.iMni1.»« *« »4dm» 
5.0 to 10.0 
APPENDIX II (ii) 
Manufacture of non-essential and luxury 
items particularly those with built-in 
obsolescence 
Low - goods which genuinely provide 
some improvement in quality of 
life 
High - super luxury items which are 
virtually non-productive. 
Source: GAJBAJ, A.M. (1977) op cit 

. ...flERGHT;' CF JOIJfF. rQEPAk/a5GC/^5.€Q,WOBK?HQP' ON .TIC API?LICfl̂ ON..:, 
OF SOCIQ/ECONOMIC INDICATORS TO DEVELOPMENT PLANNING IN THE CARIBBEAN • '••'• . , '.i.: .•: . : " ,v.:' • • . -, . 
'"''•' ORGANÏZAIÏÎIN "' ':'V'' • ' 
At the Third Session of the Caribbean Development and Co-operation 
Committee CCDCC"),helcf in Belize' ¿ity," BelizeVfrom 12 to'"" 18 April 1978, the 
CDCC Secretariat' reported to the Committee" tliat in conjunction with Uf€SC0*s 
Division for Socioeconomic AnalysisV Sector for Social Sciences and their 
Applications, a project Entitled "Application of Socio-Economic Indicators 
to Development Planning in the Caribbean"' was being developed, and a work-
shop was being convened" for mid 1978» 
This technical consultancy tbdk'placé fnjm' 12 to 14 June 1978, Port of 
Spain, Trinidad and' Tobago. It discussed à two-year project aimed at creat-
ing socio-economic indicators for development planning and evaluation adapted 
to the sub-region, and at setting up working groups to deal with this subject. 
ATTENDANCE $ 
Specialists from the'following member countries Pf the Committee, in 
which a social research institute1 was known to"be functioning, attended the 
whorkshop in a technical capacity/ Barbados, Dominican Republic, Guyana, 
Haiti, Jamaica, Suriname, and Trihidad and Tobago. 
In addition, a representative of'the Caribbean Development Bank (CDB) 
àlso attended,1'while à représentative of the East Caribbean Common Market 
(ECCM) Secretariat' waè nominated!to attend, bùt'was unable to do so because 
of thë'-ECGM Council" Meeting.- •' 
United-Nations--bodies-were-" alscn-represented at*- the- workshops Joint -UNEP/ 
CEPAL^Garibbèan-Efwiromrant-Hfenagerrient Project, United Nations Children8s Fund 
(UNICEF). United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), and the recently 
established •ti^PmTG-Socio-Economic Development Planning Project in Dominica. 
j/ A full list of participants is appended as Annex 1 /5pgc;j^;j^zec| united 
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Special!zed United Nations agencies arid organizations represented 
were: International Labour Organization (iLO)* and the Pan American 
Health Organization/World Health Organization (PAHO/WHO) 
Agenda 
The Agenda of the workshop comprised the following matters: 
1« Presentation of the Social .Work Programjme of the CDCC, Work 
Programme of the UNESCO Division for Socio-economic Analysis, 
and the. project on Application of Socio-economic Indicators to 
Development. Planning in the Caribbean, 
2, Current use of social indicators .in Caribbean development planning, 
their usefulness for the formulation of sub-regional policies. 
The. problem of monitoring changes in the social sector, 
3, Methods and techniques in the search of social indicators 
suitable to the Caribbean circumstances. , 
4, Planning for Rural Development and the use of social indicators. 
5, Recommendations on -
. (i) on-going research and mechanisms for co-ordination; 
(ii) areas to be explored through joint ventures; 
(iii) other researchers and planners to be invited; and 
(iv) eventual modifications to the draft project. 
After the presentation by the Division for Socio-Economic Analysis 
of UNESCO and the CDCC Secretariat of the general framework.for the project, 
several papers were.discussed in five plenary sessions, while two working 
groups were established: one to deal with an Informal Caribbean Network 
of Researchers dealing with Specific Social Indicators for Development 
Planning; and the second to. deal with an Informal Network of. Researchers 
/dealing with 
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'dealing .with Social Planning anti social Reporting. Statements of other 
United Nations agencies were presented.' • 
Officers 
. The inaugural session of the workshop was chaired by: 
Hamid- Mohammed - Deputy Director,.CEPAL Office for the Caribbean 
The subsequent sessions were chaired by: .. 
Leo Pujadas — • - •• . -- ; 
Norma. Abdulah .. . - , • 
Susan Craig. . 
vBetty Sedoc 
- : The general rapporteur ...was the responsibility of: 
Manuel Cocco . Guerrero.. 
The officers of the working groups were: ,, 
Working Group I : C. Nurse - Chairman 
• - G. Standing . > . - Chairman 
: . .. . r. • R., Chin-A-Sen. - - Rapporteur . 
K. Hyder - . ; , Rapporteur : 
Working Group IX.: P. Anderson - Chairman 
E. Armstrong - Chairman 
C. Davis,, - Rapporteur 
. E. Solomon -..Rapporteur . 
'SUMMARY OF DISCUSSIONS AT THE PLENARY SESSIONS 
The rationale for the CDCC Social Work Programme was presented. It 
was pointed out that in relation to the "non-social sectors" the Social 
Work Programme attempts to identify the necessary changes in social 
relations which are implied in the implementation of the mandates given 
/by the 
by the member governments* It appears that difficulties at the different 
stages of implementation of plans and programmes in the Caribbean are 
problems of nation-building. Therefore, the Social Work Programme aims 
basically at fostering social cohesion. Proposals related more specifically 
to the Social Sector tend to call for an increase in the knowledge of the 
Caribbean social' environment and its dissemination. The workshop is part 
of the actions carried out in that direction. 
In presenting the general framework for the project on' the Application 
of Socio-Economic Indicators, the Work Programme of the UNESCO Division 
for Socio-Economic Analysis was discussed, and the different trends in 
what is known as the social indicator movement and their differences 
underlined, The System of Social 'and Demographic Statistics (SSDS) of 
the Statistical Office of thB United Nations, as well as programmes on 
indicators of the CECD, UNRISD, ILO, United Nations University, and 
UNESCO were introduced. 
The UNESCO programme, complementing the others, seeks at the intern-
national level to assist the advancement achieved in the field, at the 
regional level to evaluate the applicability of social indicators to 
planning and at the national level to promote the application of these 
indicators,. 
Different issues were raised in relation to the role of those 
affected by the planning process, the involvement of interest groups in 
the execution as well as in the interaction between planning and implement-
ation. The necessity to analyze governmental structures for implementation 
and execution of plans, and to observe a balance between macro and micro-
planning as well as the giving of due attention to comparison and standard-
ization of indicators were also underlined. A note of caution was given 
/with respect 
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with respect" tó an over-emphasis òri-'social 'àspeets- to the detriment of 
economic ones. Finally, efforts related' tò the concept of basic needs 
were viewed as' consistent with- t he "^search" for collective self-reliance 
pursued within thè framework of the propPse'd-project on the" Application 
of Socio-économie Indicators'to Development Placing.- .J.-., 
It was suggested that the Current lise-of social indicators should: - .-
be distinguished from theiT availability. The use of social indicators 
is affected by the planning machinery, which is sometimes defective and. .-. 
by the Conception of development held by planners. In' any case-, -the .. 
general insufficiency of research on social indicators in the Caribbean. 
was recognized. After the''postear emphasis on economic'growth the central 
issue of planning "Changed towards the •bettfeV usé Pf human resources. Old .. 
conceptions of planning'are nonetheless prevalent in the Caribbean sub-
region, the basic "approach is sectoral and r-hbt: spatial ¿ oui turai factors 
are" ignored,' whiié ';indicatdi-,s'of' labour ^oreé añd lá%o'ur market as well * 
as health statistics áre'^ñatíet(t»áteí.îndiéai»i%-*Srf tftBvtjúality • life 
were also fouñ'cí to tie ii'ri'/a"deficient ''-stateV1 • -r.- • 
Re'féïenee" was made to the ' existence^of valuable" data which are.-, not 
collated, Codified and systemátioally circulated,' The-need to ¡revise the 
legal framework of Cbrtfidentialaty'wâs alsô hotéd¿ Mention was made of 
the quality and reliability of data collected by government ministries: ' 
for purposes other than development planning,and of the fact that it is 
often cheaper to look for new data (particularly through the use of sample 
surveys), than to utilize"the mass of raw available data. Some participants 
however pointed out that sample surveys are often expensive and that in 
some cases they produce unreliable ddtáebetíaüse of.the- low level of 
experience and expertise of those who carry them-out, -v. 
Certain topics were seen as crucial', such as participation, of ,'rwomep -
and children in the labour force, infant mortality statistics, remittances 
/by Caribbean 
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by Caribbean migrants to their home countries, problems of measurement 
of employment, status of the unemployed, income data, wage structures, 
worker motivation and the effective use of existing resources. With 
respect to the problem of employment it was pointed out that the matter 
requires more sociological research in view of the poor state of knowledge 
on its particularity within the Caribbean area. 
The need to apply measurement techniques for the evaluation of social, 
economic and political systems was acknowledged, and the technical and 
philosophical constraints.in the construction of indicators recognized. 
Indicator analysis in the Caribbean is in its infancy and should be 
stimulated, since the impact of developmental programmes and other social 
trends must be assessed and monitored. Criteria for the choice of suitable 
indicators were analyzed and a set of them proposed. This set of indicators 
covers;, resources, control of resources, sectoral allocation of resources, 
performance of resources and impact of economic integration on resources. 
These indicators may be capable of wide Caribbean use. 
An on-going research project on levels of living in Qjyana was 
described. It is being carried out on the basis of several methodologies 
where traditional approaches already tested in Latin America are combined. 
in a variety of ways, with an innovative participatory approach involving 
an iterative process of reflection by the researcher and those researched 
at the village level. . Minimum requirements for the level of living, 
cultural and structural indicators are gathered at country level, while 
at the community level, this information is coupled with specific studies 
on the processes of participation and-utilization. 
The discussions highlighted the need to attempt the measurement of 
on-going processes and to assess the resistance of different social 
categories, or their receptivity to development policies. It was also 
/noted in -
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noted' in studies on the impact 'of économie integration on existing 
resources that attention must be given to workers* migration, and other 
movement "of people within the Caribbean. " -
In the set of indicators proposed for Caribbean studies/'it would 
seem that factors more specifically social such as culture, education 
arid health could receive more attention. With respect to education, one 
must also pay attention to "hew forms and techniques of educating the 
population, which are alternative to the use of traditional educational 
means. In relation to primary hëalth care ¿ 'the problem-of delivery of 
services to rural areas is à very seridus ë'ne, and should be assessed,s 
taking due account that attention is already being given-to the matter 
by PAHO/WHQ and the CÀRÏCQM":Secrètariat. '"' 
It was remarked that iri: studxès ort the Caribbean particularly, 
the question of racial integration and conflicts should be taken into 
account. It did not séerri appropriate to Use more général categories 
which'do not give âccoànt of iritër-éthnic relations. - • c '•" 
"À model for development of a Caribbean society-/" built upon the 
relationship between democracy and the total fulfilment of•human-personal-
ity was broached. Certain value objectives such as1'participation-in 
decision-making, opportunities for the development ,pf individual potential-
ities, equality in income distribution, were presented as requirements for 
rural development and indicators were seen as instruments to assess and 
monitor the achievements of the stated goals. It was suggested that the 
achievement of these goals imply a nation-wide effort to modify authorita-
rian tradition and other attitudes inherited from plantation societies, 
and to create a new Caribbean personality. The range of political and 
economic prescriptions deriving therefrom leads to the construction of 
: /suitable social 
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suitable social indicators. Examples of indicators were drawn in the 
area of education, health, political and economic activities. 
It was remarked that this sort of model should give due account 
of different forms of social pathology and to its evolution; problems of 
drug,addiction and alcoholism were given as examples. Furthermore, 
elements of social defence and of human rights should not be overlooked. 
In this respect, it was also mentioned that the substantive contents of 
human rights vary from one society to another, while in certain contexts, l 
it may be a.problem of arbitrary imprisonment, in others human rights 
may refer primarily to the right to eat, to work, to the protection of 
elderly citizens, etc. 
Problems of standardization and weighting of indicators for 
internationally comparative purposes were referred to and several methods 
developed at UNESCO headquarters were mentioned. Allusion was also made 
to work done in the field of human rights,1 indicators. 
Remarks were made on the difficulty of applying a single model to 
the Caribbean societies. The value systems in the Caribbean are quite 
diversified. Together with capitalist ethos, one observes the emergence 
of various forms of socialism. 
Report of the Working Groups ' 
•' " • ' f • - . ' • ' •'.".. 
Two working groups were organized. The first one concerned itself 
with specific social indicators for development planning; and the second 
working group considered social reporting, social planning, and methods 
> 
and techniques of planning. 
The creation of an informal network of researchers in these areas 
was discussed in both groups. The objectives of the Networks would be: 
- To articulate on-going researches through periodic reports 
(e.g. tri-monthly) which will be circulated by the CDCC 
Secretariat to all participants in the Network and UNESCO. 
/- To 
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- To prepare a structure capable of absorbing eventual financial 
assistance and of disseminating the benefits of the research 
stimulated by this eventual assistance to all participants. 
* - To convene annually, in order to assess the progress achieved 
and to plan future activities. "' ' " • 
It was recommended that the CDCC Secretariat should contact the 
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), to secure financing for 
the project on the Application of Socioeconomic Indicators to Develop-
ment Planning in the Caribbean. The Secretariat should also contact 
UNESCO, other institutions and the governments in an effort to compile 
a directory of on-going research for circulation. 
Report ofiWorking Croup I 
In examining the objectives proposed for the informal networks, 
it was felt that in order to keep, the information flowing with regard 
to on-going research, the following steps should rbe takeri: 
1. Research workers participating in the networks should submit 
quarterly reports on research, on methodology and on results 
to the CDCC Secretariat.. In cases, where there .was no change 
or progress in research, the researcher1should=report this 
to the CDCC. The Secretariat would be responsible for 
circulating the reports to those working in the same field and 
to the UNESCO Division.for Socio-Eoonomic Analysis. 
2. CDCC and UNESCO should, organize annual meetings of researchers 
and planners in related fields to assess the:progress achieved 
and to plan future activities. 
3. The Secretariat should give special attention to the problem 
of confidentiality of data gathered by government agencies and 
their eventual use for research purposes. 
/The co-ordinating 
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The co-ordinating role played by the CDCC Secretariat was discussed 
at some length. By organizing the informal networks on the basis of 
on-going research the process of mutual assistance is set into motion 
which will ease the effort to secure external financial assistance. 
CDCC, UNESCO and other UN agencies interested in the exercise can play 
a complementary role in search for funds. Due attention would be given 
to the autonomy of decision-making of research institutions. 
Topics for the search of social, indicators were discussed, the 
. . . . . . . . • • •' 
following were agreed upon, as a relevant starting point: 
1. Measurement of cultural/ideological identity: 
- problems of cultural dependency; 
- problems of individual needs: self-expression, sence of 
purpose; 
- problems of collective needs: public recognition of 
pri vate li fe orga ni za ti on. 
2. Measurement of social movements and mobilization: 
- geographical mobility; 
- participation in the labour force and occupational mobility. 
3. Measurement of political participation: 
- voting behaviour; 
- political ideology 
4. Measurement of welfare: 
- economic: income .distribution, social security, distribution 
and control of assets* etc.; 
- physical: food, water, etc.; 
- environment: human settlements, environmental health, 
ecology, etc.; 
- socio-cultural: education and training, information systems 
recreation, etc. 
/5. Measurement 
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5, Measurement of social security; • 
crime/rule of law; ; 
social defence; 
- protection of human rights; 
- protection of vulnerable and/or underprivileged groups 
(e.g. children, women, racial groups, political minorities). 
6. Measurement of national performance: 
- country participation in intra-Caribbean co-operation or 
integration processes; 
- utilization of available Caribbean resources including 
human resources, land and other productive assets. 
Under the last item, it was underlined that in the case of societies 
where a given economic activity is clearly predominant, indicators should 
be designed to measure the social impact of such activities (for instance, 
tourism, extractive industries, production of"¿ug&r, etc.). • 
Indications were given to the Secretariat on researchers and 
institutions interested in several of the topics listed above and' whose 
interests in organizing informal networks should be explored. It was 
apparent that in relation to the issues of labour force and welfare 
(basic needs), two sub-groups could be established in a short period of 
time. The Secretariat, with the assistance of UNESCO, should make all 
effort to initiate action in these fields. 
In relation to the measurement of cultural identity, it was noted 
that future work should place the accent on the cohesiveness of Caribbean 
culture and cultural dependency. The issue of cultural identity should 
embrace racial, political and class identity. 
With respect to political participation, social indicators should 
be designed to measure the achievement of the policy position of the 
/governments. As 
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governments. As for the measurement of welfare, it was underlined that 
ILO Basic Needs approach would provide a foundation for relevant future 
research. Several studies by UNICEF were also mentioned in view of 
their importance. 
Data Collection 
In most Caribbean territories, the official responsibility for 
data collection is divided between a Statistics Department and individual 
ministries. The Statistics Department is usually responsible for data 
collection on employment, income, production and migration, while they 
rely on the Ministries for data on such social sectors as health, education, 
crime, social security, etc. This means that there is considerable room 
for variation in the scope and quality of social statistics and that often 
data are compiled in a manner that is not suitable for planning purposes. 
This problem must be addressed if there is to be improvement in the 
existing system of statistics, and the establishment of proper linkages 
between sectoral and centralized data collection systems. Similarly, 
due attention should be given at a Caribbean level to the problem of 
standardization of definitions and methods to measure the social phenomena. 
Problems in data collection and availability are not confined to 
statistical data, but are part of the larger problem of the need for 
adequate management information systems for planning purposes. Here 
management is seen as the efficient and effective use of all available 
resources to achieve a designated goal. Hence, there is the need in 
the planning process for communication and co-operation among persons 
with different conceptual lenses - sociological, economic, physical, 
planning, etc. 
Report of Worki na Grouo II 
W e a k n e s s e s -TRÍON-I—ÍWON I N Q N R Í A I P I A N N - I M R N M * A I Reporting and 
/A clear 
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A clear weakness in much of current social planning and reporting 
is that it is very largely concerned with sectoral social planning (health, 
education, etc,),, and does hot e.xtend to the delineation of broad societal 
goals.. It is -recognized that this type .of societal planning rests on 
certain, presumptions about the political goals and functioning of the 
society. 
It also appears that in some territories there is a tendency for 
social planning to be'dominated by the hefed to'secure or utilize available 
sources of International_technical and fl-nancial assistance, In these 
cases, social planning'" may be reduced to providing a rationale for 
projects which have already secured funding, instead of engaging in 
comprehensive planning. • i: 
It was noted that this negative influence has created many 
obstacles to the implementation of policies decided by 'the Government, 
At the same time,-' a favourable evolution is taking place in the Caribbean 
and in this respect, 'mention was made of several actions decided updn 
by the CDCC member governments which are being implemented with the 
participation of UINESC0. Similar developments-1 are also evident -in the 
work done-by ILO in "the sub-region, . . ' 
In most territories, it also appears that there is a serious lack' 
of data at the 'small-area level. Such data are essential in planning 
the location of physical facilities-, employment opportunities'and social 
services, but generally these decisions are based on out-dated information 
from the last Census. It was suggested that where it is not possible to 
obtain accurate and up-to-date information'by means of sample surveys, 
planners should seek to utilize field officers, such as public health 
inspectors and agricultural extension workers", to obtain crude data such v 
as information on papulation size and movements. ' •" 
/it was 
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" It was also agreed that a major weakness in regard to social 
T planning is not only thel^^k of manpower but more importantly, manpower" 
--with adequate training in quantitative "techniques and' Interdisciplinary 
perspectives. The need was identified for the establishment of short-
term training courses in social planning for government planners and 
practitioners. 
On-going activities and suggestions for improvement 
There exists a nucleus of social reporting within the context, ,. 
of statistical reporting,— usually of the economic and social kind. 
Sometimes there is a social section within a-, larger national report 
while in other cases there are social reports but, in a}l, cases,., these-
reports are of the social statistics type (as contrasted with social 
concerns and social policy type.). 
,;t , Recently,, there has been increasing, activity in. the area of social . 
research and social analysis fin the part of universities and . research . .. . 
institutions.. Such activities, are un-cpordinated but the expertise 
being builfr up,, when properly-co-ordinated should prqve of great-.value. 
What appears to be deficient is the expression/of clear social, 
policy as a foundation for social•planning. It was agreed that most of 
the elements needed for social planning were present but what is lacking.--
is- the demonstrated conviction of ..governments to come to grips: with . 
social concerns through•a clearly stated social .policy and social, ; 
planning. •••'..•.• , !,•••;•'• . . •••.•• 
The . need for co-ordinationboth at-the.-national and regional levels, 
so as to involve both researchers-and government officials in the same 
and .in different countries; was;recognized, ;Such co-ordination might 
take the form of regular exchanges of information through documents and 
/through meetings 
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through meetings and support for key research activities which have a 
large audience. 
The creation of an informal network was deemed to be a step in 
the right direction but it will be necessary, in the end, for governments 
to initiate aid support social planning activities. Once government 
decisions are taken, national projects of governments could be funded 
through international sources on a case-by-case basis, but the decision 
to include social indicators and social planning activities in country 
programming is a political one. 
Suggestions for modifications the Draft^Project 
The objectives, activities and outputs shouls be stated more 
clearly and it should be especially pointed out that this sub-regional 
project is a "seed" project designed to facilitate country projects 
and proposals fox- action of important magnitude. 
A training component should be added covering training in methods 
for using indicators in social planning. This should include both 
fellowships for training in-depth at the university level and short-
term training programmes designed for government planners and researchers 
in specific fields. 
In addition every effort should be made to ensure support for the 
development of facilities for training, including curriculum development 
and staffing in the Caribbean area, both at the university level and 
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EMISERGY PLANNING IN THE CARIBBEAN 
Prepared by Trevor A Byer* 
! Energy Planning AdvrtSfer/feam Leader 
Introduction 
1. In addressing the issue.of energy planning in the Caribbean region 
during the Era of the- "New International. Energy Order" which began on 
October IS, 1973, it is first necessary to. define for whicft countries in 
the region is one examining, the .role of energy Planning. This. i§ critical 
since the energy planning process is radically different dependent on the 
definition chosen above. The Caribbean region- has historically always 
been a "crossroads" and in a manner high lighting the traditional major 
differences between territories-,, within the, region, thg energy problems of 
each territory reveal these deep historic differences. The four major 
energy classifications-amongst developing, pquntries .worldwide are ¡to be 
found within the Caribbean region, these are: . 
. (i) ,Member States, pf . OPEC-- Venezuela . 
•j (ii) Non-OPEÇ QL1 Exporting Developing Countries - Mexico and 
Trinidad and Tobago 
(iii) Developing Countries Oil Refining Centres - Bahamas, Trinidad 
and1 Tobago, the Netherlands," Anguillas" aiid the US. Virgin Islands. 
(iv) Oil Importing Developing Countries- (-OlDc) •—Rest of! the Region. 
2« This paper is primarily concerned with the ënergy problems and 
energy planning issues'within the OÎDC in the Caribbéah sincé it is 'these 
economies which are most negatively "affected by the New International 
Energy Order. This New'International Energy'Order has'initiated the 
* Thé vlevifS' expressed in this paper aré' those- of thé author arid should 
not be construed as reflecting., directly or indirectly those of the -
United Nations or any of its Agencies. 
/beginning of 
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beginning of an energy transition period from the present predominantly 
oil and gas based world energy supply mix to a world energy supply that 
would eventually be structured on less rapidly depletable, more permanent 
and renewable energy sources, with the depleted oil and gas reserves being 
smoothly and progressively reserved for presently non—substitutable uses 
such as. transport. The length of the "transition period" is of critical 
t 
significance in the energy planning process in the OIDC. It is however, 
difficult to determine with any level of confidence at present how long 
this transition period will last since it depends on many factors, some 
of which are inter-related. Some of these factors which will determine 
the length of this "transition period" are: , :r 
(i) The rate at which technology advances to ¡ enhance th® recovery 
factor of oil from proven fields, 
(ii) The ultimately recoverable conventional oil and gas reserves 
of -the world. ' 
(iii) The scale of worldwide efforts to explore for and develop 
conventional and non-conventional energy sources and the rate 
at which these efforts succeed. 
( iv) Most important of all, the price of oil and gas relative to 
the cost and availability of commercially proven alternative 
energy sources. • 
3. Implicit in the energy planning process in the OIDC must be assumptions 
regarding the length of this "transition period" since this has major 
implications on criteria for investment allocation for the energy sector. 
The transition could be rather rapid, vary disorderly and executed in a 
"panic" framework (oil prices advance, in real terms, very quickly over; 
:the time period 1980-1S90). However, it could be effected,in a more orderly 
fashion if the actions referred to in (i), (ii) and,(iii) above are urgently 
\ /executed, and 
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executed, and above all that oil prices advance at such a rate (a "moderate 
rate") so as to maintain a major incentive for the International Community 
to undertake actions,,(i)j (ii) and' (iii) above to avoid advancing .very 
rapidly (at "moderate rate"')* ; 
Need for Energy Policies and Energy Sector Plans 
1. The most urgent need, within each: territory'iri the region is for the 
governments to begin preparing ..and formulating enérgy sector plans and 
national energy policies. This immediately results iJn the'need for re-
organization within the PubljLç Sector as far as energy is concerned. 
Traditionally, Ministries^dealing with fqreign trade hâve had portfolio , 
responsibility for all matters dealing with the" supply and pricing of 
imported petroleum products into each territory. In contrast, the electrical 
energy sector has generally fallen under the portfolio of the Minister 
responsible for Public Utilities. . To compound- matters even more Ministries 
of Natural Resources have invariably held responsibility for the development 
of the indigenous energy resources within each territory irrespective of 
" whether these resources are hydro,, coal, oil and natural gas. 
2. There is now a need to consolidate into a"single" portfolio for energy 
all aspects of the energy sector in each territory. This means that all 
matters relating to the development of all indigenous energy resources, the 
supply of imported energy sources, the determination of the prices of all 
energy supplies, the regulation of marketing Companies and refinery's 
margins, the forecasting and management ofí-intérnál energy demand, must 
all come within a single ministerial portfolio. This means that energy 
units, sections, divisions, or departments must' be established as a matter 
of high priority within each territory. This of course, raises the problem 
/of manpower 
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of manpower availability to staff such divisions especially manpower with 
experience and skill in the energy sector. 
3. Over the next several years one can expect significant ihcreases in 
the percentage of capital to be allocated to the Energy Sector relative to 
other sectors of the economy in contrast to the decades of the 60s and 70s. 
This will have serious implications for the Caribbean territories in view 
of the very capital intensive character of the Energy Sector as well as 
the sector*s high dependency on foreign technology combined with very low 
employment possibilities within the sector. 
4. National energy policies must address the total range of energy and 
economic issues within the society particularly the inter-relationships 
between the economy's performance and the availability and price of energy. 
For the OIDC within the region the following objectives of any national 
energy policy would appear essential: 
(i) the need to enhance energy conservation; 
(ii) the necessity to reduce the energy intensity of the economy 
while seeking to sustain economic growth. Virtually, all develop-
ing countries possess a much higher value of the income 
elasticity of commercial energy demand compared to the developed 
countries. This means that within the OIDC a 1% growth in 
G.D.P. will require anywhere between a 1.3°/a to a 1.9°/g growth > 
in commercial energy demand. This therefore means that future 
economic growth in the OIDC must be achieved with a minimum 
growth in commercial energy demand through some de-coupling of 
G.D.P, and energy growth. This means that G.D.P. growth should 
be preferentially achieved in the less energy intensive sectors 
of the economy; 
(iii) the 
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, (lii) . the need, to reduce the dependence of the economy on imported 
- . energy i particularly imported petroleum; 
. (iv) the necessity to diversify the present energy supply riiix of 
. the energy system away from imported petroleum provided that 
such diversification paths are economically and financially 
sound at present petroleum,prices. 
5., . Further issues which the,National Energy Plan must face and resolve 
concerns the future role of electricity as an energy source in contrast 
to other energy sources for those end uses for which commercially proven 
••• r ... ', 
and competitive alternatives exist. Does the Plan advocate the continual 
gradual displacements of other energy resources by electricity, and if so, 
* ' ! . ' i 
why? It must be recognized that electrical energy is the highest quality 
energy source available and that simultaneously it is one of the most 
capital intensive energy source. 
Energy Oemand Management and Forecasting .:: 
1. One of the first tasks facing the Energy Planning Division within* each 
territory is that of acquiring detailed knowledge of the nature and structure 
of existing and projected energy demand throughout the economy for all 
energy sources. In this context there is urgent need for the establishment 
of National Energy Accounting System within the territory. The most 
important elements to be contained within this accounting system are, the 
flows and prices of each energy supply source within the economy. The 
Energy Flow Account must establish on a monthly basis the imports, re-
•v 
exports and internal demand of each energy source by the major consumers 
in the economy. This Accounting System must also contain the energy price 
+ ....... . 
account which will indicate again on the monthly basis the import prices 
and different internal prices of each energy supply product. 
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2. There is also a need to have a detailed knowledge of the end use 
of energy throughout the economy and in particular the type of energy that 
is used at the end point of consumption be it electricity, for air-
conditioning, for water heating, for lighting or cooking; dry heat for 
calcination, high or low pressure steam for manufacturing processes, and 
primary fuels for transport and the nature of such transport. 
3. There is therefore an urgent need for Surveys to be carried out to 
determine the energy end uses in the major sectors of the economy, such 
as: 





Industrial Sector, and the 
Mining Sector 
Among the parameters which these Surveys are seeking to establish are the 
type and quantity of energy consumed per unit of output and the value 
added to energy consumed ratio .in each activity where this parameter is 
of relevance. The Tourism Sector requires particular attention in the 
Caribbean since it is a rather prodigious user of energy. 
4. In some of the larger territories there would be need for computer 
models simulating the National Energy System and Inter-fuel Substitution 
Models Of the energy system. 
5. An absolutely vital element of the Energy Plan and one of the corner-
stones of energy policy relates to the question of energy prices and energy 
taxes. Added to this, on the one hand, there is the equally important area 
/of energy 
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of energy incentives which governments too often have a habit of forgetting, 
It is meaningless to speak of energy conservation unless internal energy 
prices reflect their true cost".* " Added to this, taxation policies of all. 
petroleum products and electricity must be carefully developed so as to . 
have ap„overall consistency» It is meaningless to price gasolene at very 
r • • ¡ •.. i - * much higher levels than-kerosene (e.g. five or six time difference in retail 
prices) for all that begins to happen is that kerosene begins to be mixed 
with gasolene. . . ' • ' ' 
6, It is also vital':that in éettihg prices full recognition is paid to 
the inter-fuel substitution possibilities of performing the same task. 
For example, when one turns to the .'area of • domestic cooking there is 
charcoal, kerosenej L.P.G,, natural gas (in1those" territories with indigenous 
natural gas supplies), and electricity;' the first issue to be settled in 
the Energy Plan is what fuelddoés one wish to encourage the population to 
use over the next decade.to satiéfy this end use? Pricing and taxation 
policies relating to the alternative fuels mentioned above must be so set 
and retained so as to encourage the consúmer to move in the direction the 
Plan has set out a,s the -optimal' path. In setting these relative prices and 
taxes special attention must also be paid to the end use energy efficiency 
of the devices required to perform a given task. For example, open hearth 
charcoal pot is grossly inefficient (about 10-15% efficiency) whereas the 
L.P.G. and electric cookers- háve efficiencies between 55-70% 
7, A final point worth stressing on the question of energy demand 
management concerns the import policies for' new motor cars, taxis and buses. 
These policies must reflect the hew energy realities, so that vehicles with 
low fuel ecpnomies are not allowed to enter the country. 
8, The need for clear and unambiguous incentives to stimulate increased, 
energy efficiency is something the Plan must contain if there is to be any 
possibility of it achieving its objectives. 
/Energy Supply 
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Energy Supply Management 
1. Despite whatever success the Plan may have in restraining the growth 
in energy demand, one faces the problem of incremental energy supply as 
long as the economy is growing. It is at this point that the question of 
the resource endowment of each territory becomes critical. Recognising 
the very limited role which non-conventional alternative energy sources 
(such as wind, solar and bio-gas) will play in the region over the next 
decade the question of the proven conventional energy resource endowment 
of each territory which existing technology can currently competitively 
exploit, becomes critical. There is no substitute for imported oil that 
is better than indigenous oil. As such in those territories where the 
possibility of commercial accummulations of oil and gas exist, beginning of 
a vigorous oil and gas exploration programme should have top priority. 
In this context it is exceedingly important that governments in the region 
adopt pragmatic and realistic policies with regard to the exploration for 
oil and natural gas within their territories. Technology, manpower, risk 
and development capital of the foreign oil companies will have to play a 
critical role in the search for oil in those territories in the region that 
are still non-proven areas. 
2. . Steps should be taken to examine the feasibility of developing other 
conventional energy resources such as peat, lignite and hydro. A further 
energy supply diversification alternative which must be examined involves 
for the larger territories the possible importation of 3% sulphur steam 
coal to displace some of the fuel oil that is presently consumed for 
electricity and high pressure steam generation» The economics of this 
diversification path must be carefully examined particularly in view of 
the fact that Caribbean prices for 3% sulphur fuel oil have been weak over 
the past two years. Though the diversification path based on imported 
/coal does 
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coal does not* reclúce the energy dependency of the economy it does reduce 
the imported petroleum dependency of the economy. 
3. A further energy supply source which is widuly. used in the Caribbean 
at present is bagasse. This fuel is primarily use i captively in the sugar 
industry, however, if steps are taken to improve the efficiency ..of energy 
t;used in the existing sugar industry a substantial rt duction in the use of 
fuél oil in that industry can be achieved with this ieing replaced by 
bagasse, 
4. Regarding the raw energy sources, it must be recognized that the 
greater part of the technology required to competitively exploit these 
sources will bé developed outside of the region over the text decade. The 
one area of "end use which would appear at present to yield early benefits 
to the territories of the region is that of solar water heating. It must 
be, however, recognized that as far as residences are concerned that the 
neéd for hot water within residences may be considered a luxury in most 
territories Pf the region. Indeed, it is unlikely that more than about 
of the total households in Jamaica e.g., can be considered having 
'occupants at añ'income level able to afford hot water. 
" i V ' ' ' •*' 
Conclusions 
; . - -U • Í . 
1. Over the short terra, :one has to concentrate on restraining energy 
..demand,and. particularly petroleum demands in tHóse territories of the region 
which are classified as OIDC. The foreign exchange problems of having to 
meet increasing, petroleum import bill even' if the volume of imported 
petroleum products declines, will be continuously pressing for the fore-
seeable future.1. This means that the bther• sectors of the economy will have 
to undergo a significant expansion in their export earning capacity. , .f ..' '= • 
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2. '•'"• Over the medium and long, term, the road is Qòing to be hard and 
indeed precipitous for some of the OIDC in the region* In this1context, 
the actions outlined above must be undertaken. 
3. In closing, I wish to focuss attention;, on one problem which the new 
International Energy Order has created for the Mineral Exporting Countries 
of the region. This particularly applies to the export of'semi^processed 
or fully processe^ minerals, the.; processing of which is energy intensive, 
such as bauxite and ferro-nickel. This problem arises for those territories 
which are totally dependent'on imported oil for their commerciâl energy • 
supply,' / •' •••'.•••'-'• 
4. One of the major objectives of. the<mineral producing developing 
countries in the past has been to achieve a greater degree of further 
processing of these minerals within the producer country, Hòwever, thè 
New Energy Order has dramatically changed.the cost structure of, e.g., 
the alumina industry. As such the commercial attractiveness of siting 
new alimina in.vestment in regions, where prevailing prices'of primary 
Thermal^energy are low, rather than at the.'mine hèéd where international 
energy prices are paid, has been increased; This means that purely com-
mercial forces are creating a trend whereby primary producers of minerals 
which are deficient in indigenous energy supplies will find themselves 
having to export increasing amounts of unprocessed minerals ores as 
distinct from semi or fully processed minerals if such processing is 
energy intensive and if"their mineral sectors are to expand over the.next 
decade. '' 
5. The energy world has changed and it should not be forgotten how the 
fchange was initiatèd. Thus OÌDCwithin the region which are to adjust 
viably to the new realities will have to change many of their pre-concieved 
notions of development. Energy must be at the forefront in the planning 
proceàs if there is to be a viable adjustment. 
THE ROLE OF MASS COMMUNICATION IN DE\£LOPWENT PLANNING 
IN THE CARIBBEAN SU&-REGION 
,, . ... , . by J\(eyiHet..«Jep.es , ,, 
-At th& outset T would' like to take the liberty cef expanding the . 
scope Of this paper beyond the consideration of the role of -ma^s 
communication in development planning, to embrace the role ¡of 1 
communication per' se in development planning.;.. .'.••• 
Development is abdut dhange and can be defined as the process by 
whiPh various energies within a society are - harnessed to bring about 
• meariihgfUl tehancfe fOT- the -betterment of individuals land .the society. ! 
Development is about people. Thfe iddiPes^of development have.;tradition-
ally been stated in physical terms, better roads, water supplies, health 
facilities, educational institutions,-but their ultimate raison d'etre 
is the betterment iof the quality.-of 11 feuofthe people. . 
• This might :seem like statingithe obvious, yet a common trap.into 
which planners fall is that having prepared plans for the provision of 
physical arnehities and cin some Instances having actually seen, these plans 
implemented, they make the mental leap. and believe :that;ipso. facto the 
quality of life Of the people has been impro\ied. There is »an absence of 
• communication with thd people to learn what they regard.as priorities in 
terms of their needs, 'no attempt to irivolve them in the process of 
planning and incorporate their views in*the formulation of the plans, and 
a cfailurte- to mobilize and motivate them to...attain the fulfilment .of the 
• plans. . r .. ...••• •;;..•--.-•.•. . , , 
Attitude to Media ' '' . 
The problem lies partly in the polar extremes of attitudes toward 
communication. At one extreme there is .the attitude that the importance 
' '' V 1. y.i.»' <•;••• '. jA 
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of the mass media' lies in its entertainment value, and that the consider-
ation of a role for the rrìasé media has nò :placé in the sèrious business 
of development planning.'- The other extreme is the attitude that seeks 
only to exploit the publicity and public- ,mlàtióné:;'a'3pects-,'of''ineHJiaV ' 
Proponents of this view prepare their plans arid 'then seek tb use media' 
to drum up support if same aspect of the plan is not going as well as 
it should, if there is some unexpected resistance on the part of those 
for whom the plan is devised or to obtain the'màximum political mileage. 
Both attitudes have failed to take cogriizance of the importance 
of communication. - • ' 1 • r ' 
. Those who hold to the first position cari Hinder the development 
Of-proper mass communication by downplayirig the1 importance of media» 
One consequence of this is that publicly owned media systems are often 
denied funding and are placed at the bottom of the list in any priority 
ranking of national needs . Thi s has other 'repiercussions in "terms of 
the programming that is provided for the local audience-." ! 
; The other attitude is: one that is ÌFér too prevalent within' the -
; region. The supporters of this position argue that if radio, television 
and newspapers can be used to sell beer and toothpaste they can also 
be uéèd' in the promotion of governmehiàl programmes arid campaigns. As 
a consequence much research, effort and planning-is put into the devising 
of,- for example, a crop lien programme for farmers and then later' a public 
relations expert of advertising agency is palled in to place a series of 
spot announcements on radio to "sell" the programme to the farmers. 
Communication in this example, is a .one way flow of relaying 
information to the farmers. This type of communication is tacked on 
after the plan has been conceived and often implemented, and exists ' 
/independently of 
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independently of the extension officers and other changé agents in the 
field. When the farmers display a marked reluctance to take advantage 
of the offer, the response is usually to step up the pace of the campaign, 
add a few more radio advertisements with possibly son® newspaper 
advertiseménts and a poster compaign thrown in for good "measure. 
It is hardly necessary to point out that neither of the two 
attitudes mentioned have much to do with development as we are now 
beginning to understand it in the Caribbean region, and neither approach 
has grasped the concept of ctìnmunication as an integral part of the 
development process. Development implies behavioural charge and com-
munication can be an important catalyst in this process of Change. 
Strategies of Development 
Having considered some of the attitudinal constraints which hamper 
the integration of communication in the development^process let.us now 
consider how'this integration,can be achieved, 
, There is no need to. detail the manytheories of planning; rational, 
comprehensive, innovative; planning, incremental planning, participatory 
or bottom-up planning, except to point out that for the development needs 
of the Caribbean region, participatory pr bottom-up planning would seem 
to be the most desirable option. This is thé most desirable option 
because we have witnessed the effects of other types of. planning and 
their allied development strategies, which have shown gains in the QMP 
but.have left the. quality of "life of the vast majority of our peoples 
untouched. '' , 
Participatory planning and its allied strategy of development ' 
downplays capital; intensive strategies and their attendant high cost 
technology and opts for self-reliance coupled with a technology best 
/suited to 
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.suited to, the needs of the society¿> what is flaw .referred to aa-ap-r-
propriété technology. ' But-central to this type of planning and develop-
ment, is: thç recognition, that, for -af>y strategy to be successful it; must 
provide the people with-the .opportunity tq achieve their full potential. 
Because, people are central to £he strategy,, communication takes 
on added meaning. -Communication provides .the .chfinnel wh^ch gives the 
planners insights intovthethinking of the people, insights which' the 
planirverç ;can; tfTen -incorporata :into- t^e; plans, and it alsq. provides the 
planners „with the channel for exposing^.'theirvideas-tp-.tbe pappié.,. • • 
Communitation here.-involves the downward-flow of information ;from tj-ie 
planners and policy-makers; to the people.-, aj-lateral, f.l.ow. as the people 
discuss the projects and proposals among themselves, and an upward flow 
as the response is fed back to the planners and policy-makers to be 
v incorporated into' the plan and policy decisions!' "' v " ' 
Communication'in this context filrigés ori key 'ctiHcepts, ' access 
or the right of the people to information '¿rtd thé channels of COm-
• •' munifcatiBh,'"feedback', ttò fiow of information from thM'people to the 
plènnérs and policy-makers and ' Baftidipiétion. thé iri\Mìvèmélht of' the 
people ln!'the1 proOess of' ehartge, 'ah'd ;if we:'àgrée: that' the aim is to 
motivate and tnbbiiize"people IB fee thè-a^ènté of their'Own development, 
then "comrriuhication itself ¿'"becomes k dâvdloprtent objective^ 
. t . • • i-•>•:- • •!•• ...*•. • , v~ •. ; i >.,-., ; ' .;•-:•;:•••. .. ; *•" . 
Communication Planning 
. It is imporranti theipefore that tf?§ ¿communication .prpcess^itself 
should be subjected to planning. Communication should be regarded.>as 
an integral part pf tine, development process-<and nipt some,thing .that is 
add^d on, afe a later?-stage» For this to be a, reality 4 communication., 
component must-form. pa»t of every development strategy» ¡.-To giveVan... ! 
, , - ; • /illustration, recently 
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illlistífction, recently in JamaiGa-the Government announced plans fat a 
•hillsidé"terracing pró^èct which -Would bring approximately 30-thousand 
acres Of steep hillside land into profitable agricultural production. 
The project, (which is'-rece-iving substantial'financial assistance from 
international agencies¿ has~clearly defined aims. These include (a) 
the increasing of agricultural production -and productivity, by reducing 
or eliminating soil Wrbsion by means of' terracing; (b) raising the 
level df farm incomes; {c) slowing down the rural/urban drift and (d) 
improving the quality of life of the-community. 
A sample survey of 4-thousand farmèrs in the project area revealed 
that only one hundred and fifty-twO farmers in the sample saw oil 
1 • 'conservation fes helping to better their lot¿ - Close on 2-thtìUsànd 
felt thatthe provision of financial subsidies was the means to better 
• the it* "lot*.-'" Another interestifià fihding was that less than half Of the 
farmers1- surveyed were willing to terrace their land without any conditions. 
This particular fihding is central to'the; success of failure'of the 
project as continuous terraces have t0: bè'cut across thè hillsides 
utilizing a bulldozer* If the tériraciís'áte cut tin• teach1 individual"-•*' 
' holding the cost's will b e - ' p r o h i b i t i v e ' ' 
A problem that has' to- be faced is that of getting-the farmers'to 
pull down their fences to have the terraces cut and then have-them re-
erected with the exact boundaries. Some ideé of what is involved can 
be-gleaned from the. fact that a great deal "of the litigation in rural 
Jamaica has to db M t h the fixing of land boundaries» 
What is unfortunate is that no communication strategy was developed 
at the outset of a project of this magnitude. What ought to have been 
doñeáis. that a..communication strategy should have been developed based 
/on the 
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tte i^seaifcH findings, which vyould jseek. to? convince, the. .farmers- ;that 
their lot will be bettered by terracing their land. > Such a strategy 
.;woiî Ld have to rely on interpersonal; cornnjgnication thrvugh opinion 
Readers,in the area and:mgss; commtinicatipn«. In this particular, case 
the medium; which? is, likely to be most persuasive isvfilj)''» which, using 
• an. actual, faprar; ,can-depict the that came, about in. the 
quality of his life as a result of the adoption of terracing. Yet 
another, way .is tq seethe technique of the demt^stration. plot. : . 
The mass medium of film would in this case enjoy the advantage 
that in. ,can be prepared relatively quickly and can be dpnp- in a manner 
with which the farmers can, ids j.. 
Mass .media has: the. ability to shorten the process ,pf (social. 
transformation and in so doing can speed, up the process of development. 
However, a note of caution should be interjected at.this stage; mass 
media ns not e panacea or . the answer to the problem of under-development. 
Indeed, re search^ has shown that mass media is notpar^icular-ly successful 
in changing deeply held beliefs, and, attitudes, but themedia in _ 
conjunction with, otter channels, of(communication,,.sucjhu as. interpersonal 
communication can assist in the process of change primarily by seeking 
, to,,influence tftefe. who are.<themselves influential withip.the community, 
^ H c » i i ! 9 . v e r ( v t h e x f ^ f r e . . a l 8 0 . ^ f i i e h hays shown 
thatjmedia can achieve quite ,remarkably .results ,in areas s u c h t h e 
teaching.of literacy, skill training, health,;campaigns, agricultural 
campaigns and in educational instruCrti.Pn» Here again strategies have 
to be worked- oy£ as to, hqw b§st tp us$: media,tp achieye the maximum 
results., .v . ,...;. • , ; ,;,.•< '.,)•? ;.t • : 
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The Communication Plan 
This;undersQpres the importance of developing a^communication plan 
as part of national-development planning. Such a plan would begin with 
a realistic,! assessment of the communication needs, the messages that 
are to be relayed, the target audience to which they are to be directed, 
the views.of .the people in the target audience as well as the medium 
that can best fulfill tfTe particular, need. Closely linked to this is 
the need for an,inventory of the existing, communication hardware and 
channels... If the hardware is inadequate..to meet the communication, 
need then pare should be taken to ensure.that any new hardware is 
compatible with what .already exists within the country and more ideally 
within,the region, ( _ 
In the-Caribbean we have for example a hpdge-podge of television 
standards, some countries are on the 625-line system or European standard, 
while others are,on;the. 525-line.American standard. This has serious 
implication^ for programme exchanges within the. region, which most 
communicators agr^e are.desirable, but difficult to execute on account, 
of the incompatibility of the, systems used frpm country to country. 
The next, important step, in the process of communication planning 
is that of .setting the gpals and defining the objectives of the plan.^ 
As was-mentioned earlier there is a tendency, to.rank communication against 
other; development needs., a .ranking that invariably,pushes communication 
to the bottom of the list. The, argument usually runs, how can we 
justify transmitters for a radio station or even a radio station against 
the need for new health clinics and schools. 
What is fallacious in this argument is the assumption that 
communication is in competition with other development goals. Rather, 
/communication should 
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communication should be seen as supportive of the other development 
objectivés. As Wilbur Schramm puts it in his bock Mass Media and 
National Development. "...'Skillful planning will be concerned not 
with'how mudh money should be given information in comparison with 
how much is given something else, but rather with the size of the 
information component needed for the curve of social development as 
projected. Therefore the first essential information in priority 
Sdeting is the planned curve of development. What are the objectives 
in the next'few years for agriculture and health? How fast are 
public education and literacy to be expanded? What are the general 
' goals of the country as to how fast the informational level and 
resources of its people should be raised? And then, of course, what 
expansion and improvement in information services and facilities do 
these imply?". 
The devising of à communication strategy is the next step in the 
.. f f , • 
process of communication planning. This involves the decision on what 
channels of communication are best suited to the messages that have to 
be relayed and resisting the tendency to equate technological advances 
with effective 'communication. Should the communication channel be mass 
*or interpersonal, should it be community or national, radio, television 
or film, posters or newspapers or a combination of all the media. 
Arriving at this decision requires pretesting and conducting sample 
surveys to discover what works best. The ultimate choice is of course 
also largely dictated by the country's financial resources. 
An important element in the strategy is to ensure that messages 
are consistent and that messages relayed via the mass media do not 
conflict with and are not contradictory or counter-productive of the 
messages that extension workers and other change agents are relaying. 
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A factor that is often overlooked is the provision of trained 
personnel; trained communicators, attuned to the development goals of 
the society, are often the determinants of the success or failure of 
communication programmes. 
The final ingredient is that of research and evaluation or review 
and assessment. This provides the planners with the information that will 
allow constant assessment of the communication strategy and whether or not 
it is achieving the projected goals. This information provides the basis 
on which adjustments and modifications can be made to existing programmes. 
After that examination of methodology I would like finally to suggest 
that proper communication is a development objective that the countries in 
the Caribbean sub-region can ill afford not to pursue if we are to properly 
tackle the development needs of the countries within the region. 
Effective communication, to reiterate, should itself be a development 
objective and one way to achieve this is by subjecting communication as a 
sector to the same degree of rational planning that now exists in other 
sectors. A first step in this direction is the creation of communication 
planning units within national planning agencies. These units should then 
be charged with the task of developing communication plans and strategies 
to assist in the attainment of the development goals of our societies. 

COMMUNICATION IN DEVELOPMENT PLANNING 
by Everold N. Hosein 
i 
There are two perspectives from which to examine "communication" 
in the process of development planning: 
1. To look at the communication factors which are "useful to the 
formulation and execution of development programmes, arid; 
2• To view "communication" as a sector which requires planning 
in its own right. 
The former has developed into a tradition of action in several UN 
agencies: UNDP, UNICEF, FAO. The latter seems relatively new (and perhaps 
as a consequence less precise) but being explored by UNESCO, among other 
international organizations. Both perspectives can be usefully integrated 
but for the purposes of this meeting and in light of increasing concern 
in the Caribbean over difficulties in the execution of development program-
mes, the emphasis will be' on* examining^ t'fie' communication Factoid iff 
programme formulation and implementation. An appendix of an excerpt of 
a draft UNESCO document explores the sector perspective to "communication" 
and this we may discuss later. 
Communication Factors in Development Programme Formulation and v 
and Implementation 
One;can, without too much difficulty .identify .in the Caribbean, a 
variety of development projects,in agriculture, health, community develop-, 
ment, industry, housing, among other sectors, which are less than adequately, 
implemented and, in some instances, which emerge as spectacular disasters. 
While there are numerous reasons for. programme .failures,,. one would like, 
to suggest that in a large number of situations difficulties can be...¡.; 
traced to communication gaps in project formulation and implementation. 
/"Communication" must 
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"Communication" must be conceived as any form of information sharing 
and transmission. This takes in a variety of communication activities 
ranging from staff meetings, interoffice memos, training, face-to-face 
counselling, seminars and conferences, mass media (radio, television, film, 
print), field extension work in agriculture, health, social welfare, to 
community rumour systems and street-corner meetings. Applying this broad 
concept of communication, one could describe the process of development 
planning, or more specifically, project formulation and execution, as a 
series ofcommunication events, involving consultation, action, and feedback. 
It is often the "breakdown" in communication or the communication 
gaps within the "series" which contribute to unsatisfactory programme 
design or implementation. One would suggest at least four possible types 
of communication gaps which could affect the process and outcome of 
development planning: 
1. Communication Gap Between Planners and Intended Beneficiaries 
The absence of communication between planners and beneficiaries 
often lead to the design of programmes which, from the perspective of the 
beneficiaries, do not meet their perceived needs or runs counter to their 
cherished beliefs and tradition. Projects formulated without the consult-
ative involvement of those to be affected may fail for the lack of com-
mitment to it by beneficiaries or for their concerted resistance to it. 
There is a case to be made, purely from a pragmatic, implementation 
point of view, for the involvement of beneficiaries in the design stage 
of programmes and project. Consultation increases commitment, resolves 
conflicts, modifies resistance, and greases the wheels of implementation. 
The nobler case for beneficiary involvement is that of engaging the 
population in thé determination of their lives. 
/This communication 
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' " This communication gap'can only be dealt with effectively through 
plianre'cT'communication activities with those involved in the planning 
process, planners and beneficiaries and politicians. It is not sufficient 
to rely on conventional wisdom, or one's own perception of people's 
needs. Planners Often seem to be"so overloaded with the demands of the 
State that they are forced to shortchange this task of participatory 
. . . . . . . , . . • , »' . f • • , ( .i ? 
planning. But this heed not'take plaCe if specially trained conimunicatión 
staff become part of the planning system. 
2. Communication Gap Between and Among Planners and Implementers « • a — — — w p — — B m - ri r\-u \ii\M**mmm*MKmfmmmmmmmmmBmfMsmmsM3mim^ 
, ' It-is not unusual to observe a- developmentprogramme, faltering 
because of administrative delays, inter-Ministerial confusion, and a 
variety of 'organizational tifoul-iips". DeVelOpnieht projects constantly 
face the threat"o^ 'beingí "¡civil-serviced" tú déath. 
In many situations, implementation difficulties could be traced to 
faulty cr little or no "Communi'catioñ between planners and heads of civil" 
service departments, or between'Heads and'support stáff, or between' 
Ministries of Government (particularly in inter-sectoral projects). An 
important problem is the poor communication to civil service support staff 
abbut development programmes and projects tHey aré tó "implement. The ""' 
resulting lack of motivation and Commitment impedes programme efficiency. 
.... • . • >' 
Yet many of the communication problems'Could be resolved if specific, 
skilled attention is focused on them. "' 1 " 
3* Communication Gap Between'Project Implementing Staff and Beneficiaries 
The obvious example of this gap is'an agricultural project which 
aims'at the'introduction of a new coconut'Variety'and which, therefore, 
depends for its success on the extent to which "project staff", i.e. 
extension agents, can encourage farmers to accept the new variety. While 
this activity may,sp;em fairly straight forward, extension officers can 
/fill hours 
fill hours with .tales of their advice. being.'-re jected, misinterpreted, or 
ignored,. Examples Of this sort abound in agriculture, public health, and 
-community development,. ^ 
In> many social development programmes, where effectiveness depends 
on the acceptance of new ways of' conducting social or professional 
activities è the communication*gap between the "change-agent" and the 
beneficiary exists,. These problems, however, can usually be resolved 
by sensitive attention to the dynamics and intricacies of human 
communication. 
4, Communication Gap Between Project or Programme Staff and the Public-
at-Large 
This gap is usually thedne Which receives most of the attention of 
Governments and political leaders. There is the recognition that' social 
change, the1 derived, outcome Of planning, requires the general support and 
commitment of the population>-at-large. There is the need seen to create 
the climate for change. As a consequence, much effort is put into 
\ • . 
publicizing, the development activities of government via'the mass media 
and. inviting in a general sense public support. One recognizes that while 
this may be.overdone, it is often useful to have widely-based support and 
interest in programmes :and projects which have direct national impact and 
to a lesser extent, for those which have more specific impact. 
The experience of development plahners would suggest that thè above 
gaps in, communication could create.;major hurdles for effective and efficient 
programme implementation. Two questions arise s Is there some approach for 





The analysis of development programme proposals for communication 
needs and an examination of projects for "social" feasibility enables 
one to anticipate communication break-down and, therefore, to plan 
communication activities to avert anticipated problems of the sort 
identified above. One such system of communication analysis and project 
appraisal has teen conceptualized as Development Support Communication 
by UNDP and seems to provide a useful methodology for communication 
analysis and planning to support project/programme design and implementation. 
• ; . J 
The approach involves the following with respect to specific projects 
or total programmes: 
a) The identification -of—the varibus groups of people who will 
participate in the project eitheruas, beneficiaries of project 
Staffer support, groups» . This identification of groups 
enables one to map the retwork of communication which would 
be required for. effective project action; 
b) ,, The specification, of behavioural; objectives" for each of the 
groups identified, followed by a determination of the . 
capability-of the groups to achieve these specified objectives; 
c) An inventory of available communication resources including 
mass media, extension personnel, schools, churches, etc.; - ? 
d) The formation of a communication plan, drawing on information 
gathered from (a) - (c) above, which would specify what 
communication actions need,to take place;, when, in what 
direction, where, in what medium or media. The plan would 
also indicate budgetary implications, 
. This kind of analysis and planning of communication support for ; 
development programmes needs to be undertaken by specialist staff trained 
/for such 
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for such activity, and whose background should test be multidisciplinary 
or in the social sciences« 
It is important to stress here that this approach avoids the current 
tendency to emphasize mass media support of development at.the expense of 
more critically important communication activities. It is recognized that 
the reliance on mass media to stimulate public support and commitment for 
development systems has been less than effective because of inherent 
limitations in the process of persuasion or participation via the mass 
media. Undoubtedly,* mass media provides useful and important support 
but needs to be placed in perspective in. relation to other communication 
actions. 
Integrating the Approach in Development Planning 
If we accept the usefulness of the described system of communication 
analysis and planning in support of development, the next task is to 
determine how it is to be integrated in the planning process. It is 
clear that the ad hoc approach to communication support probably intensifies 
communication problems. The traditional process of muddling through 
communication break-downs does not enhance programme efficiency or 
effectiveness. In the long run, it is more advantageous to focus 
systematic and careful attention on the communication needs of development 
programmes. 
Such attention is most usefully given at the very earliest stages 
of planning, of project formulation, and particularly so if we are convinced 
of the ideological and operational virtues of participatory planning. One 
would therefore propose that within national planning systems and within 
sectoral planning systems, there should be trained individuals (communicat-
ion analysts/planners) or units designed to undertake the examination 
/of programmes 
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of programmes and projects for communication support needs. In this way, 
development plans are.given the earliest^ scrutiny and we hopefully avoid 
the com^fdcat&on .hurdles whi^h\inhibit''.e^!ecti'vene^* ..¿L • '-• - -
Conclusion 
t If development planning systems of the Carlbbean are to integrate 
within them the above concept. of .development., support communication, then 
we need immediately to anticipate the training needs of personnel under-
taking the analysis, planning and production work involved in the approach ' 
examined above. In the meantime, the United Nations System could previde . 
useful technical assistance to Caribbean Governments in this area; In the 
long term, however,^we nej^d.t,0..preate our indigenous oammunicatgLon support 
specialists. ... ... . 
To the planners, an underlying .question,remains untouched: What 
is the cost-benefit of communication support?- This, is, perhaps, the mdst i 
difficult question to answer and one which is beyond the scope of this • 
short analysis. Polemically, one wpuld .ask: Is,.it:.worth investing fifteen 
percent (l5°/o) of project cost in ptpmunication. support activities, at the 
risk of a "failed" project? This is not a rigorous response but it sets 
the scene for the discussion. , . 
/APPENDIX 
APPENDIX 
E*P e rt from a UNESCO Draft Document titled: 
"UNESCO Position Paper to te submitted to UNDP For Distribution to 
Resident Representatives" 
Communication as a Sector 
„Although the importance of communication infrastructure is recognized 
by most. Governments, communication is rarely treated as a coherent sector, 
subject to a common task analysis.- Where a Ministry or Department of 
Communication.exists, it is usually confined to telecommunications, while 
media industries, broadcasting organizations, information systems,-- >• 
distribution networks and the like. are. independently programmed. 
No society exists without an adequate communication system to hold 
it together, and in many newly developing countries a primary role of the 
media is to foster national integration. Thus communication itself is a 
development objective. But the Communication sector also derives sub-
objectives from the communication needs of other ministries and agencies 
within any national development plan. Thus communication planning does 
npt necessarily fit into inherited sectoral planning structures but may 
be seen as one of those horizpntal planning areas which need the establish-
ment of infrastructures which can cross the sectoral boundaries and by-so 
doing can assist in the establishment of a more effective development 
strategy. 
Evidently communication in its broader sense encroaches upon all 
fields of human activity related to the acquisition, retrieval, distribution 
and productive use of information and experience. Thus within any integrated 
communication plan the following components must be taken into account: 
i) telecomunication infrastructures and industries; 
ii) information, documentation and data systems; 
/iii) the 
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(iii) the mass media such as broadcasting organizations» newspapers, 
bock publishing companies, film producers, etc.; 
(iv) industries and agencies supporting, or dependent upon, the 
communication chain (e.g. manufacturers of production equipment 
news agencies, survey research agencies, advertisers, writers^. 
performers); . , . 
;(v) agencies concerned with special applications of communication 
(e.g. education, agriculture, health, family planning, rural 
development) and the extension services associated with them; 
(vi) training and research institutions engaged in the many aspects 
of communication; 
(vii) professional organizations of communication specialists 
(journalists, broadcasters, etc.) and self-regulatory bodies 
which they might éstablish to control professional practices; 
(viii) the consumers of information and the participants in the 
communication process: the users and the audiences both 
institutional and individual. 
There is both interaction and inter-penetration between the above; 
indeed, most categories are mutually dependent. Any action taken unilaterally 
by one agency will have a direct impact (either positive or negative) upon 
one or several of the others. The design and construction of a telecom-
munications system affects, among other things, the amount of information 
which can be carried, stored and retrieved; its character and quality;,, 
feedback possibilities; audience choice; the possibility of using media 
and distribution channels in direct support of development programmes. A 
commitment to a particular technology will condition the way in which 
communication media are applied to social needs and problems; many proven 
techniques are not employed, either because they do n°t. fit the technology 
• ; . , ... ' • . . . " /in US8,: • ' ' 
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in use, or because they require a major investment in new,, and expensive 
structures (for example, telephone,conferences, national cable networks, 
videophones, data retrieval and facsimile systems). At another level, 
the design of a television or radio receiver may encourage, or inhibit, 
its'use in.education, because of sufch basic considerations as .size, 
resolution of image, power output. Or in policy terms, a concentration 
of control in the hands of commercial interests, or even Government depart-
ments may directly affect access to communication channels by . both education 
and development agencies.- -
A demonstrable amount of wastage also stems from uncoordinated 
planning for communication systems. If an expensive medium such, as tel^-t 
vision is introduced mainly for prestige, it will certainly not contribute 
to priority objectives, but it may also go so far as to exclude the rational 
development of more appropriate media (e.g. radio).. Furthermore, even 
when a communication "medium has real potential to assist such areas as 
education and development, rigidly sectoral planning, accompanied by 
professional jealousies, can easily negate its economic or development promise. 
Many different agencies and ministries have responsibility for com-
munication activities. A telecommunications administration (ITT) may 
handle policy and'plans for telephone and telepraph development (including., -, 
the important subject of frequency allocation), but broadcasting is frequently 
the province of a completely independent organization or of a Ministry of 
Information and Broadcasting,. Ministries of Education, Culture,. Agriculture, 
and Health are all concerned with a wide variety of communication programmes, 
while Ministries of Science and Technology as well as those concerned with 
the development of commerce and industry have policies and activities which 
significantly influence the form and availability of the "hardware" which 
constitutes the technical basis of the media. In many instances, the 
military branches of Government, by the sheer complexity and size of their 
/communications requirements, 
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communications requirements, exert a significant .influence on national 
communications structures. At the same time, there are numerous non-
;governmental communication enterprices (newspapers, motion picture companies, 
broadeàstirig organisations, etc.) which have their own policies and plann-
-ing, although-they might be operating within the framework of official 
policies. ' '" .. . 
Few countries 'have any established mechanism for coordination., 
practice, the relationships between agencies with communication interests 
are largely informal, based upon little more than ad hoc consultation. 
It is rare to find a single agency given overall responsibility for a 
consolidated programme, in which the interests of all users are reconciled 
within a systematic design. Although the logical place for such a function 
(at least in the developing world) would be the central economic planning 
arm, communication planning units rarely exist, nor are there planners and 
decision-makers who specialise in communication activities. 
It is argued therefore that the satisfactory development of national 
communication and information systems depends upon the evolution of explicit 
policies, and upon the design and execution of communication plans which 
reflect them in practice. 
Communication policies have been defined as "set of principles and 
norms established to guide the behaviour of communication systems". Depend-
ing upon the character of the society from which they emanate, they may be 
general or specific guidelines or mandates. But in every case, they should 
be framed in order to express a nation's diverse communication activities 
as a whole, and to project these into the future against the needs both 
of the society and individuals. They have, therefore, political, social, 
technical, administrative, economic and legal dimensions. 
/The development 
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The development of policy guidelines into a communication system is 
the main business of communication planning. Ideally, planning should begin 
,ance policies have been set; in practice,... a commitment to. explicitly ¡.formulated 
policies is not generally found. . In all societies, however, communication 
policies do exist, even if they are burled in traditional meres. Each organis-
ation has its own goals, priorities and assumptions. But these are mainly 
implicit .(they have to be derived from an analysis of present practice) and 
they are rarely, if ever, correlated, . The.communication planner has, there-
fore, to find ways of realising and accelerating this process.-
.. UNITED NATIONS ASSISTANCE TO THE CARIBBEAN COMMUNITY 
(CARICOM) IN DEVELOPMENT PUNNING . 
Introduction 
1. In order to understand the role of the United Nations in the provision 
of technical assistance in development" planning..or.jpfebsr related .fields in 
the Caribbean Community one must also understand the structure of political 
decision-making in. the. Community, First 'there are the ;national'governments 
each of which has an indicative planning figure-(IPF) out of :which' resources 
may .bet used tp provide..technical assistance,- At 'à1'wader geographical'level 
the.re is the East Caribbean Common-^Market with its' Secretariat in! Antigua 
serving- the, seven less developed island- member' territories of -the' Community 
located in..the Eastern! Caribbean* Over and- abdvë--the assist'àncë which-may 
be provided at the national élevai, .these-' LDC's can 'participate ih progràrtimes 
^financed from rçsourceêi, provided under the1 Caribbean Undistributed Planning 
Figure especially-.for; the. benefit of this 'group.1 At the level bf-' the' • "*' 
Community itself-projects may be financed out of the Latin America1Regional 
allocation for the .benefit of.all members of thé-Community. • : -
2. The._UnitediNationsiis at present e)^uting"projects'-at all of these 
three levels in.-the Community ,'; in planning and'other related fields.' 
Naturally in situations such''as this there is some risk èf duplication of 
effort at the.different levels, and special efforts have to be taken to' 
minimize this and.'to promote complementarity between the various technical 
assistance activities not only of the United Nations, ' but of the several 
..other aids.agencies operating at different levels within thé region-as ' 
well;. .This is a minimal necessity if efficient use ia to be made of the 
resources provided tupder technical assistance; ' * •• " 
3. Of course, there are also activities of the United Nationk Family 
of prgarizations which extend beyond the boundaries of the Caribbean 
/Community linking 
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Community linking the Member States of the Community with .the wider 
Caribbean. Such for example are the various activities of the CEPAL Office 
in the field of transportation planning, as well as the activities of the 
Environmental Project also located in Port of Spain. 
* flolBi.of the UN System in Planning in the Sub-Region i 
4. .The .United Nations system has been playing a very active role in 
.planning in the Eastern Caribbean during the last decade, and in recent 
- years has been laying increasing emphasis on the provision of assistance 
at the regional level in an effort to foster and. encourage the various 
movements towards regional economic integration which have been established 
within this area. At- the national level DTQD projects in socio-economic 
development planning and related areas are currently being financed in 
Antigua (general development planning), Bahamas (water resources-develop-
ment), British Virgin Islands (physical and general development planning)* 
Cayman Islands (budger administration), Dominica (physical and socio-
economic development planning), Grenada (development planning), Guyana 
(surveys, physical planning and housing), Jamaica (energy planning and 
public service improvement), Montserrat (land valuation), St. Kitts 
(physical planning), St. Lucia (infrastructure development), Trinidad 
and Tobago (development of the Caroni Swamps). 
5. At the regional level on-going projects in development planning and 
related fields being executed by DTCD alone include, assistance in physical 
planning, development of statistical services at the Eastern Caribbean and 
CARICOM levels, water resources development in island countries and multi-
sector regional planning;. This last being intended originally to be the 
major channel of technical assistance in development.planning to the entire 
Caribbean Community, and to act as a resource unit to other regional 
/planning projects. 
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planning projects. In addition, there Kare other projects i;n the industrial 
transport, agricultural and., other, fields, wh\ich;relate tq planning in specific 
sectors being executed by.other members:of the .United Nations family of 
organizations. • .; . .1 . ff.ii'..:: - •:.•»!«"• ' 
' Multi-Sector Regional-Planning-Project . 
6. This project was established, in order to. assist., the national 
governments as well as the two regional secretariats, the CARICOM Secretariat 
in Georgetown, and the EGCM Secretariat in Antigua., in working, towards the 
achievement of. the expressed;, objectives of regional co-operation in various 
aspects of planning, the .Urdted,Nations ^jlti-Sector Regional Planning,. ., 
Project' for the' Caribbean.Community was, established in,,1976 for an initial 
period:of three years, with headquarters, in Port of Spain»-,Trinidad, but 
working-in close collaboration- with, the, Regional Secretariat in Georgetown, 
Guyana. - The project had the following, long-range objectives; 
•i)- .to assist, the -Caribbean Community Secretariat..and the 
Governments of the ̂ Caribbean .Community in the.establishment,, 
of an effective basis for regional planning ancl ,for the ...... r 
regional coTOrdination-.of s national development planning., 
' and psrticularly-in establishing and implementing,.a . 
•Regional. Perspective Plan as a framework for regional 
. • development; '••.;..•. 
ii). to contribute, to the long—term;,development, of the Caribbean 
Community and Comnjon Market by enhancing the role, of planning 
in achieving the aimsL an̂ l ob jectives of the Community and in 
ensuring"that regional integration makes the maximum, 
contribution to regional development.with an equitable 
distribution of the benefits frpm integration, with particular 
reference to the less developed countries of,the Community; 
/iii) to 
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iii) to assist the Governments of the Commonwealth Caribbean 
with particular reference to the less developed countries 
of the region in the establishment of appropriate 
planning machineries for national planning. 
7. The project has now completed its three-year term of operation, and 
one is in a position to comment briefly on the extent to which it has 
achieved the goals set for it at the outset. One may perhaps summarize 
by saying that the actual achievements of the project fell far short of 
the original expectations. One is also forced to admit, however, that 
the project was conceived on a far more ambitious scale than that on which 
it was actually implemented, and that its objectivés should have been 
accordingly" modified to make them consistent with the resources made 
available. It is also true that the entire climate of co-operation in 
the Caribbean Community was put to a severe test during the years of the 
energy crisis and world inflation, and that the financial and political 
pressures of Member States during that period certainly did not facilitate 
increased efforts at co-operation. 
8. Though, as indicated earlier, the formulation of a Regional Perspective 
Plan as a framework for regional development was an overriding objective of 
the project, it was not Until late 1977 that an expert was eventually 
appointed to the position of development planner on the project for a 
period of 15 months. No significant progress towards the formulation of the 
Regional Perspective Plan was made during his term of office. It is probably 
true to say that by'the time the development planner had got down to his 
task the interest in-regional planning was definitely lukewarm with all 
the Member States of the Community Concerned almost entirely with balancing 
their current budgets and 'minimizing current deficits rather than with 
medium and long-term planning. During the last few years we have also been 
/witnessing some 
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witnessing some degree of evolution in the economic strategy pursued by 
several Member States of the Community with consequences for the approaches 
to planning adopted by these. States. This state of affairs has often led 
to serious questions as to whether there can be discovered the consistency 
of goals and, harmony of objectives which should provide the underpinnings 
of the Regional Perspective Plan, 
9. One serious handicap to improved planning performance at both the 
national and regional levels in the Community is the weakness of the 
institutional machinery for planning in many of the States. In a few cases 
such machinery is norv-exi stent whereas in others there is a dearth of 
qualified personnel and resources. In yet other States where both the 
personnel and the resources may be available there has apparently been a 
disenchantment with planning due to the historical experience of poor 
performance of the planning organisation of the States. In short, planning 
as a governmental activity does not universally enjoy a high priority 
rating within the Community and this is itself a serious impediment to 
UN efforts.. , . . 
10. As part of its future efforts in promoting improved planning within 
the Community, the UN proposes in the immediate future to devote increased 
attention and resources to improving (a) the statistical basis of planning 
in all sectors; (,bj the human resources available to planning agencies 
through increased training facilities; (c) the institutional machinery for 
planning, and (d) the efficiency with which planning can be undertaken 
by Member States by providing at a regional level certain types of scarce 
expertise which cannot be efficiently utilized at the national levels. 
Sub-regional Planning on Energy, Industry, Agriculture. Transport, 
Mass Commurdc ation 
;11. The Chaguaramas Treaty establishing the Caribbean Community in--July 
1973 provides in Chapter Y| for. the ̂ o-ondination.of.Economic.Policies and 
, /Development Planning 
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Development Planning among Member States of the Community in a wide variety 
of areas. Specifically these include domestic and foreign economic and. 
financial policy (Art. 39}; taxation and fiscal incentives to promote indus-
try, agriculture arid tourism double-taxation on treaties (Art. 41); the . 
harmonization Of industrial and commercial laws and administrative practices 
(Art. 42); monetary, payments and exchange rate policies (Art. 43); promotion 
of ownership and control of regional resources by nationals of the region 
(Art. 44); co-ordination of national development planning through the 
formulation of a regional perspective plan, by consultation in the formula-
tion of national plans and the establishment of a Committee of Officials 
in charge of national planning agencies (Art¡45); industrial programming 
to increase the use of local materials, encourage production linkages, 
minimize product differentiation, improve production efficiency, expand 
extra and intra-regional exports and promote industries in the IDC's 
(Art. 46); joint development of natural resources through joint projects, 
collaboration in research and exchange of information (Art* 47); promoting 
complementarity of agricultural production with special attention to the 
LDC's (Art. 49); rationalization of trade in selected agricultural products 
(Art. 48); promoting complementarity of agricultural production with 
special attention to thé LDC's (Art* 49); Collaboration'in the development 
of the tourist industry (Art. 50). : ' 
12. On a more restricted geographical level- the East Caribbean Common 
Market Agreement also mandates its Member States to work towards the 
progressive' harmonization of development, investment and industrial policies 
involving a common policy towards development planning and industrial 
development including fiscal and other incentives to industry (Art. 13); to 
pursue policies which economize on the use of foreign exchange; and adopt 
a common policy towards-treatment of foreign capital and greater mobilization 
of domestic capital for development purposes ,(Art, 14); to progressively 
/harmonize their 
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•harmonize their fiscal policies especially taxation of' companies' 'and 
individuals and use of fiscal 'ihcentivb¥ foi' industries, agriculture arid 
tourism (Art. 15); the adoption of a common irranspoft policy with special 
referénûe to-inter-territorial transport' (Â^t. 7'^! and the adoption of* 
a common agriculture policy-including a'liarmohiZed approach towards subsidies, 
pricë rsuppot-ts and market guarantees (Art. 17). 
13 i' Though Only limited progress has been made so'fér ih tra execution of 
the âbbve mandates to thèse! two'regional' organisations and further progress 
has been" éériousiy-impeded iri-recent wyear*é bôbausë ôf the severe economic 
and financial cri ses-faced by most Of thé Member States, there has none-
theless been some achievements worthy of note in several of the areas 
mentioned.'- - i-;;'-*' "•"• • ' 1 
Industry ' 'f,:i>n 
14. .Soma "progress had been made in "the 'é^iniati on of the possibilities 
for industrial programming within the Community as a whole by the mid-1970*s 
when the pressures brought on by world inflation and the ëmergy^Crisis so 
altered'the économie climate Within the^iegicin as "to lèàd to suspension 
of 
furtHef discussions-on approaches in thi's'ai&a; u Sorte pro jects' envisaged 
included large scalè joint enterprises"utilizing énërgy and mineral resources 
from within the CommUrdt'y, *of; WhiCh a few àré istilï being investigated. 
Investigations -were Undertaken with the' assistance of the Caribbean Develop-
. I . r 
ment Bank and IBRD by consultants, in the effort to identify feasible 
.... î r / 
industries for establishment in the- less developed territories in an 
initial attempt'at allocation!of industries.' At another level efforts are 
continuing .-.through assistance to;the-ECCM Secretariat ^rom UNDP/'UNIDO'to 
identify potential industries baséd on the'natural resources available in 
the - ECCM Member* 'Stétèè»" The establishment lof the Caribbean Development" 
Bank in 1970 to serve th'e developmental n'eeds at the wider regional level, 
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and of the Caribbean Investment Corporation in '-19*73 to finance industrial-
isation in the ECCM member territories, both represented part of the regional 
stragegy for the development of industry» 
15. Ah important aspect of thô efforts to promote industrial development 
vid thin the Community in which substantial progresé is at present being 
made is represented by the introduction of the New Structure of the Common 
External Tariff: as well as a New Origin System for;the Common Market which 
are expected to be introduced in 1979 and which should have the effect of 
widening thé possibilities for trade in industrial products within the 
Community particularly those derived from products Using raw materials of 
domestic origin» '• • ' 1 - -
16. Yet another aspect of the approach towards the promotion of<industrial 
development is the harmonized regime of fiscal incentives which has been in 
operation for the entire Community for some time, and is due for review in 
'1979. ' •. •• ^ - ' '-' ' ' •' 
Agriculture 
17. • Though developments in this area hâve not been without problems and 
difficulties, this is undoubtedly thé area of regional planning in which 
mdst significant progress has been registered to date within the Community, 
In addition'to the organisation of trade in Oils and Fats, and a'widë 
variety Of*food crops under the provisions- of various annexés tó the CARICOM 
Treaty,*-noticeable progress'hàs been recordéd in the formulation of êr 
Livestock Sector Plan as one sectoral aspect of the CARICOM Food Plan, 
The Caribbean Food Corporation,, with Headquarters in Port of Spain has 
been incorporated and its head office is at present being established with 
assistance from the UNDP and CDB. This corporation is intendéd to act as 
a mechanism for mobilization,of- resources to be devoted5 to the production 
and distribution of food cropsthroughout the region. 
/ 1 8 . The 
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18.. The United.Nations has ,been very, active "in.this vital area of develops 
ment of .ithe Community.! - Resources-have^been-provided to assist in regional" ' 
agricultural planning through the .MSIPP- which in November 1 9 ^ held-a very 
useful and constructive regional conference on the formulation of a Common ' 
Agriculture Polioy, The conference .brought together for 'one' full week 
consultants working on diverse'areas of? .research and' practice in relatibri-
to. production, transport and*marketing of agricultural produce .within the . 
Community, as well as ' f^presentatiVes of-government agencies and inter* 
national organisations to discuss the content and feasibility -of a Gomfflort .-•. 
Agriculture Policy. The report;of the.conference is being prepared by the . 
CARJCOM Secretariat and should-: help ̂ tP. inform the,Secretariat as well as---" 
member governments -pn the -prospects • for; future planning in thisv-;areav 
19* A .large project for-.fehe development of farming techniques • (CARDATS) 
is now in process of execution in- the ECCM States with headquarters :in 
, .Grenada and ..an: agricultural researchr 'project with'Community^Wide ̂ GPverags - ' 
(CARDl) is based at the Faculty of Agriculture of the University of,the. 
West Indies in Trinidad and Tobago. In addition, there are smaller national 
projects located in several member statesof the Community. 
Co-ordination of Development Planning. 
20. in ^xeeuidon of the. mandate- -given in Article 45 of the- Annex to the 
Treaty of Chaguaramas, "the Committee: of Officials in charge-of-Nat&tffi&l'-
Planning Agencies was established*.- The last-meeting" of-thB Committee-was • 
held in May. 197? and. took- the opportunity riot1 only, to review the current 
economic situation in member states: of the Community, but examined' at lenth 
such issues asfthe•feasibility .of,a -regional'policy on inflation, drregiorial 
consumption^policy»--.the. state ofrnational. development planning the: present 
state of,developments in regional»planning and regional industrial'program»w-
ing, the, role pf>#pe -UNPP, Ifcil-ti-Secto*« RejgiortBl Planning «Project, arid1' the! 
proposed quantitative framework for the Regional Perspective Plan. 
/21. The 
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21. The study on the Quantitative'Framework for the Regional Perspective 
Plan which had been earlier prepared by'consultants under-the joint"auspice 
of the United Nations and the IBRD, :was the subject of further-more detailed 
scru&fey at a cnc-weak regional seminar for Statisticians and'Planners hold 
in November 1977 in Trinidad to essamine the problems' associated with the 
compilation of National Accounts and other Statisticis to satisfy the needs 
of planning.. 'The seminar was held under the joint auspices of the UN Multi-
Sector Regional Planning Project, the UN-CARIODM Statistics Project and the 
UN/ECCM Statistics Project. 
22. One most desirable feature of the co-ordination of planning which 
takes place within the Caribbean Community is represented by the high degree 
of collaboration between regional organisations in their efforts to assist 
member states. Several joint missions have been undèrtaken for one purpose 
or another involving the' CARICOM and ECCM Secretariats as well as the 
Caribbean Development Bank and.the UN Multi-Sector Regional Planning Project. 
Fiscal Planrd.no 
23. This is another area in which significant progress towards regional 
co-ordination has teen recorded.' The introduction of a harmonized regime 
of fiscal incentives for industrial' development*has already been noted. 
In the area of joint negotiation of double-taxation agreements some.progress 
has .occurred with the negotiation of a MDC/LDC Double Taxation Agreement, 
and the initialling in December 1976 of a Draft Agreement jointly negotiated 
by the ECCM States.and Belize with. Canada. The fiscal adviser to the li/SRPP 
was a consultant to the ECCM in these negotiations. 
24. In the area of direct taxation of companies and individuals a modél 
draft income tax law has been prepared under the auspices of the ECCM by 
a legal draftsman working in consultation with the fiscal adviser of the 
MSRPP and based von detailed fiscal reviews previously completed for the 
' . . . i . i •.. ' • ~ ••••• - /States of " 
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. „States of Dominica and St. Vincent. This model, draft has been adopted as 
the' basis for new legislation for, the taxation of companies and individuals 
in at least five,of the LDC member states of the Community.r . , • 
25« Work has siready begun .pn the. detailed research necessary to bring , 
abovt the-eventual, harmonization of. the two basic tariffs which now exist 
within the Community, one serving the LP's and, one serving the MDC'^. It 
is anticipated ,that co-operation in, thig ^sphere will continue in the 
immediate future. . . , 
Machinery for Exchange of InformstiPry Between Planning Agencies ! 
25. The Committee. of^Pffi.pials. ^©t&ohal, Plannii^ Agencies 
of Member States pf, the.Caribbean. CpmiTiuni^y was established under? Article 45 
of the Annex ..to.„the Treaty of, Chaguar,amas establishing^ the Caribbean Community 
in ,1973. Thus Committee, constitutes fhe/q^maj, machinery for exchange of 
information between planning agencies of member states, and is;one of the 
institutions .of the Community reporting to,the ^Common Marfc;ê  Council, which, 
.together with the Conference pf. Heads,,o.f .Gqverrffrjents,. constLtu^.the^two 
main, organs of thei Caribtean. Commg^it^., .- . •. :., .. ... ...... . . 
2?. .. .Under Article 10 pf the Treaty, of Qhs^mrpssas several, other ..institutions 
-of the Community, have (beer} as.teblished ;tp facilitate co-?ordinati.on and , 
collaboration in variogs areas of sectoral planning. These institutions 
include; ........ ... .,. ... t , . p .. i ,,..,, 
• i.} The Conference, pf.,Minister$ responsible for Health; , 
ii). The Standing Committee of .Ministers responsible.for Education; 
iii) The Standing Committee of Ministers responsible for Labour;=. 
•,,.. ,iv) The Standing Qopittee of Ministers re^ponsitJjle .for Foreign., 
. ..„.Affairs;: . ;4.. . . ,• . ... , 
, v) Thp Standing Committee ofMinisteips responsible., for Finance; 
. ..,. /vi) The 
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vi) The Standing Committee of Ministers responsible for Agriculture; 
vii) The Standing Committee of Ministers responsible for Mines, 
The meetings of each of these Committees of"Ministers are preceded by., 
meetings of technical officers who examine and make recommendations on the 
various issues of interest. Since in the context of Caribbean Community 
Member States a good deal of planning in each .sector is done by the 
particular Ministry concerned with planning agencies acting merely as 
co-ordinating secretariats, these Standing Committees of CARICOM Ministers 
represent an important, medium for co-ordination and exchange of information. 
Training in PlanningTechniques in the Sub-Region 
28, There are three major levels through^ which resources are provided 
for training in planning techniques in" thé -Member States of the Community. 
The first is the academic level'at the regional universities where courses 
are offered in development planning. The second is through bilateral 
technical assistance agencies such as the U.S. Agency for International 
Development and the Ministry of Overseas Development of the United Kingdom. 
The third is through multilateral technical Assistance efforts such as 
those of the United Nations family or Organisations, the Organisations of 
American States, the Commonwealth Fund for Technical Co-operation. Projects 
which are financed from United Nations' resources are usually endowed with 
a significant component of training resources to provide for both the . 
in-service training of local counterpart personnel as well as for scholar-
ships to local personnel at universities ahd other institutions of higher 
education outside of the Country. 
29. These efforts notwithstanding, there remains a large unsatisfied 
need within the Caribbean Community for training of local personnel in all 
aspects of planning, as well as in other related areas such as statistics 
/and project 
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and project identification and evaluation. Proposals for technical assistance 
being presented to various agencies at present include requests for increased 
resources to be devoted to training in planning as well as other aspects 
of public administration. 
